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Köszönetnyilvánítás
Mindenekelőtt szeretnék köszönetet mondani konzulenseimnek, Imre Sándornak és Jeney
Gábornak. Útmutatásuk, hasznos tanácsaik és kritikáik nélkülözhetetlen segítséget nyújtottak
kutatómunkámban és disszertációm elkészítése során egyaránt. Nekik tartozom azért is
köszönettel, hogy színvonalas nemzetközi és hazai projektekben foglalkozhattam izgalmas
kutatási-fejlesztési feladatokkal, és szakmai fejlődésemhez minden feltételt megteremtettek.
Különösen hálás vagyok hazai és külföldi szerzőtársaimnak és kollégáimnak az IP mobilitás
területén együtt folytatott kutatásainkért, a közös munkáért és publikációkért, a rendkívül
hasznos vitákért, és a konferenciák, projekt értekezletek során nem egyszer messzi
országokban együtt szerzett élményekért.
Köszönet illeti a Mobil Kommunikáció és Kvantumtechnológiák Laboratórium, a Multimédia
Hálózatok és Szolgáltatások Laboratórium, valamint a Mobil Innovációs Központ tagjait –
közvetlen kollégáimat, akik magyarázataikkal, egy-egy hasznos mondattal, megjegyzéssel és
tanáccsal nagyban könnyítették a munkámat.
Végül, ám korántsem utolsó sorban köszönettel tartozom egyetlen Pankámnak, szeretett
szüleimnek és kedvenc húgocskámnak azért a biztos családi háttérért, melynél fontosabb
feltétel nem létezett számomra doktori tanulmányaim során.
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Abstract
Telecommunication industry predicts a huge mobile Internet traffic increase for the next
decade with a series of emerging mobility scenarios and use-cases like network mobility for
vehicles in Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems or scalable distributed mobility
management for masses of mobile devices performing Machine to Machine communication.
It seems to be technically challenging and prominently expensive to adapt current mobile
network architectures and mobility management solutions to the increasing requirements.
Core network technology must scale, novel protocols and design methodologies are needed to
tackle the issues under limited revenue growth and increased user privacy. This work is to
discuss advanced schemes and algorithms to support emerging mobility scenarios in future
convergent distributed mobile Internet architectures.
In order to enhance legacy (macro)mobility management solutions by increasing their
handover performance and scalability, I have followed two separate approaches. On the one
hand I extended IPv6 with a novel, anycasting based micromobility extension for Mobile
IPv6. Aiming at a transparent and distributed support of micromobility scenarios my goal was
to propose a purely IPv6 based, and transparent micromobility framework. On the other hand
I have exploited a candidate future Internet scheme built upon IP called the Host Identity
Protocol, by designing and evaluating a novel HIP-based micromobility protocol naturally
relying on the advanced, cryptographic ID/Loc separation scheme of HIP.
As mobility becomes one of the most unique characteristics of future’s convergent
architectures, more attention must be paid to the problems of location information leakage
(i.e., location privacy issues of all-IP mobile communication caused by easy estimation
possibilities from IP addresses to precise geographical positions of users), even at the earliest
phases of design: at the network planning level. This motivated me to develop mobile network
planning tools and algorithms that exploit inherent location privacy support of micromobility
protocols.
For network mobility (NEMO) scenarios several improvements exist to overcome the
limitations of the already standardized NEMO Basic Support protocol. However there are
several extensions of NEMO BS, the searching for further optimization possibilities and novel
solutions has not stopped. In order to enhance current NEMO schemes, I have followed two
approaches. On the one hand I improved standard IPv6-based network mobility by forming a
framework based on a special handover solution using location information support, crosslayer optimization and continuous network discovery. On the other hand I have further
extended the Host Identity layer by developing and evaluating a novel, HIP-based NEMO
protocol.
It is highly expected that due to their centralized (anchor-based) design, mobile Internet
architectures currently being under deployment or standardization will not scale particularly
well to efficiently handle the challenges. In order to overcome these issues, I have developed
a Host Identity Protocol based system framework for the Ultra Flat Architecture, and also
designed and evaluated a proactive, distributed handover preparation and execution protocol
for this framework.
By covering the above emerging scenarios with optimized schemes and advanced
algorithms for the all-IP world in my dissertation I was able to improve the performance of
current solutions and thus increase the quality of mobile applications and the level of mobile
user experience in general.
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
Telecommunication systems are converging into a synergistic union of different wired
and wireless technologies, where integrated, multimedia services are provided on a universal
IP-based infrastructure [J1], [C7]. Besides the evolution of wireless networks toward
heterogeneous all-IP mobile communication architectures, end-user terminals are also
becoming more and more powerful implementing extremely large variety of functions from
making voice and video calls through social networking and sharing multimedia till exploiting
the advantages of geographic positioning solutions [C8]. The Internet itself is turning into a
fully pervasive and ubiquitous communication system in which users are expected to be able
to use remote resources anytime and anywhere. This evolution recently made mobile Internet
a reality for both users and operators thanks to the success of novel, extremely practical
smartphones, portable computers with easy-to-use 3G USB modems and attractive business
models. Based on actual trends in telecommunications, vendors prognosticate that mobile
networks will suffer an immense traffic explosion in the packet switched domain up to year
2020 [1]–[4]. In order to accommodate current systems to the anticipated traffic demands and
user requirements, technologies applied in the access, backhaul and core networks must
become appropriate to advanced use cases and scenarios. Within these technologies, mobility
management protocols and schemes play an essential role when it comes to future mobile
Internet architectures [J9].
Legacy IP mobility management solutions like Mobile IPv4/IPv6 [5], [6] provide
transparent session continuity and global handover management for heterogeneous all-IP
mobile communication architectures but could suffer from several well known problems
(increased delay, packet loss, and signaling) that have led to the distinction of macro- and
micromobility scenarios. Macromobility focuses on mobility management between distant
wireless domains and across the Internet [5]–[8], [C16], [J4], while protocols designed for
micromobility scenarios [9]–[11] reduce the number of network elements that process the
signaling information by restricting the propagation of such datagrams to a smaller set of
nodes and manage movement inside a specific wireless domain locally. Due to their
performance and scalability during handovers within localized areas, optimization,
development and integration of micromobility schemes are research topics that live their
renaissance nowdays. The optimal design of micromobility domains is also an open issue
when deploying these protocols in next generation mobile environments.
Trends clearly show that IP-based mobile and wireless networks will not only support
mobility for the widest range of single end terminals, but even for Personal Area Networks
(PANs), Vehicle Area Networks (VANs) [12], complex groups of nodes in Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITSs) and Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) architectures [13], [C5], [C10],
[C15] complete networks of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) devices and sensors, and
various mobile ad hoc networks [14]. It means that not only single mobile entities with
permanent Internet connectivity have to be managed, but also entire mobile networks (i.e.,
NEMOs) need to be maintained as a whole. The currently standardized NEMO protocol [15]
only offers basic solution for this complex problem, thus leaving space for researches on
further enhancement and optimization.
The growing number of mobile users, the increasing traffic volume, the complexity of
mobility scenarios, and the development of new and innovative IP-based applications require
network architectures and protocols able to deliver all kind of traffic demands seamlessly
assuring high end-to-end quality of service. However, the strongly centralized nature of
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current and planned mobile Internet standards (e.g., the ones maintained by the IETF or by the
collaboration of 3GPP) prevents cost effective system scaling for the novel traffic demands.
Micromobility protocols try to ease the above issues, but doesn’t find the root of the problem.
Aiming to solve the burning questions of scalability from an architectural point of view,
distributed [16],[J11] and flat [17] mobile architectures with enhanced, proactive and crosslayer optimized techniques (e.g., [C23], [C30]) are gaining more and more attention today.
However IPv6 shows word-wide proliferation and will play an essential role in future
communications, it is also anticipated in next generation mobile architectures that IP
addresses will not continue to remain both locators (for packet routing) and identifiers (for
referring to a host or session): the semantically overloaded nature of the Internet Protocol will
be obviated by identifier/locator (ID/Loc) separation schemes [18], [19]. The Host Identity
Protocol (HIP) family [20]–[23] is one of the most promising, extendable and flexible ID/Loc
separation techniques, which guided me to develop both HIP and pure IPv6 based solutions
for the identified problems.

1.1. Research Objectives and Thesis Structure
The above introduced trends and use-cases pose serious challenges to existing mobile
Internet architectures and require special support to efficiently cope with the raised problems
and questions. My essential aim was to develop advanced protocols and schemes supporting
these emerging mobility scenarios of the all-IP world. By investigating new mobility
management techniques, localized mobility solutions, micromobility domain planning
algorithms and proactive, cross-layer optimized handover mechanisms, I could also ensure
scalability, seamless handover, enhanced network design, and eventually better Quality of
Service (QoS), Quality of Experience (QoE) and increased user privacy. Regarding to the
previously summarized broad research areas I have grouped my researches into four main
topics:
1. In order to enhance macromobility management solutions by increasing their handover
performance and scalability, I have followed two separate approaches. On the one hand I
was induced to investigate possibilities to enhance the Internet Protocol and design a
novel micromobility extension for Mobile IPv6 (Thesis I.1 and I.2). Aiming at a
transparent and distributed support of micromobility scenarios my goal was to propose a
purely IPv6-based, and transparent micromobility framework, which doesn’t require
additional network entities, provides highly decentralized operation, and ensures optimal
routes inside the domains without introducing extra signaling load on the wireless
interface. In order to support deployment by keeping the scalability and efficiently
controlling the size of the micromobility routing domain in the network design phase, the
development of a special subnet optimization algorithm for my framework was also an
objective within this approach. On the other hand I have decided to exploit a candidate
future Internet scheme built upon IP called the Host Identity Procotol, by designing and
evaluating a novel HIP-based micromobility protocol (Thesis I.3) naturally relying on the
advanced, cryptographic ID/Loc separation scheme of HIP.
Thesis I.1:
Thesis I.2:
Thesis I.3:

A built-in IPv6 micromobility management scheme based on anycasting (ABMF)
is introduced in Section 2.1.2.
A special anycast subnet forming algorithm is developed and evaluated in an
improved mobility simulator in Section 2.1.3.
A localized mobility management extension of Host Identity Protocol (µHIP) is
presented in Section 2.2.2. An accurate HIP simulation environment is developed
and used for accurate modeling and evaluation of µHIP in Section 2.2.3.
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2. As mobility becomes one of the most unique characteristics of future’s convergent
architectures, more attention must be paid to the problems of location information
leakage (i.e., location privacy issues of all-IP mobile communication caused by easy
estimation possibilities from IP addresses to precise geographical positions of users),
even at the earliest phases of design: at the network planning level. This motivated me to
develop mobile network planning tools and algorithms that exploit inherent location
privacy support of micromobility protocols (Thesis II.1, II.2, II.3, and II.4). Existing
network planning algorithms (e.g., [24]–[28]) are mainly focusing on the trade-off
between the paging cost and the registration cost and – to the best of my knowledge –
none have introduced privacy awareness in network planning methodologies before my
work.
Thesis II.1:
Thesis II.2:
Thesis II.3:
Thesis II.4:

A location privacy policy model for micromobility domain planning with an
appropriate algorithm (PA-SABLAF) is discussed in Section 3.1.1.
Performance of PA-SABLAF is evaluated with the help of a proprietary location
privacy metric in Section 3.1.2.
A PA-SABLAF variant using uncertainty-based location privacy metric is
presented end evaluated in Section 3.2.2.2.
A PA-SABLAF variant using traceability-based location privacy metric is
presented end evaluated in Section 3.2.2.2.

3. For network mobility scenarios several improvements exist to overcome the limitations of
the already standardized NEMO Basic Support protocol [15]. NEMO BS operates in the
IP layer and inherits the benefits of Mobile IPv6 [6] by extending the binding mechanism
of the ancestor, but keeps all the problems of the main approach such as protocol
overhead, inefficient routing, security and lack of multihoming support. All of these
issues are under examination at the IETF, but this work has not been completed yet.
However, there are several extensions of NEMO BS in order to allow multihoming and
nested mobile networking [29], [30], and ongoing researches are trying to deal with the
route optimization [31]–[33], security problems [34], [35], and handover optimization
[36]–[38]. Despite the fact that several novel real-life demonstrations [39] and testbeds
[40] started to prove the feasibility and usability of NEMO BS and its extensions, the
searching for further optimization possibilities and novel solutions like [41] has not
stopped. In order to enhance current NEMO schemes, I have followed two approaches.
On the one hand I was aiming at improving standard IPv6-based network mobility by
forming a framework based on a special handover solution (Thesis III.1 and III.2) using
cross-layer optimization and continuous network discovery. On the other hand my goal
was to extend the Host Identity layer by developing and evaluating a novel, HIP-based
NEMO protocol (Thesis III.3).
Thesis III.1: A location information aided predictive mobility management framework for
multihomed NEMO BS configurations is introduced in Section 4.1.2.
Thesis III.2: The prediction accuracy of the proposed solution is analyzed using a probabilistic
model in Section 4.1.3.
Thesis III.3: A Host Identity Protocol based network mobility solution (HIP-NEMO) is
presented in Sections 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2, and 4.2.2.3. The performance evaluation of
HIP-NEMO is provided based on extensive simulations built on complex protocol
models in Section 4.2.2.4.

4. It is highly expected that due to their centralized (anchor-based) design, mobile Internet
architectures currently being under deployment or standardization will not scale
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particularly well to efficiently handle the challenges [42], [J9]. To enhance scalability of
mobile Internet architectures and support distributed mobility management scenarios with
decentralized, proactive, self-configuring and self-optimizing network structures, the
Ultra Flat Architecture (UFA) was proposed as one of the first solutions [17], [43]. The
main characteristic of this proposal is that the execution of handovers is managed by the
network via the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [44]. Even though SIP is a very
powerful signaling solution for UFA, it is not applicable for non-SIP (i.e., legacy
Internet) applications and the published SIP-based UFA scheme also does not comply
with ITU-T's recommendation of requirements for ID/Loc separation in future networks
[18]. In order to overcome these issues, my research objective was to develop a Host
Identity Protocol based system framework for the Ultra Flat Architecture (Thesis IV.1),
and also to design and evaluate a proactive, distributed handover preparation and
execution protocol for this framework, supporting complete elimination of centralized IP
anchors between Point of Access (PoA) nodes and correspondent nodes, and placing
network functions at the edge of the transit and access networks (Thesis IV.2 and IV.3).
Thesis IV.1: A Host Identity Protocol based system framework for the Ultra Flat Architecture
(UFA-HIP) is proposed in Section 5.1.2.
Thesis IV.2: A proactive, 802.21 MIH and HIP-based handover initiation, preparation,
execution and completion protocol for UFA-HIP is presented in Section 5.2.2.
Thesis IV.3: The performance of the proposed UFA-HIP handover protocol is evaluated in
Section 5.2.3.

1.2. Research Methodology
In my Thesis I have relied on two classical research approaches: analytical considerations
and simulation studies. During the development phase of novel protocols, schemes or
algorithms for the identified problems of emerging mobility scenarios, analytical
considerations could not be ignored. My work on special network planning solutions in Thesis
groups I and II is based on graph models, cost structures, and theory of algorithms (i.e.,
simulated annealing), while the analysis of my special NEMO optimization framework in
Thesis group III relied on probability theory.
My proposed schemes were implemented in two different simulators. On the one hand I
modified and extended an existing, proprietary Java-based mobility simulator [45], [J3],
producing realistic cell boundary crossing (i.e., inter-cell movement rate) values and incoming
call database in the particular (micro)mobility system under evaluation in Thesis group I and
II. This simulator provided a realistic representation of the mobility patterns and was prepared
to execute the different algorithm variants over an initial domain structure. On the other hand
I have modified and extended an existing C++ model package for a general purpose opensource, component-based, discreet event simulation environment called OMNeT++ [46].
Thesis groups I, III and IV rely on the extensive evaluations performed with the help of my
contributions to this powerful environment [46], [C17].
I have strongly relied on statistics and probability theory also within my simulation
analysis when handling large amount of measurement data came into picture.
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Chapter 2
2. Micromobility Management Protocols
Rapid evolution of wireless networking has provided wide-scale of different wireless
access technologies (e.g., 802.11a/b/g, DSRC, 3G UMTS, LTE, LTE-A, WiMAX, etc.) with
complementary characteristics and motivation of operators to integrate them in a
supplementary and overlapping manner. To provide ubiquitous mobility between these
technologies, Internet Protocol v4 and v6 emerged as the common technology platform [J5],
[B6] which is capable of connecting the various wired and wireless networks. Although
macromobility management protocols (e.g., Mobile IPv4 [5] and Mobile IPv6 [6]) are capable
of handling global mobility of users, they introduce low scalability, significant signaling
overhead, and increased delay and packet loss when mobile terminals change their Internet
point of attachment (PoA) frequently within geographically small areas (i.e., micromobility
domains) [47]. In order to overcome these performance deficiencies, several approaches
attempt to extend IP level global macromobility mechanisms: micromobility methods (e.g.,
[9]–[11], [48]) offer faster and more seamless handover management while also reduce load
on central mobility anchor points and (e.g., [49]) enable more scalable operation and resource
utilization. However these approaches usually suffer from lack of robustness, inefficient
handling of intra-domain traffic and added complexity, furthermore they often require
employing of new protocol stacks, and in general do not offer optimal performance in several
scenarios.
In order to enhance macromobility solutions by increasing their transparency, handover
performance and scalability, I have followed two separate approaches. On the one hand I have
investigated possibilities to enhance the Internet Protocol and designed a purely IPv6-based
micromobility extension for Mobile IPv6 (Thesis I.1 and I.2 in Section 2.1). On the other
hand I have exploited a candidate future Internet scheme built upon IP called the Host Identity
Procotol (HIP) [20]–[23] and designed a HIP-based micromobility protocol (Thesis I.3
Section 2.2).

2.1. Built-in IPv6 Micromobility Management based on Anycasting
In my IPv6-based scheme the main goal was to rely on the characteristics and latest
results of the IPv6 anycasting, and such providing a built-in and transparent solution for
micromobility management.
Thesis I.1. [C1],[C2],[C3],[B1] I have proposed an anycast based micromobility framework
(ABMF), which provides completely distributed, highly decentralized operation and optimal
routes inside the micromobility domains without introducing extra signaling load on the
wireless interface.
2.1.1 Overview of IPv6 Anycasting
Anycasting is a group communication scheme which was introduced originally in RFC
1546 [50]. Anycasting separates service identifiers from physical interfaces, enabling a
service to act as a logical entity of the network. Several promising practical application can be
imagined based on this characteristics. The most popularly known application of anycast
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technology is helping the communicating nodes in selection of service providing servers. In
this approach the client host can choose one of many functionally identical servers. As a
result, load distribution and balancing can be achieved between the multiple servers when we
use a feasible anycast routing protocol, where anycast requests are fairly forwarded. An
excellent survey of the IPv6 anycast characteristics and applications can be found in [51],
[52], where the authors describe many advantages and possible applications of anycasting.
The anycasting paradigm was adopted in IPv6 as one of its basic and explicitly included
services [53]. When an IPv6 node sends a packet to an anycast address, the network (based on
underlying routing algorithms) will deliver the packet to at least one and preferably only one
of the competent hosts thus establishing one-to-one-of-many communication. In this matter
IPv6 anycasting is considered as a group communication scheme, where the group of nodes is
represented by an anycast address and anycast routing algorithms are dedicated always to find
the most appropriate destination for an anycast packet. The “appropriateness” is measured by
the metric of the routing protocol. In IPv6 the anycast addresses cannot be distinguished from
the unicast addresses, they share the same address space. Therefore the beginning part of IPv6
anycast addresses is the network prefix: the longest P prefix identifies the topological region
in which the anycast group membership must be handled as a separate host entry of the
routing system. Outside this region anycast addresses of that membership can be aggregated.
Existing drafts categorize IPv6 anycast based on the length of P [54]. On the one hand Global
Anycasting should be taken into consideration, where the value of the P prefix is zero, making
aggregation impossible and leading to serious scalability problems: individually stored
anycast entries easily could cause explosion of routing tables if anycasting gets widely used.
On the other hand Subnet Anycasting should be considered when anycast packets can reach
the last hop router by normal unicast routing, and the current Anycast Responder is
determined by the last hop router (e.g. based on Neighbor Discovery). Regional Scoped
Anycasting [55] is a natural outgrowth of Subnet Anycasting: the anycast subnet may contain
not only one router (i.e. the last hop router) but more, creating a controlled anycast subnet (or
region) by restricting the advertisement of anycast routing information (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Terminology of IPv6 anycasting

Anycast routing protocols working in the subnet (i.e. scope-controlled region) should take
care of managing the anycast membership and exchanging the anycast routing information.
The current IPv6 standards do not define the anycast routing protocol, although the routing is
one of the most important elements of network-layer anycasting. Beyond the lack of
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standards, there is quite small amount of literature about practical IPv6 anycasting. However
the existing drafts are quite prosperous [56], [57], there are still challenges to be solved.
V. Park and J. Macker proposed anycast extensions of link-state routing algorithm and
distance-vector routing algorithm in [58] and evaluated in [59]. D. Xuan and others proposed
and compared several routing algorithms for anycast [60]. Eunsoo Shim proposed an
application load sensitive anycast routing method (ALSAR) and analyzed the existing routing
algorithms in his PhD thesis [61]. S. Doi and others summarized the problems and possible
solutions regarded the current specifications for IPv6 anycasting and proposed an anycast
routing architecture based on seed nodes, gradual deployment and the similarities to
multicasting [51]. Based on their work S. Doi and others together with S. Matsunaga and
others designed and implemented three IPv6 anycast routing protocols (AOSPF, ARIP, PIASM) based on existing multicast protocols (MOSPF, RIPng, PIM-SM) [56], [57]. The area of
secure and reliable anycast group membership management protocol is also being investigated
(e.g., [62]), as well as the problems coming from the stateless nature of anycasting [51]. Due
to promising achievements in the area of IPv6 anycasting, the restrictions introduced in the
early IPv6 standards (RFC 3513 [63]) are now removed (RFC 4291 [53]), proving that the
IPv6 community will sooner or later come up with a standardized solution.
2.1.2 IPv6 Anycast based Micromobility Framework (ABMF)
In the proposed IPv6 mobility management framework the anycast addresses are
identifying the mobile nodes (MNs) entering a micromobility domain. In the micromobility
domains the registering and the membership management of the mobile anycast nodes is done
by anycast group membership management protocols like [62] or [64]. The location- and
handover management of mobile nodes within a given micromobility domain (i.e., intradomain communication of a given anycast subnet) is based on the underlying anycast routing
protocol (e.g., [56], [57], [65]). Inter-domain handovers are managed with the well-known
Mobile IPv6 macromobility protocol.
In ABMF, when a mobile node enters a micromobility domain, the Care-of-Address
(CoA) obtained is a unique anycast address (aCoA), thus an anycast address identifies a single
mobile node. Therefore the packets sent to the aCoA of the mobile terminal have no chance of
reaching another mobile node, since in this sense the anycast addresses assigned to the mobile
nodes are unique. The assigned anycast address has a validity area or region – an Anycast
Subnet (AS) defined by the P prefix and the scope – where the anycast address might be
located. As a result the mobile node in the validity area of the anycast address can move
without being forced to change its anycast Care-of-Address. The mobile node with a unique
anycast Care-of-Address matches the Correspondent Anycast Responder (CAR) in anycasting
terminology [54]. In my scheme the validity area determined by the length of the P prefix of
the anycast address equals a micromobility domain. As a result the movements within the
micromobility domain (i.e., anycast subnet) are handled locally decreasing the signalling
overhead of MIPv6 as the corresponding macromobility protocol.
Within the micromobility domain the use of anycast address as an identifier for the
mobile terminals helps to simplify the routing and handover management by applying routing
metrics. As a result the movements of the mobile nodes can be characterized by the change of
the routing metrics in the anycast routing tables; no new routing entries are needed when
moving.
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Figure 2: IPv6 Anycast-based Mobility Framework (ABMF)

The mobile node after entering a micromobility domain and getting an anycast CoA
becomes a member of a Virtual Anycast Group (VAG). The VAG size depends on the size of
the micromobility area (or anycast subnet) since the anycast address is valid in the whole
micromobility domain. The members of the VAG are the virtual (possible) locations of the
mobile node (Fig. 2). However the mobile node’s actual position is the only one that has a
valid routing entry. The Virtual Anycast Group equals the Anycast Group Membership
(AGM) while the virtual copies of the mobile node match the Anycast Responders according
to [52]. The movement of the mobile node equals the joining of a new Anycast Responder (at
the new location of the mobile node) and the quitting of an old Anycast Responder (from the
previous site). The underlying anycast routing algorithms are supposed to find out the
appropriate destination for a packet destined to a VAG member.
2.1.2.1 ARIP operation in ABMF
One of the most important infrastructural basics regarding any anycast based application
is the underlying routing protocol. In order to show how my ABMF proposal would work in
practice I introduce the solution’s four main scenarios using Anycast Routing Information
Protocol (ARIP) [57].
In the first scenario the mobile terminal leaves its current domain (e.g., its Home
Network) and enters (1) an other local administrative mobility domain (a new micromobility
domain) as seen in Fig. 3 case the mobile node first of all obtains (2) – with the help of
address autoconfiguration method on receiving a Router Advertisement – a unique anycast
address that is valid in the whole area due to the properly set P prefix of the anycast address.
As a result the source address can be a unique anycast address since the source of a packet can
be identified unequivocally. After getting the unique anycast Care-of-Address, the mobile
node has to build the binding towards its Home Agent therefore a Binding procedure (3) is
started by sending a Binding Update message. Next the mobile terminal has to initiate its
Anycast Membership in the Virtual Anycast Group (VAG) of the new micromobility domain
by having its anycast CoA. This can be done with the help of an ARD (Anycast Receiver
Discovery) Report message (4). On receiving an ARD report message the access router
creates an ARI (Anycast Route Information) message (5) and sends it towards it adjacent
routers that insert the received information into their routing table associated with the output
interface information. As a result each router in the new micromobility domain has an entry in
their routing table how to reach the mobile terminal. Since each outing entry has a timeout
period thus the mobile node should send ARD Report message periodically to maintain its
routing entry. The updating time of the routing entry should be defined according to the
refresh interval of the routing entries.
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Figure 3: Entering a foreign micromobility domain

In the second scenario (Fig. 4) the mobile node moves (1) while sending data packets (“ready
state”) toward the Correspondent Node (i.e., the Anycast Initiator). As the mobile terminal is
attached to the new access router, the new router notices that packets with the anycast address
in the source address field are being sent over one of its interfaces (2) (the access router
checks the direction where it receives the anycast-sourced packets). According to the anycast
routing protocol the access router has an entry in its routing table regarded this source anycast
address. Therefore the router modifies the entry regarded the anycast address of the mobile
node so that the new entry forwards the packets towards their new destination (the interface
from which it has received the packet with the anycast address in the source address field), the
actual location of the mobile terminal. The access router also has to initiate an anycast routing
information exchange by sending an ARI message (3). In this case the ARI message should
only propagate to the previous router since the rest of the path remains unchanged. The
previous access router can be reached easily since the router entry before the update points
towards the previous router.

Figure 4: Moving in a given micromobility domain
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In the third scenario the mobile node changes its point of attachment in a stand-by state (the
mobile is attached to the network and involved in mobility management, but there is no data
transmission). As the mobile node notices the change of the access router (based on timers,
router advertisement or some kind of lower layer trigger) the mobile terminal informs the
network of its current location by sending an ARD Report message to the new router. As it
has been shown in the previous scenario the same applies here since the new access router is
responsible to spread the routing information throughout the micromobility domain with the
help of ARI message exchange.
In the fourth scenario the mobile node is in idle state (the MN is not reachable, it is not
attached to the network) while moving around the micromobility domain. As a result if a
packet arrives to the mobile terminal’s anycast address the mobile node has to be found
therefore a special ARD Query is sent throughout the network to find the actual location of
the mobile terminal. This implements a simple paging mechanism aiming to give the protocol
a reactive attitude and decrease the signaling overhead over the radio link. In the special ARD
Query the anycast Care-of-Address of the mobile node should be inserted as well, since only
the mobile node with the unique anycast address should reply to the ARD Query message. As
the mobile node answers to the ARD Query with an ARD Report message thus the routing
information can be distributed in the micromobility domain.
Of course a more complex paging scheme could also be implemented, but it will decrease
the transparency of the proposed scheme. On the one hand when a mobile node is active or
participating in the routing information exchange, the maintaining of paging cache can be
done by the active signalling or by the ongoing communication’s packets. On the other hand
when the mobile node is in idle mode the balance should be found to keep the paging cache
up-to-date and to keep the signalling overhead low. In my proposed framework the Mobile
IPv6 Binding Update message can be used to keep the paging cache up-to-date. The mobile
node should send periodic BU messages towards its Home Agent to refresh the binding. The
routers – on the path of the BU towards the Home agent – in the paging area refresh the
paging cache on the arrival of a BU message. In ABMF the paging would follow a distributed
approach since the paging cache is distributed in the anycast routers of the micromobility
domain. Therefore the risk of a single point of failure in the paging cache can be reduced [49].
2.1.2.2 AOSPF operation in ABMF
Not only ARIP can be used in my ABMF proposal, but any other IPv6 anycast routing
scheme can be applied. To highlight this transparency I have selected the Anycast Extension
to OSPFv3 [57], [65] as an alternative underlying routing infrastructure. The AOSPF routing
protocol and the AGM management works closely together in order to maintain the routing
information flow similarly to the ARIP case. The main differences are depicted below (Fig.
5).
1)
2)

3)
4)

The topology of the anycast routers is created with the help of the Link State
Advertisements (LSA). This step is same as in case of the standard OSPFv3 [66].
As indicated previously, the movements of the mobile node can also be represented
by the VAG membership information exchanging. This is done with the help of the
Anycast Receiver Discovery (ARD) queries and reports (or can be done by other,
more secure anycast group membership management protocols).
The anycast router upon receiving an ARD report creates an Anycast Membership
LSA (AM-LSA) packet. The AM-LSA then is sent to the adjacent anycast routers.
The anycast router when receiving an AM-LSA message checks whether the
received anycast address has already been stored in the routing table. In case it is a
new entry (e.g., a new mobile node arrives to the micro mobility domain), the
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anycast router simply registers it, and then forwards the entry to the adjacent routers.
Otherwise (when there was a previous routing entry) the appropriateness of the
newly arrived AM-LSA is evaluated. Note that the ABMF framework simplifies the
evaluation phase, since the arrival of a new AM-LSA message would mean that the
mobile node has moved. Therefore the latest AM-LSA message contains the latest –
and most up-to-date – information about a single mobile node. The propagation of
the AM-LSA messages can also be limited since when the AM-LSA message does
not generate any change in the routing table (the AM-LSA reached a crossover node)
then the router should not forward the AM-LSA message towards its adjacent
routers.

Figure 5: Details of AOSPFv3 operation in ABMF

2.1.2.3 Summary of ABMF
Several proposals are presented in the literature to deal with the performance problems of
Mobile IP in micromobility scenarios. In [47] a comprehensive study is given on the
performance of seven IP micromobility protocols and a performance analysis framework is
presented consisting of five key performance indicators: handoff performance, passive
connectivity and paging, intra-network traffic, scalability and robustness. This section
summarizes the pros and cons of ABMF based on the analysis of [47].
ABMF is independent of the radio layer, and there is no need of implicit movement
detection in the uplink direction: the mobile terminal may continuously transmit packages
during handover. If the terminal enters a new Internet point of attachment (PoA), it still uses
its old anycast address, which is valid in the whole logical subnetwork, meaning that there is
no need for the time consuming address acquiring process during intra-domain handover
events. In my proposal, the communication disruption in the uplink direction is only limited to
the time requirements of Layer 2 procedures.
Downlink routing entries are automatically adjusted by a trigger of the first data packet
arriving at the new PoA. When receiving a data packet from a mobile node, the access router
changes the metric for the given anycast address in its routing table. This event initiates an
ARI/AM-LSA message at the lowest level access routers, and the routing information spreads
in the micromobility domain. Right after this update reaches the crossover router, the
downlink data packets will be routed appropriately towards the new location of the mobile
terminal.
Majority of existing micromobility protocols do not provide efficient support for intradomain traffic. E.g., in case of CIP (Cellular IP) [11], all intra network traffic is routed
through the CIP domain Gateway. As ABMF relies on IPv6 routing to drive packets towards
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their destination, the intra-domain communication will be optimal, regardless of the
destinations. The re-use of built-in IPv6 routing results in low number of involved stations
during the handover and low handover latency. The low number of explicit management
messages also decreases signaling overhead over the radio interface: the management load is
rather shifted to the wired network segments with more resources available.
The most important advantage of my ABMF proposal is that there is no need to employ
new protocol like in case of CIP [11] or HAWAII [48], but only the built-in capabilities of
IPv6 and MIPv6 are used. Although the standardized operation of an IPv6 anycast routing
protocol is currently work-in-progress and numerous anycast related research projects are still
ongoing, it is very likely, that my solution will require only minimal modifications to the
network if deployed.
The inside-domain movement of the mobile host is completely transparent in the
direction of the Home Agent and the Correspondent Node when ABMF is applied, this could
be useful when security and intractability is taken into consideration during network planning.
In order to reach an idle mobile node in mobile networks, some proposals (like [11] or
[48]) include paging support. In ABMF, the default scheme to locate a mobile terminal is
performed by flooding the network with ARD query messages. As it was pointed out, more
sophisticated paging solutions can be easily implemented in ABMF to track and locate mobile
terminals.
In ABMF, the anycast address as local identifier of mobile nodes has the ability to
support either soft state handovers (i.e., when mobile nodes are connected to both the new and
the old PoAs simultaneously) or hard handovers (i.e., when mobile nodes are connected to
only one PoA at once), if the underlying IPv6 anycast infrastructure supports multi recipient
anycast routing (bi-casting or n-casting).
Majority of existing micromobility protocols rely on hierarchical networking structure to
reduce routing update latency. This fact results in vulnerability to failures and also to
increasing overhead at higher hierarchy levels. ABMF is not sensitive for node or link
failures, as it does not contain any centralized nodes or databases (like the CIP domain
Gateway in [11], GMA in RegReg6 [67], or the MAP in HMIPv6 [9]): the routing
information is distributed among the network nodes inside the micromobility domain,
providing a highly decentralized scheme, in correspondence to the philosophy of IP
communication.
ABMF does not introduce extra signaling load on the wireless interface. However, on the
wired part ARI messages are intensively exchanged upon handover events. The signaling load
in the wired network is caused by the routing information updates, which is proportional to
the number and the handover frequency of mobile terminals in the domain, and similar to
existing micromobility solutions following the hop-by-hop routing approach.
2.1.3 Simulated Annealing Based Anycast Subnet Forming
2.1.3.1 Introduction to micromobility domain planning
It is usually hard to design the size of a micromobility area (i.e., locally administrated
domain). Several important questions arise: how to group wireless points of attachments with
their relevant coverage into micromobility domains, what kind of principles must be used to
configure the hierarchical levels if they are available, and in which hierarchical level is
advisable to implement special functions (e.g., anchors or gateways). The traffic load and
mobility of nodes may vary, therefore a fixed structure lacks of flexibility: design schemes are
needed to comprise these network dynamics and to provide optimal or near-optimal solutions.
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An obvious algorithm is to group those access nodes and their coverage areas (i.e., cells)
into one domain, which has a high rate of handovers among each other. In that way the
number of global location updates (Binding Updates/registration messages) can be
significantly decreased. But joining too much access nodes into one domain would degrade
the overall performance since it will generate a high traffic load on anchor/gateway nodes,
and result in higher cost of packet delivery and paging. Contrarily a small number of
cells/PoAs inside a micromobility domain will lead to a huge amount of location updates to
the home network but will alleviate paging costs.
Based on these assumptions, He Xiaoning et al. [24] proposed a dynamic micromobility
domain construction scheme which is able to dynamically compose each micromobility
domain according to the aggregated traffic information of the network.
The related questions are very similar to the Location Area (LA) planning problem
(where cells must be grouped into location areas in an optimal way [68], [69], as in
micromobility domain planning we also need to search for a trade-off compromise between
the location update and the packet delivery cost.
One of the most known LA planning schemes is the solution called Traffic-Based Static
Location Area Design – TB-LAD [28] that groups cell pairs with higher inter-cell mobile
traffic into the same LA. In this algorithm a list of neighbors is created for each cell, and the
neighbor with the highest inter-cell traffic will be selected from the list and included in the
same LA with this cell. In the next step the algorithm finds neighbors with the highest traffic
from the neighbor lists of the cells that are included for the current LA and includes them into
the current LA. This is terminated, when there are no more neighbors that can be included or
the maximum number of cells is reached for the current LA. After this loop the algorithm
starts the forming of the next LA in the same way.
However, in case of the Location Area Forming Algorithm – LAFA [70], LAs are not
formed one after the other, but simultaneously, always including the actual cell-pair to an
already existing LA or creating a new one, enabling to build the LA structure in a distributed
way.
Based on the experiments of LAFA, the duet of the Greedy LA Forming Algorithm
(GREAL) and the Simulated Annealing Based Location Area Forming Algorithm (SABLAF)
was proposed in [25]. In this scheme GREAL is adopted to form a basic partition of cells into
LAs in a greedy way without any additional assumptions for cell contraction, and then
SABLAF is applied for getting the final partition. In [71] authors also propose a similar
simulated annealing based LA planning method giving a heuristic and near-optimal solution
for LA planning in tolerable run-times.
There is also a specific Location Area planning algorithm for GEO Mobile Satellite
Systems: by the way of extensive comparison of the cost of location management using
different types of location area designs, an appropriate scheme was separated by the authors
satisfying the special requirements of GEO satellite systems [72].
There are also Location Area and micromobility domain planning algorithms which are
able to handle network structures with hierarchical levels [26] [J3] for assignment of an
optimal tree structure to a given source of access router handover rates.
2.1.3.2 Algorithm proposal for Simulated Annealing Based Anycast Subnet forming
However work-in-progress / under standardization IPv6 anycast routing protocols can be
re-used for ABMF purposes, a serious concern when introducing ABMF (and any hop-by-hop
micromobility solution) still exists: since mobile nodes must be maintained as separate
routing entries, the size of routing tables in the routing domain can easily explode. In order to
control the size of the routing domain, keep the scalability and help the design and formation
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of micromobility domains in ABMF, I have proposed a special subnet optimization algorithm
also handling the tradeoff between the paging cost and the registration cost.
Thesis I.2 [C9], [C12], [J3] I have developed a two-phase anycast subnet forming algorithm
where firstly a greedy grouping is adopted to form a basic partition of wireless attachment
points into anycast subnets (ASs), and then simulated annealing is applied to provide the final
partitioning. I have shown that the proposed two-phase Simulated Annealing Based Anycast
Subnet forming algorithm (SABAS), which is an improvement of the SABLAF scheme, reduces
the registration cost by an average 35% compared to the reference forming scheme.
In ABMF, at each AS boundary crossing, the mobile nodes register their new locations
through signalling messages of MIPv6 in order to update the location management database
of the Home Agent. In this way the system is able to maintain the current location of each
user, but this will produce a registration cost in the network. Therefore the question arises,
what size the AS should be for reducing the cost of paging, maintaining routing tables (interdomain handovers) and registration signalling (intra-domain handovers).
On the one hand if we join more and more wireless points of attachment with their
relevant territory (e.g., cells in cellular networks, or Internet Points of Access – PoAs with a
certain coverage in IP mobility terminology) into one anycast subnet, then the number of
subnet handovers (inter-domain movements) will be smaller, so the number of MIPv6 binding
update messages [6] sent to the upper levels will decrease. But in case of big number of PoAs
or belonging to a subnet, more possible mobile nodes can join into one micromobility domain
(increasing the possibility of routing table explosion), and an incoming call will cause lot of
paging messages. On the other hand if we decrease the number of PoAs, then we do not need
to send so much paging messages (hereby we will load less links and the processing time will
decrease, too) and the scalability problem can be solved as well, but then the number of
subnet changes will increase. Therefore the overall problem in subnet planning for ABMF
comes from the tradeoff between the paging cost and the registration cost, also considering
the scalability issues.
I qualified the paging cost and maximal routing table size as a constraint: therefore the
registration cost was left alone in the objective function. Hence I defined and formulated a
problem in which the final goal is the determination of optimum number of wireless Internet
points of attachment per an anycast subnet for which the registration cost is minimal, with the
limitations of the paging cost and the routing table sizes as an inequality constraint function.
This problem is similar to the well-known Location Area planning problem [27], [28],
therefore I have applied the widely used fluid model [73] for calculations about the movement
of MNs among the ASs, relied on the results of [74], [75] for the definition of the MIPv6
registration cost and the paging cost, and used the equation of [45] for the calculations of
N max (the maximum possible number of PoAs in the AS) as a main input for my AS forming
algorithm.
2.1.3.3 The MIPv6 registration cost
By employing ABMF the PoA coverage boundary crossing inside the anycast subnet
(AS) will be hidden from the upper levels, meaning that administrative messages for
registering the new location of a mobile at the macromobility management protocol (i.e.,
MIPv6 Home Agent) will not be sent during intra-AS handover events. In order to make
calculations about the movement of MNs among the different ASs, I have selected the fluid
flow model [73]. The fluid flow model describes the aggregate mobility of the mobile nodes
in a set of PoAs (e.g., an AS) as a flow of liquid. According to this model the MNs are
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moving with an average speed v , and their direction of movement is uniformly distributed in
the area. Therefore the rate of outflow from that area is described by [73] as
v P
Rout 
(1)



where v is the average speed of the MNs,  is the density of MNs in the area and P is the
perimeter of the area. In this model it is very simple to define and analyze the MIPv6
macromobility registration cost function. The density of the MNs in an AS:



K
Nk  S

(2)

where K is the number of MNs in the k th AS, N k is the number of PoAs in the k th AS, and
S is the area of a PoA. Every time when a MN crosses a coverage boundary of a PoA which
is an AS boundary also, a macromobility registration process is started and a Binding Update
message is sent to the Home Agent [6]. I consider here the intra-AS boundary crossing cost
negligible, because intra-domain handover cost is not considered in the macromobility
operation. Therefore I only need to determine the number of PoAs located on the boundary of
the k th AS, like a subset of N k , and the proportion of the PoAs coverage perimeter which
contributes to the k th AS perimeter, similarly to [73]. Using this perimeter of the k th AS:
Pk  N p  p N k 
(3)
where N p is the number of boundary PoAs and  p is the proportion of the PoA coverage
perimeter in the AS perimeter in the function of N k . The number of the boundary PoAs can
be approximated as it has been done in [74]:
N p    Nk
(4)
The proportion of the PoA coverage perimeter which will be the part of the AS perimeter as
well can be defined with an empirical relation [75]:
 p N k     a  b  N k  1
(5)
where  is the perimeter of a PoA coverage and a  0.3333 , b  0.309 ,   0.574965 .
Substituting N p and  p N k  in (3), the expression for the perimeter of the k th anycast subnet



becomes:
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(6)
Hence the number of crossing the k th AS boundary can be calculated by substituting the
values of  and Pk in the outflow rate of the fluid flow model:



K

   N k   0.333  0.309  N k 0.425
v
Nk  S

qk  










(7)

As a MIPv6 registration process is started when the MN crosses a PoA coverage boundary
which is boundary of an AS too, the total MIPv6 registration cost will be:
CRe gk  C BU  qk
(8)

where C BU

 0.333  N k 0.5  0.309  N k 0.925 

CRe g k  C BU   v  K     



S


is the cost required for transmitting a MIPv6 Binding Update message.
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(9)

2.1.3.4 The paging cost considering the routing scalability issues
To have a feasible network, the paging capacities should not be exceeded, therefore we
need a paging constraint per an AS. The limited network capabilities of finding the exact
location of an MN in case of incoming session will cause a limit on the peak session arrival
rate, therefore I defined an upper paging cost constraint for every AS. Another constraint
should be defined, the maximum number of MNs in one AS ( K max ), considering the
challenges of the non-aggregatable anycast routing entries in a given anycast subnet. The
paging cost for the k th AS should not exceed the paging cost constraint (the paging cost for
the k th AS will be the sum of C P over the N k PoAs):
i

C Pk 

Nk

C
i 1

Pi



Nk

B

P

 N k  K  i  C k

(10)

i 1

C Pk  BP  N k  K 

Nk



i

 Ck

(11)

i 1

where B P is the cost of transmitting a paging message and  is the number of incoming
sessions of a MN. Here I assume that MNs have the same average number of incoming
sessions in all the PoAs in the k th AS ( i   ), so the paging cost will be:
C Pk  BP  N k 2  K    Ck .

(12)

2.1.3.5 Optimization of the MIPv6 registration cost
The goal is to determine the optimum number of PoAs per an AS for which the
registration cost is minimum, with the paging cost and routing tables’ limitation as an
inequality constraint function. Assuming that the session arrivals (  ) follow a Poisson
process and the function of the registration cost (9) is a monotonically decreasing function,
the paging constraint can be written as:
P(C Pk  Ck )  1  e 
(13)
where   (10,100) , depending on the accuracy of the paging constraint. The monotonically
decreasing attribute of the registration cost function means, that we need to find the highest
value of the N k for which the (13) will be still satisfied. Substituting the expression of the
paging cost in (13):
P( BP  N k 2  K    Ck )  1  e 
(14)
If we still assume that the  probability variable follows a Poisson process, then the
maximum value of N k can be calculated ( N max ):
P ( 

Ck
BP  N k  K
2

)  1  e 

(15)

Substituting the calculated value of N k in (9) provides the minimum of the registration cost. I
will use this calculated N k as an input for my anycast subnet forming algorithm.
2.1.3.6 The simulated annealing based AS forming algorithm
My goal is to develop an anycast subnet (AS) planning algorithm, which considers the
paging constraint, the scalability issues of IPv6 anycasting, and takes the available mobility
pattern and PoA coverage perimeter information as input, and finds an optimal or near
optimal AS structure for which the registration cost will be minimum.
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The registration cost is proportional to the number of handover events between different
ASs ( q ), therefore the registration cost can be minimized by designing the ASs such that the
PoAs belonging to one AS have the lowest boundary crossing rates among each other. I
extended an existing realistic mobile environment simulator [45], [J3], which generates this
boundary crossing database, a handover rate for each PoA pair, defined on the border of these
PoAs. The incoming session statistic can be also generated for every PoA; therefore the
paging cost can be calculated in the same time for every AS.
My proposed SABAS algorithm starts with a greedy solution, which will provide the
basic AS partition as an input to the simulated annealing method. The algorithm chooses the
PoA pair with the biggest handover rate in the given structure of wireless Internet points of
attachment ( qmax ) and includes the two PoAs into the AS1 set of PoAs. In the next step,
SABAS searches for the second biggest handover rate among the PoA pairs for which is true,
that one of them belongs to the AS1 set of PoAs. The algorithm checks whether the inequality

N k  N max
(16)
is satisfied, where N max is the maximized value of N k , namely the maximum number of PoAs
in an AS which provides the minimum of the registration cost. If the inequality is satisfied,
the PoA can be included into AS1 set of PoAs. If the inequality is not satisfied, this PoA
cannot be included into this set, not fulfilling the paging cost constraint. In this way SABAS
joins the PoAs which are in the same dominant moving directions, therefore the number of
handovers among ASs can be decreased (highways, footpaths, etc.). After the processing of
all PoA pairs in the above sequential way, there will be PoAs that are not group of any set of
PoAs. These PoAs will form another AS, which is not the best solution, but this will be only a
basic AS partition which will serve as an input to the simulated annealing [76], [77] based AS
forming scheme. The simulated annealing procedure starts with this basic partition, s 0 . A
neighbour to this solution s1 is then generated as the next solution by simulated annealing,
and the change in the registration cost CRe g ( s0 , s1 ) is evaluated. The acceptance function is
 CRe g


T







, while the stopping rule is the maximal iteration step number or maximum number of
steps when the CRe g do not changes. I have defined another constraint, the maximum
e

number of MNs in one AS ( K max ), considering the scalability challenges of the nonaggregatable anycast routing entries in a given anycast subnet. Therefore when the number of
the routing entries reaches the K max value in one AS (one routing entry for every MN), the
value of the N max need to be decreased, hence the ASs will consist of less number of PoAs in
average, so the number of entries will be smaller in an AS proportionally. This decreasing
should be continued until the number of routing entries goes under the K max constraint.
2.1.3.7 Simulation framework and results
A Java-based realistic mobile environment simulator capable of providing rural and urban
mobile environments [45], [J3] was extended by me in order to generate the input metrics of
the algorithm. The simulator serves a two-fold purpose.
On the one hand it generates a realistic PoA coverage boundary crossing and incoming
call (i.e., initiation of IP session) database in a mobile system given by the user with PoA,
mobile node and movement path placing within the GUI. It also calculates both the handover
rate for each PoA pair, defined on the border of these PoA coverages. The incoming session
statistic can be also generated for every PoA; therefore the paging cost and the registration
cost can be calculated in the same time for every domain.
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On the other hand the simulator uses the above produced data as an input for the widest
scale of location area and domain planning algorithms, and forms LAs and micromobility
domains by running the implemented mathematical functions.

a) Example for initial cell/road structure in the GUI
b) Example planned micromobility domain structure
Figure 6: The simulation software in use

The simulation can be executed on an arbitrary and customizable road grid covered by
cells of various access technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi, GSM, UMTS) as shown in Fig. 6/a . Mobile
nodes (MN) can be placed into this highly customizable environment by firstly specifying
MNs’ velocities, and setting the incoming session arrival parameter (IP session intensity).
This way different types of mobility environments can be designed (rural environment
with highways or a densely populated urban environment with roads and carriageways, etc.,),
together with the grids of cells configured and adapted to these environments. The applied
mobility model here for MNs is the following. The different mobile terminals will move on
the defined road grid by time-to-time choosing a random destination point on the road,
similarly as in real life. Since typical mobile users are on the move aiming to manage a
specific duty or reach a particular destination (e.g., heading to a hotel, a workplace, a hospital,
etc.,) and they usually want to arrive in the shortest possible time, therefore the Dijkstra
algorithm is used in the simulation framework in order to find the shortest path for mobile
hosts towards their selected destination. The average speed of MN movements is defined by
the velocity parameter of each mobile node.
For every mobile node an incoming session arrival parameter is defined and when a
session initiation packet hits the node, the simulator designates it to the cell/PoA coverage
where the node is in that moment. When a mobile host changes a cell or Poa, the simulator
registers that a handover (i.e., boundary crossing) happened between the respective coveragepair. When a simulation run ends, the simulator sums the cell/PoA boundary crossings and
incoming session initiation distribution for every access network in the simulated topology.
The results (road structure, cell structure, call numbers and cell matrix, mobile data) can be
saved and opened to easily provide inputs for the Java implementation of the examined
algorithms. An example domain structure gathered at the end of the whole simulation process
is depicted in Fig. 6/b.
My goal with this mobility simulator was to evaluate my SABAS micromobility domain
planning algorithm. I have compared SABAS with a manual AS grouping solution where the
partitions are made intuitively (this reference manual solution should be considered as a
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planed partition, but likely not the optimal one). I have examined how the registration cost
changes by increasing the maximum number of PoAs in one AS.
Two environments were prepared in the simulator: the rural is rarely populated, but on
the belonging highways a big number of mobile terminals are moving with high speeds, while
the urban scenario is densely populated, with mobile terminals moving with smaller
velocities. In the rural case the average PoA coverage size is larger then in the urban
environment, accordingly there is a smaller number of PoAs. The rural environment consisted
of 42 PoAs, while in the urban network there was 79 PoAs. I have executed the simulation on
these two network scenarios and used the output of the simulation (boundary crossing and
incoming session database) as the input parameter for SABAS. I have analyzed how the
registration cost changes by increasing the maximum number of PoAs in one anycast subnet.
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Figure 7: The registration cost in rural (left) and urban (right) environments

Fig. 7 left shows the registration cost in rural environment, where the x axis represents the
N max , used in the (16). As it is depicted, SABAS finds a much better solution for every value
of N max than the manual solution. For the calculated value of N max  12 , the registration cost
reaches the global minimum value using the proposed technique.
Fig. 7 right shows the registration cost in the urban scenario, where we have more PoAs,
but the size of the cells or PoA coverages is smaller. In urban environment also, the SABAS is
outperforming the manual solution significantly. Using again (16), N max  14 (higher value
than for the rural environment, because of the PoA coverage sizes and numbers), for that
value the SABAS algorithm gives again the minimum of the registration cost
Summarizing the results depicted in Fig. 7 I can state that SABAS finds a much better
solution for every value of N max both in rural and urban environments, and decreases the
average registration cost by an average 35% compared to the reference algorithm. This
significant signalling load reduction in the domain structure can help us improving
performance of QoS-sensitive applications while also taking care of scalability issues of my
anycast based micromobility framework.

2.2. HIP-based Micromobility Management
Despite the fact that the today’s Internet architecture is quite robust and supports
innovation and rejuvenation with the proliferation of IPv6 technologies, the basics of TCP/IP
have not changed since the first RFCs published in the early 1980’s. The Internet Protocol
was not designed with any kind of mobility in mind: the inseparable bond between the locator
(Loc) and identifier (ID) functions of IP addresses makes it complicated, inconvenient or in
some cases even impossible to design efficient, scalable and secure mobility and multihoming
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solutions. To get down to the roots of this problem by separating the dual role of IP addresses
and provide an extended TCP/IP stack for future mobile Internet, the Host Identity Protocol
(HIP) [20], [21] was designed. The most important characteristic of HIP is that it uses
cryptographic keys to identify hosts or other network entities while legacy IP addresses are
acting as pure locators. In this architecture transport level connections are not bound to IP
addresses, which are dynamically changeable in several cases, but to permanent identifiers,
which remain the same for quite a long time. This property provides sophisticated and secure
mobility/multihoming support [22], [23], [78] for standard macromobility scenarios, but
further extension of the base protocol is needed for micromobility scenarios. The original idea
of integrating micromobility with HIP was presented in [79] but their solution was not built
on an effective and intact micromobility model as the focus was on the security issues, and the
authors did not consider protocol details regarding the operation and the mobility support.
This motivated me to develop a complete micromobility solution based on Host Identity
Protocol, and by this way to highlight the emerging mobility applications of this promising
ID/Loc separation protocol family.
2.2.1 HIP in a Nutshell
2.2.1.1 The Host Identity Layer
Current IP networks are based on two basic kinds of namespaces. On the one hand there
are human readable domain names which can be resolved to IP addresses by Internet
applications via Domain Name System (DNS) lookups. DNS provides fast queries but it is not
designed for fast updates and quick retrieval of dynamic information. On the other hand there
are IP addresses used in the network layer as locator for packet routing purposes and also used
as identifier in upper layers to refer to the host or a particular communication session. The
general concept of ID/Loc separation aims to eliminate the problems and limitations by
splitting the two roles of IP addresses and such allowing network layer to change locators
without interfering with upper layer procedures. This separation makes the routing
infrastructure more scalable, and by introducing a mapping function between IDs and Locs a
natural and effective support of mobility and multihoming can be provided.
The concept gains more and more popularity: several different approaches exist for
ID/Loc separation and it also has recently been introduced in the standardization activities of
the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) for integration in future network
architectures [18], [80]. The common in all the existing standards, drafts and
recommendations is the separation of identifiers from locators and applying a dynamic
mapping mechanism between them, making the duplicate role of IP addresses disappear. They
either use distinct namespaces for both functions (i.e., ID and Loc) or provide an architecture
where the nature of the split is operational.
Host Identity Protocol uses the first approach: IP addresses continue to act as pure
locators, while the identification role is handled by a newly introduced, globally unique
namespace (the Host Identity namespace), that is a special pool of identity representations
called Host Identifiers (HIs). The elements of the Host Identity namespace are public keys of
asymmetric key pairs (i.e., self-certifying cryptographic names) used to identify nodes and to
integrate strong security features such as authentication, confidentiality, integrity and
protection against certain kind of Denial-of-Service (DoS) and Man-in-the-Middle (MitM)
attacks. Furthermore, based on the cryptographic HIs special certificates can be generated by
the nodes for secure signaling [81] or even identity delegation [82], offering enormous
resource savings, effective session mobility and other promising application possibilities in
wireless and mobile environments. However, HIs are rarely used in actual HIP protocol
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packets, instead hash representations called the Host Identity Tag (HIT – 128 bit long for
global, IPv6-based communication) and Local Scope Identifier (LSI – 32 bit long for local
usage and IPv4 compatibility) are applied. HIP related signaling information is conveyed
within HIP headers having a form of a standard IPv6 extension header. Every HIP compatible
node has at least one HI and implements the functions required to handle the new namespace
and the relevant mechanisms. Therefore the scope of the protocol includes the modifications
and new methods designed to integrate the concepts of HIP into the existing Internet
architecture. As Fig. 8 shows, these functions and TCP/IP extensions form a new protocol
layer, which resides between the transport and network layer in the TCP/IP reference model
[21].

Figure 8: The Host Identity Layer

The basic function of HIP is to set up Host Identifier based connections between nodes
and to map HIs to IP addresses and vice versa. A HIP association can be established between
two nodes (i.e., an Initiator and a Responder) by a four way end-to-end security handshake
called the Base Exchange (BEX) (see Fig. 9).
The BEX performs mutual authentication based on the peers’ asymmetric keys and
implements a Diffie-Hellman key exchange to create symmetric keys for later payload
encryption. Additionally, a special puzzle-solution mechanism is applied to protect the
responder against certain DoS attacks. As a result of a successful HIP Base Exchange an
IPsec Security Association pair is created between the peers where SAs are bound to HIs
instead of IP addresses [20]. After the BEX, payload data is passed between the peers using
the Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) through a special ESP tunnel. A new transport
mode of ESP was designed especially for HIP [83]. This so called Bound-End-to-End-Tunnel
(BEET) mode integrates the ESP tunnel mode with the low overhead transport mode. Using
BEET mode the outer IP header of the ESP packet holds the IP addresses of the peers but the
inner header is missing. Instead the Security Parameter Index (SPI) is used to identify the
correspondent HIP association by reception at the destination. Thanks to the BEET
mechanisms HIP related signaling information (i.e., HIP header with source and destination
HITs, and HIP parameters) must be applied only to HIP control packets but not in case of data
transfer messages.
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Figure 9: The HIP Base Exchange

During HIP operation IP addresses (i.e., locators) are intended to be used mostly for ”onthe-wire communication“ between peer hosts, while upper layer protocols and applications
use HIs (or HITs) instead. This implies the need of some method to translate domain names
to HIs. Using the existing infrastructure of DNS for this translation is quite straightforward.
Therefore in [84] authors designed a new resource record for the DNS, and laid down how to
use it with the Host Identity Protocol. This novel resource record allows a HIP node to store
its Host Identity and other relevant information (e.g., HIT) in the DNS.
2.2.1.2 Basic HIP mobility and multihoming support
The base specification of HIP describes a secure locator update procedure, which I
describe here in detail. The procedure is used to maintain the HIT-IP mappings between the
communicating peers [22]. The mobile endpoint informs partners that its location has
changed. Inherited from the key idea of HIP the update procedure does not affect higher layer
connection. The procedure is transparent for all established connections of the transport or
application layers. This property makes HIP an exciting ground to develop sophisticated
mobility schemes or use it to handle more complicated and advanced mobility scenarios. The
update sequence is illustrated on Fig. 10 (left). This is the most simple mobility scenario
specified for HIP. There are two HIP capable nodes, which have established communication
sessions. Note that their higher layer connections are bound to HITs instead of IP addresses.
In case the IP address of the mobile node is changed, it will trigger a HIP update procedure by
sending an UPDATE (U) message to its peer(s). This delivers the new location information
(loc) and informs the peer if the mobile wants to update the security parameters (esp). If there
is a need for refresh, the mobile also sends the updated parameters (D-H). The update
procedure is proved to be protected against security attacks. On the one hand all the messages
are digitally signed by the peers, authenticating the origin of the message and the message for
any party using the HI of the sender. On the other hand there is a built in protection against
distributed Denial-of-Service attacks. The second and the third message of the update
procedure implements this. The peer node receiving the first UPDATE packet verifies the
signature and answers with another UPDATE packet. This includes information to update the
security parameters (esp and D-H) and a data block that contains a nonce (e_req). This must
be echoed back by the mobile node in the third UPDATE packet (e_res). This simple echo
request-response sequence verifies the new address of the mobile node.
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Figure 10: The HIP UPDATE procedure (left) and the HIP RVS mechanism (right)

A related functionality of HIP is host multihoming. In case of multihoming the HIP node
owns more than one physical interfaces and/or global addresses. However the update
procedure described above is used to update the primary locator of HIP nodes, a multihomed
node can inform its peers about secondary locators it is reachable at. It is recommended to use
different SAs for different interfaces and/or addresses. To do this, a multihomed HIP host
creates a new inbound SA and a corresponding SPI. This is also managed by the update
procedure. The first UPDATE packet should hold an ESP_INFO parameter having the NEW
SPI field set to the newly created SPI value and setting the OLD SPI field set to zero. The
packet also contains a LOCATOR parameter that indicates the new address-SPI mapping and
the old one as well. Peers will use the primary locator as long as it is available and can switch
to one of the secondary locators upon loss of connection.
The above introduced update procedure for mobility and multihoming can handle locator
changes in case there are ongoing HIP sessions between the endpoints. However this is not a
solution for initial reachability of mobile nodes and cannot cope with simultaneous mobility
of endpoints. Initial reachability is the problem about how to provide a permanent anchor
point for mobile nodes that makes it able to reach them no matter what their actual location is.
Simultaneous end-host mobility covers scenarios where both endpoints are moving away from
their location more or less parallel. Thanks to this the UPDATE messages cannot reach their
destination. The messages are delivered to the old locations of the peers and the partners will
lose each other and they have to restart their common session(s). There is an extension in HIP
standards that introduces an anchor point called the Rendezvous Server (RVS) to solve the
above cases [23]. Fig. 10 (right) shows the service the RVS provides for mobile HIP nodes to
handle scenarios described above.
The RVS is known to every potential peer nodes by e.g., DNS queries. The RVS stores
the actual HIT-IP mapping for registered mobile nodes. The Base Exchange is assisted by the
RVS to enable connection establishment for the peers. Here we describe the sequence in
detail. First the mobile node has to register itself at the RVS to use the offered service [78].
This creates an entry in the RVS database that holds the HIT-IP mapping for the mobile. The
entry is updated time-to-time by the mobile if its IP address changes. After registration the
mobile informs the DNS indicating its serving RVS. At this point any potential peer can
initiate a HIP connection with the mobile. The peer performs DNS queries to get to know the
serving RVS of the mobile it wants to reach. This is a two-stage query. First the peer asks the
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IP of the mobile node indicating its domain name. The DNS returns the domain name of the
RVS. In the second stage the peer asks the IP address of the RVS and the DNS returns its IP
address. Now the peer can trigger the Base Exchange by sending the I1 message. This is
delivered to the RVS. The anchor point knows the actual IP address of the mobile node and
modifies the I1 message accordingly. The RVS also attaches an additional data field to the
message that identifies the original sender of the message (FROM(IPPN) ). The message is
delivered than to the mobile, which continues the Base Exchange by sending the R1 message.
This also contains an additional parameter, which verifies that the I1 message was forwarded
by the RVS (VIA(IPRVS)). Finally the connection setup finishes in the regular way without the
inclusion of the RVS. Note that the RVS is used only in the connection setup. Any other
communication (signaling or data) between the peers is transferred in the direct path. The
similar process must be followed when the endpoints are changing IP addresses parallel. In
this case the HIP connection is broken and must be reestablished.
2.2.2 µHIP: Micromobility in the Host Identity Layer
Basic HIP mobility and multihoming mechanisms are only for macromobility support and
further extension of the base protocol is needed for micromobility and other distributed
mobility scenarios. The original idea of providing micromobility support in HIP was
presented by authors of [79] where a secure micromobility management scheme based on
Lamport one-way hash chains and secret splitting techniques was introduced for IP networks.
However, this scheme is not built on an effective and intact micromobility model as it only
focuses on the security issues and it also does not consider protocol details regarding the
operation and the mobility support. Moreover, in their method MNs still need to update their
location information at the RVS during the handover, therefore the scheme cannot fulfill the
requirements of micromobility architecture: it is only a partial answer for the complex
problem.
Thesis I.3. [C4], [C11], [C17], [C21], [B3], [J14], [J20] I have developed a Host Identity
Protocol based micromobility solution (µHIP) that makes HIP able to efficiently serve
frequently moving mobile users while preserving all the advantages of the standard HIP
protocol suite. I have also introduced a paging method fitting into the proposed µHIP
architecture. I have shown by extensive simulations built on complex protocol models that my
proposed µHIP scheme outperforms the standard HIP mobility management solution in
micromobility environments by providing an average TCP performance gain of 20%, while
introducing only a 9% decrease during the much less frequent macromobility scenarios.
In order to distribute HIP anchor nodes (Rendezvous Servers – RVSs [23]) and control
micromobility domains in the µHIP architecture I have introduced a novel HIP gateway entity
called the Local Rendezvous Server (LRVS) which is responsible for managing HIP Mobile
Nodes (MNs) in a given domain (Fig. 11). LRVS gateways provide HIP registration service
for users in the domain, and also introduce an IP address mapping function which is used to
attach the MNs to the µHIP access network by registering the local locators (IP L) of MNs. IPL
is valid only in the given domain and the LRVS is responsible for mapping every IP L to a
globally routable address (i.e., global locator, IPG). IPG is used to register the MNs at their
standard RVSs and to deliver packets outside the micromobility domain during further
communication sessions.
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2.2.2.1 Initiation mechanism
If a MN joins a new, locally managed network area, there is a need for an initialization
mechanism in order to start the inner-domain life of the mobile node (see Fig. 12). After
entering, the MN physically connects to one of the access routers (AR) of the domain. Right
after detecting the newly established physical connection and getting a serviceable IP address
(IPL), the MN either may actively initiate a HIP service discovery procedure or passively wait
for a service announcement in order to detect the LRVS service provided in the visited
network area [85]. Irrespectively of the used mechanism the MN will eventually be informed
about the HIT and the IP address of the LRVS responsible for the actual domain. Steps 1-3 in
Fig. 12 (yellow arrows) show the case of passive discovery where the MN (due to its
movement) sends an UPDATE packet to its RVS and current Correspondent Nodes (CNs).
The LRVS – according to the procedures of passive discovery – intercepts the UDPATE
packet, verifies the I1 source HIT and sends back a Service Announcement Packet (SAP) to
the MN containing R1 data and information about the LRVS services (HIT and IP address of
LRVS). After that the MN continues the service discovery by completing the registration to
the LRVS with the final I2-R2 sequence. Till this point everything works almost the same
way as it would be with a normal RVS. The main difference is that during this service
discovery and registration procedure the LRVS not only opens a new entry in its database and
registers the MN’s HIT with its new, local IP address but maps it with a globally routable IP
address (IPG) as well.

Figure 11: The proposed µHIP architecture

After the MN is registered at the LRVS, it needs to perform the update or registration at
the RVS and its current CNs as well; to be reachable for the current and future
communication partners (step 4, yellow arrow). Therefore the MN – strongly relying on the
self-certifying cryptographic identifiers provided by HIP – delegates its signaling rights [81]
to the LRVS at which it is registered. The appropriate certificates can be sent after the BEX
between the MN and the LRVS, resulting that the LRVS will own the rights to signal on
behalf of all mobile nodes in the current micromobility domain. In possession of this
delegation the LRVS is able to securely register or update to the RVSs and CNs on behalf of
the MNs with globally routable IP addresses assigned to them.
After this initiation procedure the MN is registered at the LRVS (with the HITMN-IPL-IPG
triplet) and at the RVS (with the HITMN-IPG pair) as well.
If a node (MN2 in Fig. 12) that had performed the same initialization mechanism in a
different domain wants to establish a HIP association with an also initialized MN3, it sends
the first packet (I1) of the Basic Exchange (step 1, blue arrow). In this packet the source IP
address is the local IP address of the initiatior (i.e. MN2), the destination IP address is the IP
address of the MN3’s RVS (here we assume that the RVS of MN2 and MN3 are identical), the
destination HIT is the HIT of MN3. The I1 packet is intercepted by the LRVS of the initiator’s
domain (i.e. LRVS2). This LRVS changes the source IP address of the packet to the globally
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routable IP address of MN2 (IPG2) and sends the packet to the RVS (step 2, blue arrow). The
RVS forwards the packet towards the registered (i.e., IPG3) address of MN3 (step 3). LRVS3
knows the actual attach point of MN3, so it forwards the packet by changing the destination IP
address of the packet (IPG3) to the MN3’s local address (IPL3) (step 4, blue arrow). The BEX
continues in the regular way, without the inclusion of the RVS, but with the address changing
function of the two LRVSs (step 5, blue arrow). (Note that the CHECKSUM field of IP
packets should be recomputed after every address change, similarly as in case of standard
RVSs.)

Figure 12: Initiation mechanism and connection establishment in the µHIP framework

After this message sequence there is an active HIP association available between the two
nodes, and they can begin sending data packets to each other. Data packets are forwarded by
the LRVSs to the actual local IP addresses of the MNs in the same way as they did during the
BEX. It is crucial to observe that due to the HIP based signaling delegation all the above
functions of the LRVS system are to be considered secure.
2.2.2.2 Intra-domain handover procedures
If a moving node which had performed the initialization mechanism described in the
previous section, moves to another possible point of attachment of the same domain, the MN
will receive a new IPL from a servicing AR belonging to the same LRVS (see MN1 and
yellow arrows in Fig. 13). In this case the MN – realizing the change of its IP address –
simply updates its registration (and if needed its delegation certificate as well) with its new
local IP address at the LRVS. The used update mechanism is the standardized way detailed in
[78]. It is important to note that neither the CNs of the MN nor the RVS has to be informed
about the movement as it is locally handled. The address changes within a domain are
managed by the LRVS system responsible for that particular domain: the movements of the
MN are completely hidden from the outside world in order to reduce the signaling overhead,
packet loss and handover latency in a significant degree.
2.2.2.3 Inter-domain handover procedures
MN2 and blue arrows in Fig. 13 demonstrate a possible inter-domain handover scenario.
In such cases, the MN moves between local administrative domains (i.e., Domain2 and
Domain3) thus invoking global mobility management procedures of µHIP. Arriving at the
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new domain, the MN will receive its new IPL, and will discover the service parameters of the
new LRVS (LRVS3). After the MN realized that it leaved the previously used administrative
domain by entering a new one and learned the HIT and IP address of the new LRVS, it
performs a registration mechanism. This works the same way, as we described in Section
2.2.2.1. Since MN changes its old LRVS, it has to update its RVS and all the correspondent
nodes with ongoing communication. But the first thing to do is to update the old LRVS (i.e.,
LRVS2) to make it able to forward packets sent to the MN’s old globally routable IP address
as long as the MN has not finished updating the RVS and all of its CNs (step 3, blue arrow).
After the old LRVS is updated, its CNs and at last the RVS will also be updated (step 4, blue
arrows). This update informs the RVS about the MN’s new IP G, which was given by the new
LRVS (i.e. LRVS3). When all of the required updates are finished, the registration association
at the old LRVS will be removed (or automatically timeouted).

Figure 13: Intra-, and inter-domain handover procedures

2.2.2.4 Paging
In mobility supporting IP based networks the exact topological location of every mobile
node must be known for appropriate packet delivery. Therefore a serious trade-off has to be
considered namely how tightly the network should track the actual location of a mobile node
(i.e. how frequently should a MN send location updates) versus the required resources to
locate a particular mobile node whose current position is not accurately known. In order to
make possible to deal with this trade-off in our proactive micromobility supporting
framework, a HIT specific multicasting based paging extension is to be introduced in the
system.
The basic idea of my proposed paging scheme is shown in Fig. 14 via an example µHIP
network configuration. The case of MN1 shows the extended initialization mechanism with
paging support, while the case of MN2 introduces the procedures when a correspondent node
from the outside network initiates a transmission towards an already initialized but actually
inactive MN (MN2) residing inside the domain. During the extended initialization the MN
registers itself into the currently entered Paging Area (PA) as well. If there are no ongoing
communication sessions on a registered MN, the mobile node only needs to update its LRVS
when it migrates into another Paging Area. Therefore when an incoming session is detected in
the LRVS (i.e., CN’s packets are reaching the designated MN’s LRVS), and if the LRVS
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system doesn’t know the exact location of the destined MN (i.e., the MN2 is in standby mode
for a long time and its registration information is outdated, only its Paging Area is known),
then it triggers the paging mechanism: appropriate paging requests will be sent by the LRVS
system towards all access routers within the designated MNs suggested location area
determined using a Paging Registration Database. Transporting the paging requests is done by
a simplified HIT specific multicasting method based on [86], that carries the requests towards
the MN through the corresponding subset of routers. The MN will be eventually reached thus
forcing it to perform a registration with the LRVS which results in successful connection
build up with the initiator CN.

Figure 14: Mechanisms of paging in the µHIP framework

To support this operation a Paging Registration Database (PRD) located in the LRVS
system is introduced. Every record in the PRD contains a Host Identity Tag (HIT) – Paging
Area Identifier (PAI) pair. In my proposal PAIs are multicast addresses uniquely assigned to
every paging area. Paging Area updates (i.e., PRD mappings) have longer timeout compared
to a normal LRVS registration lifetime implicating a longer interval between consecutive PA
updates. Note that both a normal LRVS registration/reregistration and a PRD
mapping/remapping sequence can be initiated by sending a standard HIP UDPATE packet
with an included LOCATOR parameter, but the different requests should be distinguished
with different REG_INFO content (e.g., using the Reg_Type field for differentiating between
the two functions) [78]. Thus the Paging Registration Database can be maintained and kept
updated similarly to the LRVS registration synchronization mechanisms introduced in the
previous chapter.
The carrying of the paging messages is based on [86] where authors present a Host
Identity Specific Multicast (HISM) model and a unified Version Independent Group
Management Protocol capable of handling HITs in order to provide solution for access
control, accounting, mobility, and IPv4/v6 transition relating problems of the conventional
multicasting methods. Based on their model I introduce a simple method which perfectly suits
for the requirements of carrying the paging messages in our HIP based micromobility
framework.
This method assumes a Mobile Node, which after entering a µHIP domain and finishing
its initialization duties is considered to be registered in the LRVS system. However, in order
to make prepared the MN for the paging functions we should integrate some other procedures
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into the initialization mechanisms. The scheme with the extended initialization is the
following (Fig. 14, case of MN1). During the LRVS Service Discovery sequence, the MN
must be informed about its current paging area. The required information is the multicast
group's IP address uniquely assigned to every single paging area, and can be included into the
LRVS’s SAP packet using the REG_INFO parameter (step 2, yellow arrow). After approving
all the necessary information, the µHIP implementation registers the multicast address of the
current paging area in the operation system’s registry and prepares the Paging Area Join
message. This message is a multicast group management Join message containing the
HITLRVS as we are to create a source specific multicast tree based on HIT information, and the
HITMN for possible supplemental authentication purposes according to [86]. The Join message
arrives to the first multicast router which starts the multicast tree building procedures (step 5,
yellow arrows). After reaching the multicast router of the LRVS system (or any other
intermediate router which is already on a branch of the issued multicast tree) the paging area
join procedure finishes and the MN is ready to be paged.
Note that our µHIP paging scheme doesn't require implementation of HIP layers in the
routers even though the multicast tree is built based on HIT information. The only need is to
implement the unified group management protocol, and using HITs in the routing table entries
as tree states. All of these changes can be done by upgrading the router’s multicast software.
2.2.3 Simulation environment and evaluation results
In order to evaluate my proposed HIP-based micromobility solution and to provide a
highly configurable, extensible, and adequate model for HIP, µHIP and other related
protocols, I have designed an IPv6-based Host Identity Protocol simulation framework called
HIPSim++ [C17]. The model is built on the top of the 1.99.3 version of INET [87] which is
an extension and TCP/IP model collection of the component based, modular OMNeT++ 4.2
discrete event simulation environment [46].
2.2.3.1 Details of the HIPSim++ simulation model
Considering that the 32bit LSIs are designed for local communication only (i.e., the
benefits of the HIP scheme can’t be exploited totally on IPv4), the designed HIP simulation
framework uses the IPv6 networking stack of INET [87] such fulfilling the requirements of
global HIP communication based on the 128bit HITs. Transparency of the novel HIP layer is
another important requirement which should be guaranteed for practical reasons, but current
HIP RFCs define only a few guidelines to support the transparent behavior of HIP in the
current networking architecture. These guidelines were also followed during the development
work of HIPSim++ [C17].
Despite the fact that HIP relies on the functions of IPSec, a full implementation of IPSec
and relating algorithms is not part of my simulation model: HIPSim++ does not possess
properly realized Diffie–Hellman mechanisms, RSA engine, cryptographic hash functions and
puzzles because precise mapping of all the security algorithms is out of scope of my
evaluation efforts. The main design goal of HIPSim++ was to accurately simulate core HIP
instruments focusing on the advanced mobility and multihoming capabilities and wireless
behaviour of the protocol and providing only skeleton implementation of the above mentioned
mathematical apparatus.
The simplest scenario of introducing HIP into the ISO-OSI architecture is when
applications continue to use IP addresses, and HITs (or LSIs) only appear in the newly
introduced HIP layer. Besides the integration of the Host Identity Layer, no other
modifications are to be applied in the current protocol stack if such a scenario is implemented.
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However this is an easy way to introduce basic HIP functions, it also restricts HIP’s general
benefits of mobility and multihoming support. Therefore the implemented HIP layer in
HIPSim++ registers HIT-IP bonds for every communication session, and when packets from
the transport layer arrive, destination and source HITs are replaced by destination and source
IP addresses. Higher layers know only about HITs and Port numbers: they are using HITs
instead of IP addresses. By realizing this scenario, all the advantages and benefits of applying
HIP can be exploited and also HIPSim++ can be easily used in the existing INET-based
simulation models by implementing dedicated new modules for HIP specific functions.
The core of HIPSim++ is the HIP layer module named as HIP module which creates a
daemon instance called HIP SM for every new HIP session. This daemon is responsible for all
mechanisms of the HIP State Machine (HIP SM) described in [20], e.g., for handling HIP
Base Exchange and HIP mobility functions. One such daemon instance cares of one SA,
which will be identified by the local SPI. HIP SM daemons are registered by destination and
source HITs (and SPIs) in the HIP module. HITs have to be provided by the applications (or
rather the transport layer), therefore HIP-capable DNS extensions [84] are also integrated into
HIPSim++. The HIP module is also responsible for managing changes occurring in the states
and addresses of host interfaces.
The HIP SM module implements the main functions of the HIP State Machine. In my
model transitions of HIP State Machine assume that packets are successfully authenticated
and processed. This behavior is in consistence with the standards, therefore the skeleton
implementation of security algorithms do not hamper the model to accurately simulate HIP
mechanisms. One instance of HIP SM represents and manages one HIP connection with one
Security Association. HIP SM handles transitions occurring during HIP Base Exchange, RVS
registration, UPDATE mechanism, etc., and generates HIP messages according to the state
transitions. HIP SM module also handles changes in partner IP addresses (sets the locators by
receiving and processing UPDATE messages), but the actual storage happens in the main HIP
module's hitToIpMap structure.
The RvsHIP and LRVSHIP modules are derived from the HIP module in order to extend
the basic HIP capabilities with the RVS/LRVS functions by handling the incoming
registration messages according to [78], by forwarding I1 messages [23] to the appropriate
HIP responder chosen from the registered ones, and by implementing my proposed LRVS
functions [C4], [C11], [C21], [B3], [J20].
The DnsBase module is a simple UDP application which realizes basic DNS server
functionality for name resolution of HIP hosts and implements the new Resource Record
(DNS HIP RR) defined in [84]. The module resolves domain names to HITs and IP addresses
and in case of mobile HIP hosts also provides RVS information. Note, that reverse DNS
lookups are not supported in the current version of HIPSim++.
With the help of the above modules, novel INET nodes can be created, which then can be
placed into the appropriate simulation topology. HIP RFCs and Internet Drafts define three
main types of nodes, namely the Initiator, the Responder and the Rendezvous Server. For
introducing name resolution functions, also DNS server entity is to be used in a HIP
architecture. All the above HIP nodes have been realized in HIPSim++ based on the existing
INET modules [87] and the newly introduced HIP, HIPSM, RvsHIP, LrvsHIP, and DNSBase
modules.
Novel message constructions were also required to be introduced in INET during the
implementation of the HIPSim++ HIP simulation framework. HIP signaling messages, HIP
user data messages, and DNS messages were created.
In accordance to [20], different HIP signaling messages start with a fixed header. The
HIP header is logically an IPv6 extension header such in HIPSim++ all HIP messages are
implemented as additions to the INET’s Ipv6ExtensionHeader. Almost all the already
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standardized HIP message types and parameters are defined in the framework, including also
the Locator parameter which is realized as an array of HIPLocator structures. An important
exception is the ESP_INFO parameter which is missing due to the simplified management of
IPSec SPIs in my simulation model.
In HIPSim++ the Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP) based mechanism for
transmission of HIP user data messages is applied [83]. As proper implementation of all the
cryptographic mechanisms in HIP is outside of the scope of my researches, I use only
simplified Encapsulating Security Payload Header [88] mechanisms for distinguish HIP data
packets based on SPIs. Every HIP data message travels in ESP: packets coming from the
transport layer will be encapsulated in an ESPHeaderMessage labeled with the appropriate
SPI
value.
Every
ESPHeaderMessage
has
a
special
object
(called
IPv6EncapsulatingSecurityPayloadHeader) per header to carry the SPI value as parameter.
This object is derived from the IPv6ExtensionHeader class of INET in order to overcome
some inflexibility issues of the existing IPv6 implementation and making the ESP packets to
pass through the networking layer towards the HIP module.
The basic HIP namespace resolution functions are implemented using a simple
query/response message pair called DnsQuery and DnsResponse.
In order to assess the standard parts of the above introduced model and to evaluate the
accuracy and preciseness of the implementation, me and my co-authors in [C17] built and
configured a real-life HIP testing environment based on InfraHIP [89], and compared the
outcomes of the simulation with the reference results obtained from the testbed. Our analysis
showed apparent accuracy and consistent operation of HIPSim++ in terms of handover
metrics (latency, packet loss, throughput) and behavior in case of the standard HIP mobility
mechanisms when compared to the experiences gathered in the real-life HIP testbed. This
accuracy has been provided by modeling HIP messages, nodes and mechanisms in HIPSim++
based on the actual recommendations of current IETF RFCs, and by re-using the existing
detailed IPv6, mobility, channel, etc. models of the INET Framework. This proved accuracy
and degree of reliability of HIPSim++ makes the model ideal for evaluation efforts of ongoing
and future HIP extensions, like my µHIP scheme.
2.2.3.2 Simulation scenarios and measurement results
I have used the standard HIP scenario as a reference, where the mobile HIP host (MN)
changed its network point of attachment by connecting to another Wi-Fi access point (AP)
due to its movement (Fig. 15 left). As the APs were connected to different access routers
advertising different IPv6 prefixes, the IPv6 address of the MN was changed after
reattachment. Standard HIP mechanisms were applied to handle this mobility situation by
running the HIP UPDATE process [22]. During the simulation built-in TCP and UDP
application models were used to generate traffic between the MN and its Correspondent Node
(CN). I have introduced a special router node providing an average RTT of 300 ms between
the MN and the CN / HIP RVS to simulate Internet-wide communication. A simple Domain
Name Service model was applied used to simulate DNS procedures, but they were initiated
only before connection establishment (i.e., HIP BEX).
For the µHIP scenario the difference lies in the introduction of micro-mobility domains:
two HIP LRVSs replace the access routers and control their Domains (1 and 2), where the
first one owns two access points (AP1, AP2) providing possibilities to simulate intra-domain
handovers within its LRVS control node (Fig. 15 right). Inter-domain handovers are also
implemented in the scenario: during its movement the MN changes its network point of
attachment from AP2 to AP3 (belonging to Domain 1 and 2 respectively).
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Figure 15: Simulation scenarios for standard HIP mobility (left) and my µHIP (right) scheme

In all the above scenarios the MN is able to migrate between the different APs with a
constant speed such provoking handovers situations. By inducing 100 independent handovers
during simulation runs I have measured three key performance indicators in three different
sub-scenarios. Sub-scenario A measures Handover Latency defined here as the time elapsed
between loosing the connection at the old AP and the MN sending out the last mobility
management related signalling packet (e.g., HIP UPDATE packet) while connected to the
new AP. The measurements were analyzed in function of different average Router
Advertisement (RA) intervals such creating the simulation runs (each executed 100 times)
defined by the different RA values. Fig. 16 presents the handover latency as the average of
100 independent handover series for every RA interval. I have shown that the latency of µHIP
intra-domain handovers is approx. 10% better compared to the standard HIP performance.
The much rarely occurring inter-domain cases produce approx. 6% higher values due to the
additional management tasks when entering a new micro-mobility domain.
HO latency vs. RA interval (averages of 100 runs)
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Figure 16: Handover latency measurement results of the µHIP scheme
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Sub-scenario B measures UDP packet loss during handover situations in function of
different data rates of the UDP application (by setting the inter-packet departure time)
originated by the MN towards the CN. Fig. 17 shows how many UDP packets were lost
during a handover in a HIP and µHIP based system. The points on the graph represent the
average UDP packet loss of 100 independent handovers for every offered datarate value. The
simulations clearly illustrate how µHIP enhances the handovers in intra-domain scenarios by
the cost of slightly worse results for inter-domain HO events.
UDP packet loss vs. Offered datarate (averages of 100 runs)
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Figure 17: UDP packet loss measurement results of the µHIP scheme

In sub-scenario C I have measured TCP throughput of one minute experienced at
different handover frequencies. Here the simulation runs were defining the number of
handovers suffered by the MN per minute. Fig. 18 depicts the TCP throughput proportion in a
one minute communication session between the MN and the CN experienced at different
handover frequencies from 0 to 9. The gain of µHIP in intra-domain use-cases is 20% in
average with the price of 9% decrease during the much less frequent domain changing
situations.
TCP throughput vs. handovers/min (averages of 100 runs)
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Figure 18: TCP throughput measurement results of the µHIP scheme
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9

As a summary I can state that my HIP micromobility extension reduces signaling
overhead and handover latency when it is used as a complement to the base HIP mobility
management mechanism, thanks to its below summarized two main characteristics.
Update procedure: If a MN that uses normal HIP mobility function changes any point of
attachment of the network, it must report its new IP address to the RVS and to all of the CNs
throughout of the whole network. If my micromobility extension is used, and the MN moves
to another subnet within the same domain, the only update procedure, which must be proceed,
is to update the local LRVS. Since the LRVS always knows the correct in-domain IP address
of the MN, the data packets sent by CNs to the MN are forwarded to this IP address by the
LRVS. Thus there is no need to update the CNs or the RVS. This reduces the number of
signaling messages correspondent to the location update, if MNs move frequently within a
single domain. However, if the MN changes the visited domain, which is managed by another
LRVS, the MN has to perform a registration mechanism with the new LRVS. This would not
be necessary if standard HIP is used. The MN has to update all of its CNs (i.e., to report its
new globally routable IP address to the CNs). This causes a slight overhead compared to the
standard HIP solutions. Of course inter-domain movements are much more rare compared to
intra-domain mobility events.
Handover process: If base HIP mobility function is used, and the MN changes its
attachment point, it has to update all of the active HIP associations. Until a CN is not updated
and sends data packets to the old IP address of the MN, these packets are lost. The more CNs
have to be updated, the higher probability of packet loss is identified. In my method if the MN
changes the visited domain, it does not immediately close its rendezvous association with the
old LRVS; moreover, the MN updates its registration at the old LRVS by reporting its new
globally routable IP address. This reduces the probability of potential packet losses during the
handoff mechanism, since the MN is still reachable via the old LRVS.
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Chapter 3
3. Location Privacy Aware Micromobility Domain Planning Schemes
Mobile terminals’ location data possess important service-enabler potential, but in wrong
hands it can be used to build up private and intimate profile of the mobile user and can pose
serious threats to location privacy [90]. In the all-IP world of future mobile Internet, location
privacy of users is even harder to protect as the most common parameters in every single
packet – i.e., the source and destination IP addresses – can easily be translated to a quite
accurate estimation of the peers’ actual geographical location [91]–[95] thus making third
parties able to track mobiles’ real-life movements [96], [97]. In next generation all-IP
heterogeneous wireless communication systems moving across multiple IP subnets (i.e.,
changing access nodes which provide IP connection with topologically different address
spaces) will occur more likely, resulting in much frequent IP address changes compared to
today’s mainly homogeneous architectures, therefore further aggravate problems of location
information leakage.
Micromobility solutions – besides localizing mobility events by grouping several IP
subnets into domains, and providing fast, near-seamless and local handoff – also include
capabilities to support location privacy: localization of mobility events inside a micromobility
domain can hide location information easily exposable by IP address changes of handovers
[79]. The reason is that only in cases of inter-domain handovers the location is updated and
revealed to outside of the domain; not on each access point change. Pico- and femto-cell
based mobile architectures [98] are even more sensitive to the above Quality of Service (QoS)
and privacy issues which imply the spreading of micromobility protocols and the need of
advanced network planning algorithms to support real-life deployment of the micromobilty
paradigm.
As mobility becomes one of the most unique characteristics of future’s convergent
architectures, more attention must be paid to the location privacy issues, even at the earliest
phases of design: at the network planning level. One of the open issues of deploying
micromobility protocols in next generation mobile environments is the optimal design of
domains. The main question is what size (in terms of consisting subnets) a micromobility
domain should be for reducing the cost of paging, maintaining routing tables and registration
signaling. Existing network planning algorithms (e.g., [24]–[27], [75], [J3]) are mainly
focusing on the trade-off between the paging cost and the registration cost and – to the best of
my knowledge – none of them have introduced privacy awareness in network planning
methodologies. Also the potential of micromobility protocols to efficiently support location
privacy was never taken into consideration in any domain planning algorithms available in the
literature. This motivated me to develop mobile network planning tools that exploit inherent
location privacy support of micromobility protocols while also considering the strict
constraints formed by paging and registration costs (Thesis II.1, II.2, II.3 and II.4 in Sections
3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.2.2).

3.1. Privacy Aware Simulated Annealing based Location Area Forming
3.1.1 The proposed privacy model and algorithm
However there exists a quite broad literature on location area and micromobility domain
planning as I introduced in Section 2.1.3.1, the substantial and a-priori question of how to
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integrate location privacy requirements into the algorithms is still almost completely
unexplored. To the best of my knowledge, the only study about location privacy aware
domain planning was performed by me, firstly extending my SABAS solution with a simple
location privacy policy model and a special rate weighting technique applied to integrate the
effects of the cells’ static location privacy significance and mobile nodes’ dynamic privacy
demands into the boundary crossing rates between neighboring cells. The algorithm is called
PA-SABLAF (Privacy Aware SABLAF).
Thesis II.1. [J8], [B4] I have developed a simple location privacy policy model to provide
boundary conditions for location privacy aware domain planning where both static
requirements and dynamic demands are to be respected. Based on this model I have proposed
a special rate weighting technique for enhanced and privacy aware graph representation of
mobile networks. Using this novel toolset I have developed a privacy aware domain planning
algorithm called PA-SABLAF (Privacy Aware Simulated Annealing based Location Area
Forming) which is an improvement of my SABAS algorithm decreasing the number of interdomain handovers while also considering the location privacy in the created domain
structure.
In the location privacy policy model I have proposed, a combination of two substances is
used to provide boundary conditions for location privacy aware domain planning. On the one
hand I introduced the static location privacy significance level of the cells (denoted by
for cell ) which can separate coverage areas inside the operator’s network that are considered
to be more sensitive to location privacy than others. On the other hand I defined user’s
location privacy profile for different location types (denoted by
for user
and
location type of cell ) to describe what level of location privacy protection is required for
a mobile user at a given type of location. The incoming dynamic demands are cumulated and
the average will be compared with the static location privacy significance level of the issued
cell at every announcement. The winner of this comparison – called the cell’s overall location
privacy factor – will take over the role of the cell’s static significance level. In this simple
way not only operators’ requirements, but also the dynamic demands of mobile users can be
respected during the location privacy aware network design.
In order to integrate the effects of the cells’ overall location privacy factor into the
boundary crossing rates between neighboring cells, I have created a special rate weighting
technique. In the mathematical representation I applied, the cells are the nodes of a graph, the
cell border crossing directions are represented by the graph edges and the weights are
assigned to the edges based on the cell border crossing rates of every direction (i.e., rates of
entering or leaving a cell are summarized and assigned to the corresponding edge as its
weight). These rates are weighted with the overall location privacy factor of the destination
cell.
(17)
where

is the weighted rate of edge between cells (graph nodes) and , notation
stands for the cell border crossing rate from cell to , and
is the overall
location privacy factor of cell .
Based on the above definition, my proposed PA-SABLAF algorithm starts with a
GREAL-based greedy phase that will provide a basic domain partitioning as an input (i.e.,
initial solution) of the simulated annealing. At the beginning of this greedy phase, we choose
the cell pair with the biggest weighted rate in our cell structure. If the biggest rate occurs
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multiple times, then we choose one of the instances randomly and include the two cells
belonging to that handover rate into domain
of cells. In the next step, we search for the
second biggest weighted rate among the cell pairs for which is true, that one of them belongs
to domain . We must check whether inequality
is satisfied, where
is the
th
number of cells in the
domain and
stands for the maximum number of cells in a
single micromobility domain which will give us the minimum of the registration cost and the
maximum size of the location privacy protective micromobility domain. If the inequality is
satisfied, the cell can be included into set . If the inequality is not satisfied, the cell can not
be included into this set: a new domain with this cell is to be created in order to prevent
exceeding the paging cost constraint. In this way we can join the most important cells
according to the location privacy policy model which are also in the same dominant moving
directions (highways, footpaths, etc.,).
After processing all the cell pairs in the above sequential and greedy way a likely suboptimal domain structure will be created, which will serve as an input (i.e., initial solution or
domain partitioning) for the simulated annealing part of the algorithm. Based on
a
neighbor solution is then generated as the next solution (
must be satisfied by
too), and the change in the registration cost
is calculated. If a reduction in the
cost is achieved, the current solution is replaced by the generated neighbor; otherwise we
evaluate the acceptance function
to decide whether to retain or change the current
solution ( is the temperature). The cooling schedule is based on three input parameters:
initial temperature , step of decrement (
) for , and the stopping rule which is the
maximal iteration step number until
does not change.

3.1.2 Initial metric and evaluation
In order to evaluate the developed domain planning scheme, I have designed a privacy
metric and extended the simulation framework introduced in Section 2.1.3.7.
Thesis II.2 [J8], [B4] I have proposed a location privacy metric called
to express how
efficiently a given micromobility domain structure takes into account static location privacy
significance of cells and the incoming dynamic location privacy demands of users during
operation. I have shown that PA-SABLAF appreciably improves the domain structure
compared to its predecessor algorithm with an average of 10% location privacy gain.
I have proposed
to show how effective could be the protection of users’ location
privacy while keeping paging and registration costs on a bearable level in a given
micromobility environment. I have quantified the inability of non inside-domain attackers in
tracking mobile users by computing a weighted number of inter-domain changes of mobile
nodes in the network. This metric tracks and saves movements (i.e., whole paths) of mobile
users and also saves cell boundary crossings in order to localize and count mobile nodes’
inter-domain changes. For every inter-domain handover of a mobile node and for the previous
and the next cells of such handovers the metric calculation algorithm sums the value of the
cells’ static location privacy significance and the squared value of the level of the mobile
node’s location privacy profile set for the issued location types. The above calculation is
performed for every mobile node, and the sum of these values will stand for the location
privacy metric of the whole micromobility domain system:
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(18)
where
means the set of all inter-domain handover events of user , and
stands
for a handover event with exit and entry cells of and respectively. Implicitly the smaller
values are the better.
3.1.2.1 Simulation environment and evaluation results
I have evaluated PA-SABLAF in a further extended version of the mobile environment
simulator already introduced in Thesis I.2 (Section 2.1.3.7). The performed enhancements on
this Java-based system are the followings.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

The system also calculates both the handover rate and the location privacy-weighted
rate for each cell/PoA pair, defined on the border of these cells/PoA coverages.
The static location privacy significance level of the cells can also be set in case of need
as well as the location type.
Mobile nodes can be placed into this highly customizable environment by firstly
specifying MNs’ velocities, setting the incoming session arrival parameter (IP session
intensity) and also the location privacy profile to every mobile node if needed.
Different types of mobility environments with different location privacy
characteristics can be modeled (rural environment with highways without strict
location privacy requirements or a densely populated urban environment with roads
and carriageways and the widest scale of location privacy sensitive areas like military
facilities, government buildings, etc.,), together with the grids of cells configured and
adapted to these environments.
When a simulation run ends, the simulator sums the cell boundary crossings and
incoming session initiation distribution for every cell in the simulated network, and
also calculates the normal and the location privacy-weighted rates for the
micromobility domain planning algorithms.

My goal with these extensions was to provide a more flexible tool which is able to give
the possibility to evaluate LA partitioning and micromobility domain planning algorithms for
the widest scale of network types, by freely choosing the road grid, communicating mobile
hosts and cell structure/characteristics.
The evaluation was carried out with the help of two key performance indicators. On the
one hand I analyzed PA-SABLAF using the applicable privacy metric (
) from the
location privacy point of view. On the other hand I used the global registration cost to
measure the efficiency of the algorithm from the signaling cost optimization perspective.
Note, that besides the above I also considered the
as a constraint for the paging costs.
I have executed several simulation runs for PA-SABLAF for
values, for
every scenario, and depicted the total average of all the measurements for a particular domain
planning solution in function of the
.
Four different scenarios were defined and created in this simulation framework by
cell/PoA, mobile node and movement path placing. These scenarios were designed to differ in
their cell/access point structures, number of active mobile users, and style of interconnection
(i.e., possible transition paths between cells) aiming to provide a reasonable scale and variety
of initial input data for evaluation. Fig. 19 depicts these scenarios and the following
enumeration details the most important scenario parameters and characteristics.
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Figure 19: Simulation scenarios used for evaluation (#1, #2, #3, #4 from left to right, respectively)

1. Scenario #1 consists of 44 multiply interconnected cells and 33 mobile users. Both
densely linked (urban-like) and rarely linked (rural-like) areas exist in this construction.
2. Scenario #2 consists of 42 multiply interconnected cells and 33 mobile users. The average
level of interconnection of cells is significantly lower than in Scenario #2, implicating
smaller number of transition possibilities.
3. Scenario #3 consists of 44 multiply interconnected cells and 25 mobile users. This
scenario represents a structure where the possible number of inter-cell transitions is high.
4. Scenario #4 consists of 50 multiply interconnected cells and 22 mobile users. This
structure has two, densely linked cell groups, which is interconnected with only a limited
set of cells and transition paths.
The simulation of the four scenarios was run till the completion of several thousands of
handovers in order to generate substantial number of realistic cell boundary crossings,
incoming call/session data and location privacy-weighted rates for each cell pair, also
calculating the paging cost and the registration cost for every domain. The produced data will
then be used as an input for the algorithms to be evaluated.
Using this environment I have compared my algorithm with its ancestor – the already
introduced SABAS which is without any trace of location privacy awareness. As an
initialization of my experiments I ran the mobility simulator on the scenarios of Fig. 19 and
gathered all the required input data for PA-SABLAF and for the base algorithm of the
evaluation (i.e., SABAS). After that I executed all the algorithms (with parameters
,
, and
) on the produced input data and cell structure in order to render the
micromobility domain configuration. On the rendered domain layout I examined how the
registration cost and the location privacy metric changes by increasing the maximum number
of cells in one micromobility domain for each algorithm and scenario. This way I could check
how the domain forming methods perform in terms of location privacy support and signaling
cost optimization, and also whether the registration cost function is correct (i.e., whether it
reaches the minimum value when a domain consists
number of cells.)
Simulation results show (Fig. 20) that PA-SABLAF finds a much better domain structure
in terms of the
metric for every value of
compared to the original SABAS.
However, we have to pay the price of this benefit: the registration cost is slightly higher in
most of the cases with a maximum of 4.8%. I have to emphasize, that the
case
results in gain also regarding the registration cost, so here the algorithm managed to
ameliorate both parameters of the trade-off.
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Figure 20: PA-SABLAF vs. SABAS (left) and Location privacy gain vs. cost increment for PA-SABLAF (right)

3.2. Adaptation and application of existing location privacy metrics to domain
planning
However
is able to numerically present the location privacy capabilities of a
complete network’s certain micromobility domain structure, it lacks in generality. That is why
I have started to evaluate my scheme using more general and widespread location privacy
metrics.

3.2.1 Introduction to existing location privacy metrics
3.2.1.1 Uncertainty-based location privacy metric
This type of metric was originally proposed in [99], [100]. Authors in [99] present an
information theoretic model that allows to measure the degree of anonymity provided by
schemes for anonymous connections. Authors of [100] introduce an information theoretic
measure of anonymity that considers the probabilities of users sending and receiving the
messages and also show how to calculate this measure for a message in a standard mix-based
anonymity system. Both proposals use the same metric model. The attacker’s goal is to
identify the initiator and/or the responder of a message travelling in the network. Each user in
the system is assigned a probability for being the possible initiator/responder of a particular
message, and the system’s overall anonymity level is determined by the entropy of the
random variable that is formed by the users’ probabilities. In this way the metric captures the
attacker’s uncertainty (measured by the entropy) during the identification procedure.
This metric can be easily applied to comply also with location privacy measurement
purposes: the location privacy of a given user in the system is calculated as the attacker’s
uncertainty during linking observed events (e.g., positions in trajectories) to users. Authors in
[101] define a well-detailed system model which can be used to formalize the uncertaintybased location privacy metric as follows.
Consider a user
and an event
successfully observed by the attacker
(
means all the user events observed by the attacker). Also consider
as the set of
edges of the probabilistic graph called the linkability graph ( ) representing the linkability of
observed events based on the attacker’s knowledge. (Note, that the attacker’s goal is to
reassemble the user’s actual set of events; hence it assigns probabilities to possible related
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events in order to reconstruct the user’s trajectory.) Define
as the weight function of
for representing the probability with which the attacker believes that both
and events
are associated with the same user and is an immediate predecessor of in the user’s
observed set of events. Let a random variable
stand for the probability that another
observed event
is the immediate successor of . According to the notations of [101] we
have
for any such that
in , where
means the
probability with which the attacker considers a statement to be true. The entropy of
can
be calculated to measure the attacker’s uncertainty when linking observed events to users and
therefore can be used as objective location privacy metric for user
at the
time
instance at which the event occurred.
(19)

Eq. (19) is the common form of the uncertainty-based metric which has been widely used
to measure location privacy in different wireless scenarios. For example, authors of [102]
applied this scheme in order to maximize the location privacy at each identifier update by
users, in the presence of asynchronous identifier updates and predictability of movements of
user terminals. In [103] this metric is used to analyze a novel location privacy enhancement
protocol which obfuscates several types of privacy-compromising information revealed by
mobile nodes, including sender identity, time of transmission, and signal strength. The last
example for application use-cases of the uncertainty-based metric is [104] where authors
employ the scheme to measure the performance of their solution designed to enhance users’
contradictory requirements on location privacy without diminishing communication QoS.
These examples show how varied application possibilities of the uncertainty-based
location privacy metric are and why it is considered a widely accepted and adapted metric in
the literature.
3.2.1.2 Traceability-based location privacy metric
This kind of metric captures the level to which the attacker can track a mobile user with
high certainty. The attacker’s uncertainty or confusion in the tracking procedure is measured
by the uncertainty-based metric (e.g., using entropy). In [105] authors define a so called mean
time to confusion metric to measure the degree of privacy as the time that an attacker could
correctly follow a user’s trace. Therefore the mean time to confusion is the mean tracking time
between points where the attacker faced confusion (i.e., was not able to determine the next
sample with sufficient certainty). Authors of [106] propose another variant of the traceabilitybased location privacy metric called the mean distance to confusion, which measures the
mean distance over which tracking of a user may be possible by the attacker.
The above variants are defined as the time/travel distance until the uncertainty of the
tracking grows above a pre-defined threshold. The formalization of the traceability-based
location privacy metric is also done according to the system model defined in [101]. They call
an event in the observed trace of a user (
) as a confusion point if the attacker’s
uncertainty is above a given threshold:
. It means that the time to
confusion / distance to confusion is specified as the time/distance to travel before reaching a
confusion point, during which the attacker’s uncertainty remains below
. In this way the
average value of time/distance to confusion represents a user’s lack of location privacy.
Denote
as the set of all confusion points (events) of user
. Let
stand for
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the union set of the last observed event of user and the user’s confusion events. Let
denote the set of events that contain the first observed event from and all the events which
are not confusion points but are immediate successors of each confusion point in the observed
trace of user . Consequently, a traceable period can be defined as the time/travelled distance
between an event in
and an event in
such that there is no other event in
in that
period. Denote
as the set of all these traceable periods for user . Based on the above
notation the location privacy metric of user based on mean time to confusion (
) and
mean distance to confusion (
) can be defined as the mean tracking time/distance during
which uncertainty stays below a confusion threshold and can be calculated as follows (note,
that this metric is inversely proportional to mean time to confusion and mean distance to
confusion values).

(20)

(21)

where
and
stands for the time instance and the location at which the event
occurred, respectively.
This metric is also a well-known and widespread measure of location privacy. One of its
main advantages is the fine-grained tuneability: if the threshold of
is chosen high,
tracking times increase but so may do the number of false positives (i.e., the attacker follows
incorrect traces). A good example for the application of this metric is [107] where authors
used the approach in a trace-based simulation of their anonymizer scheme camouflaging
users’ current location with various predicted paths.
Both the above introduced uncertainty- and traceability-based location privacy metrics
are general, widespread and also effective in the means that they are able to quantify the
incapacity of a particular attacker in localizing or tracking mobile users. That was my main
motivation for choosing them as base approaches in my evaluation work and efforts to further
enhance PA-SABLAF.
3.2.2 Realization/adaptation of the metrics and improving PA-SABLAF
3.2.2.1 Metric requirements and assumptions
The level of location privacy in a complete network (i.e., system of several micromobility
domains) can be determined by how easily attackers can recognize trajectories (series of
cells/access areas owning unique IP prefixes) of mobile users. Every single user in the mobile
network passes cells of several domains during their respective paths.
In such architecture inside-domain movements are safe as localized mobility management
obfuscates IP address changes of mobile users: valuable addressing information (i.e., location
information data of IP communication) will not leak out the domain. However, domain
changes will disclose IP address information to all correspondent nodes (CNs) of the mobile
as macromobility mechanisms will also be executed besides the micromobility procedures. I
assume that the attacker is in continuous communication with the observed mobile user (or at
least the attacker is able to capture packets originating from the MN) and is located outside of
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the MN’s domain. The obtainable address information is enough to identify the MN’s actual
domain but not sufficient to determine the particular cell or access area from where the mobile
node communicates.
Due to the aforementioned characteristics of the micromobility management the attacker
continuously communicating with the MN can be aware of the complete set of domains
crossed during the MN’s path, and this information can be used to specify the precise, cellbased trajectory of the observed entity (i.e., the solution which the attacker wants to obtain).
Reconstruction of the whole trajectory gets harder if the built-in location privacy supporting
capability of the micromobility domain system (i.e., the obfuscation of the observable
information performed by the localized mobility management) becomes more effective. This
is what a metric in my framework proposal should measure.
As the attacker can observe only the set of domains the MN passes, it must apply
statistical calculations to get the solution. An adequately large domain with sufficient number
of inter-domain transitions is able to significantly increase the quantity of potential solutions
and to enhance location privacy of users in a general way, independently of pre-defined or
dynamic privacy parameters I applied in Section 3.1. The metrics below serve as efficient
tools in our efforts to enhance PA-SABLAF and create more comprehensive and universal
algorithms.
3.2.2.2 Realization/adaptation of
and introduction of the PAu-SABLAF variant
Aiming to implement the uncertainty-based metric in my simulation framework and to
adapt it for evaluation purposes I have slightly modified the original
scheme. In order to
do this, I adapt the
scheme to my framework and also extend it to be applicable for all
the users in the micromobility system (as a sum of their entropies).
Thesis II.3 [J8], [B4] I have proposed a location privacy metric called
in order to
adapt the uncertainty-based location privacy metric for localized mobility scenarios and
measure the level of obfuscation provided by the built-in location privacy supporting
capability of micromobility domain systems. I have developed a privacy aware domain
planning algorithm variant called PAu-SABLAF to enhance the domain planning process in
terms of the
metric. I have shown that PAu-SABLAF is able to improve the domain
structure with a significant 30% relative growth in high PoA number domains by raising the
possible number of transitions at inter-domain movements.
In a micromobility network the attacker relying on intercepted IP packets can only
observe series of crossed domains along the MN’s movements. This is because domains
usually contain several cells/PoAs with multiple possible transitions inside and outside of the
particular domain. The exact place of a domain change (i.e., the two cells of that transition)
can be determined with probability where is the number of possible transitions between
the two domains.
That is why I calculate
in the following way. I split the trajectory of the MN into
domain entry and exit points which are basically the observable events (locations) in our
threat model and delimit unobservable path segments between them. As these inside-domain
path segments are not traceable based on IP information and assuming that domains contain
more than two cells at least, the attacker can only deduce the entry and exit points (so called
“flashes”). I assume that transitions are not weighted and the transition probability is the same
in every case. Considering
here as the probability of the attacker guessed right when
reckoning the actual entry and exit points of crossing domain , a user’s
for a particular
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domain inside the network can be produced by calculating the entropy of
. (Note that
can be computed as the product of the probabilities of inlet- and outlet routes
belonging to two consecutive “flashes”.) By calculating this entropy for every domain of
every user, and creating the sum of these entropies we get the overall entropy of a
micromobility system denoted by
(as this metric is an entropy-like measure, the larger
values denote the better location privacy support).
=

(22)

In order to create a more general domain planning scheme based on the criteria of the
widespread and universal uncertainty-based location privacy metric I have designed the PAuSABLAF algorithm variant. The main design choice for this algorithm was to eliminate the
dependency of the operation from both the static location privacy significance level of the
cells and the mobile node’s location privacy profile (which equally can narrow the
applicability of the model) and create a more general scheme based on the criteria of the
widespread and universal uncertainty-based location privacy metric.
In order to do this I altered the greedy phase of the algorithm for increasing the
uncertainty of the attacker during its tracking intentions by dismissing the privacy weighted
boundary crossing rates (
) and creating a novel weighting technique which raises the
possible number of transitions at inter-domain movements.
For that reason the greedy phase of PAu-SABLAF also considers the crossing rates of all
the neighboring transitions besides the crossing rates of the actually examined transition. It
means that during the contraction the greedy phase favors to choose cell pairs rendering big
crossing rates and also showing big traffic through large number of edges between their
neighbors. Since the maximum number of cells in a single micromobility domain is limited by
, we can always create a structure where cells with big transition rates will create
domains and simultaneously their neighbors with reasonably significant number and volume
of transitions will form neighboring domains thus increasing the uncertainty of the attacker
observing users’ domain changes. According to this, PAu-SABLAF will lead the traffic of
cells with large transit demands away toward as many edges/edge series as possible. The
calculation of the weighted rate based on the above considerations and used in the greedy
phase of PAu-SABLAF is as follows.
(23)
where
stands for the cell border crossing rate from cell
to , and
is the
transition factor of cell (a cell still waiting to be grouped into a domain). I defined the
transition factor as
where
means the set of all
neighbors of cell . Besides this modified weighting and cell selection scheme the
PAu-SABLAF algorithm is the same as the method introduced in Thesis II.1.
Using the simulation environment and parameters introduced in Section 3.1.2.1 and
applying
in the framework I have shown that PAu-SABLAF achieves serious relative
gain in terms of the location privacy metric and the registration cost increment: a more then
30% relative growth can be noticed for location privacy in the
case (Fig. 21).
Despite this promising result PAu-SABLAF shows the most serious volume of additional
registration costs after location privacy aware domain planning: even the smallest cost growth
is 27%. However, this is compensated by the remarkable revenues of the
metric.
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Figure 21: PAu-SABLAF vs. SABAS (left) and Location privacy gain vs. cost incr. for PAu-SABLAF (right)

3.2.2.3 Realization/adaptation of
and introduction of the PAt-SABLAF variant
Due to the peculiar application scenario devised by my domain planning scheme,
modifications in the original concept of the traceability-based metric (
) were required.
Thesis II.4 [J8], [B4] I have proposed a location privacy metric called
in order to
adapt the traceability-based location privacy metric for localized mobility scenarios and
quantify the incapacity of attackers in localizing or tracking mobile nodes in a micromobility
domain system. I have developed a privacy aware domain planning algorithm variant called
PAt-SABLAF to enhance the domain planning process in terms of the
metric. I have
shown that PAt-SABLAF is capable to improve the domain structure with an average gain of
3.9% by transacting and keeping user traffic inside the domains and also decreasing the
registration cost in most of the cases.
During the realization and adaptation phase of this kind of location privacy measurement
approach I recognized that according to my scheme and threat model the attacker is not able
to track mobile users when they are moving inside a particular micromobility domain. It
means that domains serve as confusion points, which also implies that mean time to confusion
and mean distance to confusion approaches become vague: users spend their time mostly in
confusion points and only inter-domain handovers (“flashes”) are considered as interconfusion point events which are negligible both in terms of time and distance.
This motivated me to create two slightly modified traceability-based metrics called mean
time in confusion and mean distance in confusion. These two metrics capture the level to
which the attacker cannot track a mobile user with high certainty. The mobile user’s safety
during the IP information-based tracking procedure is measured by my modified
metric
versions. I define the mean time in confusion metric to measure the degree of privacy as the
time that an attacker could not correctly follow a user’s trace: the mean time in confusion is
the mean tracking time between points where the attacker overcomes the confusion (i.e.,
becomes to be able to determine the next sample with sufficient certainty). Similarly, the
mean distance in confusion measures the mean distance over which tracking of a user may not
be possible by the attacker.
According to the already introduced formalization
stands for the union set of the last
observed event of user and the user’s confusion events,
denotes the set of events that
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contain the first observed event from and all the events which are not confusion points but
are immediate successors of each confusion point in the observed trace of user .
Consequently, an untraceable period can be defined as the time/travelled distance between
two or more consecutive events in
such that there is no other event in
in that period. Let
stand for the set of all these untraceable periods for user . Based on the above notation the
location privacy metric of user based on mean time in confusion (
) and mean distance
in confusion (
) can be defined as follows.

(24)

(25)

where
and
stands for the time instance and the location at which the event
occurred, respectively.
My simulation framework is not prepared for measuring the time duration between user
events (i.e., handovers); the system fits only for marking locations (i.e., cells/PoAs) and the
distance between different locations in terms of required transition numbers. Therefore I
calculate the overall traceability-based location privacy metric of a micromobility system
(
) in my simulator as follows (the location privacy supporting capability is proportional
with the mean distance in confusion, so here the exponent implies that the smaller values are
the better).

(26)

The algorithm variant created based on the above
metric also breaks with the rate
weighting technique of my original PA-SABLAF and focuses on more general requirements
characterized by the traceability-based location privacy metrics. Here the motivation is to
create a micromobility domain structure where user traffic is mainly transacted and kept
inside the domains. In case of PAt-SABLAF I also approach this problem by modifying the
applied weighting scheme of the greedy phase inside the original algorithm.
The traceability-based metric implies a single domain covering all the access areas (i.e.,
cells/PoAs) as the optimal solution for the location privacy aware domain planning problem.
Of course this is not an option:
is the maximum number of cells in a single
micromobility domain in order to provide a strict burden for the paging (and such also
maximizing the size of the location privacy protective micromobility domain). So I have to
take the cost constraints into consideration and simultaneously create a domain structure in
which mobile users will likely perform inside-domain movements.
This can be achieved by increasing the number of “deflector” edges inside the domains. I
define an edge or a series of edges as “deflector” if it possesses significant crossing rate
and/or it provides input and output for high crossing rates of other edges or series of edges
from multiple directions. By inserting cell pairs with deflector edges into the micromobility
domains we can enforce that frequent cell/PoA sequences of mobile users will likely consist a
domain. Such a structure decreases inter-domain movements while fulfilling all the domain
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planning constraints and also enhances the privacy level of the micromobility scheme in an
efficient manner. The calculation of the weighted rate based on the above introduced idea
framed for the greedy phase of PAt-SABLAF is as follows.

(27)
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where
denotes the edge between cells and ,
means the set of deflector edges
containing edges with the upper percent of all crossing rates in the network,
is the set
of neighbors of
,
stands for the cell border crossing rate from cell to , and
is a constant called deflector factor used for rewarding certain edges with deflector properties.
This basically means that deflector edges chosen with parameter
and their neighboring
edges are rewarded with parameter
.
Besides the special weighting technique of (27) the PAt-SABLAF algorithm is basically
identical to my original scheme introduced in Thesis II.1.
The simulation results of PAt-SABLAF evaluation are depicted in Fig. 22. The simulation
environment and scenarios were the same as introduced in Section 3.1.2.1, but in this case I
used the
metric and also applied different
and
value combinations (
,
,
), and showed the average of these
results in my analysis. The PAt-SABLAF algorithm variant performs a moderate average gain
(3.9%) and also shows negative relative gain in the
case. However, the algorithm
enhances the privacy metric together with registration cost in all the other
cases which
is a valuable achievement.
As a result of my efforts in location aware micromobility domain planning I can state that
the proposed scheme proved its power by significantly enhancing the location privacy of users
in the network. The total average gain in location privacy for every run of all the three
algorithm variants I developed approached 20% at the expense only of a total average 8%
growth of the global registration cost (meaning an average 12% relative gain), and there were
also distinct cases when the scheme operated with more than 30% relative gain.
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Figure 22: PAt-SABLAF vs. SABAS (left) and Location privacy gain vs. cost incr. for PAt-SABLAF (right)
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Chapter 4
4. Optimized Solutions for Network Mobility Management
Trends in information technology show that heterogeneous, IP-based wireless networks
will support mobility for the widest range of single end terminals (e.g., mobile phones,
SmartPhones, PDAs, tablets and other handhelds), and even Personal Area Networks (PANs),
Vehicle Area Networks (VANs) [12], Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) and
Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) architectures [13], [C5], [C10], [C15], networks of RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) devices and sensors, and various mobile ad hoc networks [14] will
have permanent Internet connectivity during movement. Hence, in next generation wireless
telecommunication not only single mobile entities have to be taken into account (host or
terminal mobility), but also entire mobile networks moving between different subnets need to
be maintained as a whole (i.e., network mobility or NEMO). IPv6 has introduced support for
both mobility cases by defining Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [6] and Network Mobility Basic
Support (NEMO BS) [15]. With these mobility supporting mechanisms all sessions remain
active, even when the mobile node/network changes its subnetwork. When a host or a moving
network has multiple interfaces and/or several IPv6 addresses, it is regarded multihomed.
Multihomed mobile hosts/networks need special protocols to support their mobility
management (e.g., MCoA [108], Flow Bindings [109], [110]). Handover at network layer
usually takes several seconds due to the large number of L1/L2/L3 processes, the lack of
interaction between them, and their complexity. The overall time needed to complete these
procedures could go up to several seconds. In order to ensure seamless, continuous
communication, this huge outage should be avoided by applying optimized handover
solutions in the architecture.
Several improvement proposals exist to overcome the huge delay. All of them aim to
speed-up the handover process. Mobile IPv6 Fast Handovers [111] is one example, and there
are plenty of other proposals as well [36]–[38], [112], [113], [B7]. However, according to my
best knowledge, none of the existing solutions exploit the benefits of overlapping radio access
coverages by managing multiple tunnels and predictive tunnel switching. In order to enhance
NEMO solutions, I have followed two approaches. On the one hand I have extended standard
IPv6-based network mobility by forming a framework based on a special, multi-tunnel based,
predictive, seamless handover solution (Thesis III.1 and III.2). On the other hand I have
further extended Host Identity Procotol (HIP) and my already introduced µHIP scheme by
developing a HIP-based NEMO protocol (Thesis III.3) for the Host Identity Layer.

4.1. Predictive Handover Management for Multihomed NEMO configurations in
IPv6
4.1.1 Overview of predictive mobility management schemes
Multihoming is an advantageous method to provide always-on connectivity in a wireless
environment. Mobile clients continuously change their position, which could yield access
network failures or connection drops. Mobility management in heterogeneous access
architectures is aware of handling the mobility related procedures. IPv6 has built-in support
for terminal and network mobility, but these basic solutions do not tackle the problem when
handovers provide serious communication outages due to the large number of L1/L2/L3
duties. First, the mobile terminal/router has to find and connect to the new network at L1 and
L2 (PHY and MAC), and only after the successful L1/L2 connection it could launch the
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necessary L3 procedures to obtain the new IPv6 address(es) (with stateless [114] or stateful
autoconfiguration [115]). After the new IPv6 address is set, the binding procedure starts: it
binds (registers) its address(es) in the Home Agent, which provides global accessibility. These
procedures could easily result in several seconds of handover delay.
Various proposals have been published to shrink the delay caused by handovers. In the
next section, I propose to use location information coming from e.g., Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS), or Geographical Positioning System (GPS) data to speed-up the
handover process of multihomed NEMO architectures in heterogeneous access environments.
My proposed method is only usable when the mobile terminal or mobile network moves on
nearly the same path every time. Public transportation vehicles (trains, trams, buses, trolleys,
etc.), cars and trucks traveling on highways/main roads are examples, when this assumption is
valid. Random walks in city centers are beyond applicability, and thus our method cannot be
applied there.
Using location information for preparing handovers dates back to 2001. In [112] Wang et
al. propose to use location information to improve the performance of inter-cell handovers.
Their method is limited to L1/L2 handovers, they did not consider IP connectivity. Dutta et al.
[113] extended Wang’s work recently, also concentrating on the L1/L2 handovers only. HeeDong Park et al. [38] proposed first a NEMO scheme which can be used in vehicles travelling
on a predetermined route. They store access network information in a database which is used
to predict handovers. They have not considered MCoA scenario, though. My method makes
use of multihoming as I propose to use MCoA with advanced policy exchange mechanisms.
The policy exchange mechanism is based on the recommendations of the IETF’s Flow
Bindings RFC in Mobile IPv6 and NEMO BS [108], [109]. My solution supports IPv6 only,
due to the fact that all related protocols are better implemented in IPv6.
In [116], the authors propose a similar scheme to mine, however this paper lacks the
technical description of the system and the handover execution scheme.
4.1.2 GNSS aided predictive handover management for multihomed NEMO
configurations
4.1.2.1 General considerations of the proposed scheme
There are two levels of handovers which should be considered independently: L1/L2
handovers, and L3 handovers. L1/L2 level handovers are determined by the access technology
currently in use. 3G/HSPA, WLAN, etc. handover delays are due to their respective standard
and implementation. However, if the mobile terminal or router contain more than one egress
interface, it is possible to use one interface for communication and another one for preparation
and execution of L1/L2 handovers. In such a handover scenario sessions should be re-directed
between interfaces. Since my solution is based on IPv6, native IPv6 support is a must in all
access networks.
L3 level handovers are handled by IP mobility solutions (e.g. MIPv6 or NEMO BS). L3
handovers can be speed-up by launching L3 procedures before L1/L2 handover happens. For
this reason I use location information. It could be possible to launch the L3 procedure such
that it just finishes as the new network appears. If so, the handover latency becomes lower
(down to L1/L2 handover delay) and the service becomes almost ubiquitous. Under perfect
circumstances (exploiting overlapping coverage areas and benefits of multi-access devices)
the latency can be totally eliminated if the L1/L2/L3 preparations are executed in a predictive
and timed manner.
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In my IPv6-based NEMO BS extension I propose to use location information coming
from e.g., Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), or Geographical Positioning System
(GPS) data to speed-up the handover process of multihomed NEMO architectures in
heterogeneous access environments.
Thesis III.1. [C19], [C25], [B7] I have developed a location information aided predictive
mobility management framework with an efficient handover execution scheme for multihomed
NEMO BS configurations, which combines the benefits of MCoA with a new prediction-driven
cross-layer management entity allowing NEMO BS mobile routers to operate using always
the best available access networks and to perform seamless handovers when multiple
overlapping radio coverages are available.
The idea behind predictive handover management is very simple: as the node/network
moves along a path, it records all access network related data in a database together with the
geographical location information. The next time the node/network moves along the same
path, based on the geographical information and speed vector, the stored information can be
used to predict and prepare handovers before the actual availability of the networks. In the
appropriate time, ongoing communication sessions can be seamlessly redirected to some other
interface(s) – thus successfully finishing handovers.
The following information should be stored. Network type (WLAN, 3G, WiMAX, etc.),
network identifier (e.g. BSSID of WLAN AP, 3G cell identifier, etc.) and IP level information
(e.g., network prefix, which can be used to gather the IPv6 address of the node). The first
three fields are required: without them it is not possible to prepare handovers in L1/L2/L3
relations. Some additional information, e.g., Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), BandWidth (BW),
reliability (how often the network appears at a given geographical location) and Round Trip
Time (RTT) are useful for further intelligence and more sophisticated decisions. For instance,
the more reliable network should be chosen if several networks are available.
When multiple interfaces are available, MCoA [108] and Flow Bindings [109], [110]
solutions can be of use. L3 handover preparation consists of the following components. First
of all, a Binding Identification (BID) number is created for each egress interface the Mobile
Router (MR) possesses. These BIDs are used as unique identifiers of the interfaces. BIDs are
sent in Binding Update (BU) messages to the Home Agent (HA) in order to identify
individual bindings of the MR. The HA that receives the BU messages creates a separate
binding for each BID (i.e., for each egress interface of the MR). Therefore the MR owns only
one Home Address but the bidirectional NEMO tunnels will be distinguishable based on the
BIDs. The sole Home Address of the MR requires the introduction of Flow Bindings which
directs packet flows to specific egress interface. In the proposed scheme I use Flow Bindings
to direct the whole traffic of the MR through one active egress interface. In this way the
solution loses the benefits of redundant interfaces, but gains the possibility to use inactive
interfaces for handover preparation, i.e., selecting appropriate access network, performing
lower layer connections and acquiring new IPv6 addresses.
Therefore the scheme requires several interfaces for operation. Some of the interfaces are
used for normal communication (they will be referred as “active”), the others are used for
handover preparation (they are termed as “inactive”). The activation of a new interface must
be accurately synchronized with the deactivation of the old one. The activation/deactivation
procedure means simultaneous reallocation of NEMO BS tunnels. It is performed by properly
scheduled flow binding policy control messages on the HA and the MR. The control messages
are called Predictive Policy Exchange Messages.
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4.1.2.2 The proposed framework and handover execution protocol
The proposed framework (Fig. 23) has three main components: Access Network
Prediction (ANP), Handover Manager on the MR (HM-MR) and on the Home Agent (HMHA). I do not claim all the functional entities are my results; however the overall framework
and the design of the predictive handover execution scheme are.

Figure 23: The proposed framework

The left most module on Fig. 23 running inside the Mobile Router is the ANP. The ANP
is responsible for 1) maintaining the access network database; 2) sending prediction messages
to HM-MR module; 3) reading GNSS information from the GNSS receiver; and 4) processing
the network measurement messages received from the HM-MR module. Tasks 3) and 4) are
for the maintenance of the access network database which should be continuously
extended/updated during the movements of the MR. Based on up-to-date database records and
current, precise position/speed information the ANP is able to provide candidate network
parameter prediction. The prediction vector is sent to the HM-MR module in an XML
message, and the HM-MR measurement messages are also transmitted in an XML format. In
order to avoid the explosion of the size of the access network database, the received GNSS
coordinates are rounded in the following way: the longitude and latitude values are multiplied
by 10,000 and rounded to the closest integer. therefore instead of a continuous space they
form a limited set with members called raster points inside a raster net, which plays an
important role in the prediction precision (see later).
The Handover Management (HM) module can be divided into two parts depending on
which node hosts it. The HM-MR runs on the Mobile Router (Fig. 23) and is responsible for
two main tasks. On the one hand HM-MR measures the channel state information and other
network parameters of the actually available access networks during the movement of the
MR. The scale of the measurable parameters is wide and depends on the decision algorithm to
be applied. In my proposal the following parameters are measured, collected and sent
periodically to the ANP module for further processing and storing in the database:
−
−

Receive Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of UMTS
Signal/Noise Ratio (SNR) and Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) of WLAN
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−

IPv6 prefix information

On the other hand, HM-MR also prepares predictive handovers by handling MCoA tunnels in
a timed manner based on the prediction XML messages received from ANP and the indirect
interaction with the NEMO MCoA implementation. In order to achieve this, I proposed a
special predictive policy exchange scheme which can inform the Home Agent (i.e., the
HM-HA module) about the Mobile Router’s intents of future handovers. The periodically
received candidate access network predictions supply all the necessary information required
for handovers to be initiated by the HM-MR. If a handover event is predicted for the near
future (e.g., prediction data reveal that the currently used access coverage will disappear
soon), the decision algorithm will choose the destination network and initiate the handover
mechanisms. In the proposed framework HM-MR follows a simple rule set to select the
designated network from multiple candidates:
−
−

an available WLAN network always has higher priority than 3G/UMTS
the WLAN with the best SNR value has the highest priority among simultaneously
available WLAN networks

The HM-HA module is located on the Home Agent (Fig. 23). The HA itself represents the
same functional entity as in the case of standard MIPv6/NEMO/MCoA protocols, but in my
scheme it also interacts with the HM-MR module through the HM-HA instance for predictive,
timed and flow binding based NEMO MCoA handovers using the Predictive Policy Exchange
Messages. The HA is informed about the predicted network prefixes and timing information,
and thus changes in flow binding policies can be executed and scheduled before the handover
event actually happens.

Figure 24: The proposed handover execution protocol
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After the decision is made based on the rules defined at the HM-MR module, the
designated network will be chosen and passed over to the Flow Bindings submodule at the
MR side. This submodule handles the signaling between the MR and the HA for defining
which MR-HA tunnel shall the system switch to and when. It is important to note, that before
executing these timed and synchronized policy exchange commands for tunnel/routing
adjustments on the MR and the HA entities, the designated network (i.e., a new interface)
must be chosen and the L1/L2/L3 preparations must be finished for the selected network.
Thanks to the prediction based and multihomed NEMO operation, the MR will be able to
finish these preparations (including also the L3 NEMO MCoA tunnel build-up using the
binding procedure) before the actual handover event occurs. However, it requires that the
candidate networks are overlapping in their coverage.
Based on the GNSS aided predictions the policy exchange commands can be executed at
exactly the same time both in the HM-MR and HM-HA modules. It means that all the NEMO
traffic will be redirected to the new network defined by the new MCoA tunnel without
noticeable packet loss or other QoS disruption. This is only possible because we already have
a working Mobile IPv6 connectivity through the new network and all L2/L3 configurations
are already performed. The Predictive Policy Exchange message would only carry timed
commands to switch the packet flow to a functional, but inactive tunnel. Upon disconnect or
failure of the active access network routes and tunnel interfaces are deleted and the next
default route with the highest priority is taken to ensure seamless connectivity. Recovering
from such failure based on the enforcement of handover policies is out of scope of this
document.
The proposed handover execution protocol is detailed in Fig. 24. When the HM decides
to perform a handover, in order to use the benefits of MCoA, the following steps are executed.
Using one of the inactive interfaces the HM connects to the new access network and
establishes a new Mobile IPv6 binding. At this stage, the current and new access networks are
both connected and Mobility Tunnels are established between the MR and the HA. Handing
over to the new access network is entirely based on Flow Bindings, which in this case means
that all flows are moved from one interface to another. To avoid asymmetric routing, the MA
and HA has to modify their bindings simultaneously, in a timely manner. The schedule is
communicated by the Flow Binding modules in predictive Flow Binding
Update/Acknowledgement messages (Fig. 24). When the changes of flow bindings are
executed, the new interface is marked as active, while the rest of the communication
interfaces are set to inactive mode. The mobile network nodes (MNNs) inside the NEMO will
always and transparently use the communication path spanned by the active interface (Fig.
24). Different Handover Policies may have different effects on handover strategies.
4.1.3 Analysis of prediction accuracy in the proposed solution
The proposed framework and handover execution protocol strongly relies on the
prediction accuracy which depends on the rasterization scheme working inside the ANP
module. That is why I have started to analyze the limitations of the overall architecture
inherited by possible wrong positioning on the raster net inside the ANP.
Thesis III.2. [C25], [J16] I have developed a probabilistic system model for the ANP module
and proposed an appropriate rasterization scheme where the probability of wrong positioning
on the raster remains below 1%.
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Assume that we have a set of raster points given as
. represents the
th point which is a geographical position with two coordinates: one on the west-east axis and
one on the north-south axis. is an infinite but countable set. The members of the set are
constant: they are given by the actual raster size.
Assume that we are at a geographical position
( can be given by god – no possibility
to measure it exactly). We have a GNSS measurement equipment and want to figure out, what
is. We make measurements and we get as an estimate, which is not exact of course. is
a random number (Gaussian, due to the large number of independent effects), with
expectation of
and covariance matrix :
(28)
(29)
Note that in the last equation we introduced a new notation, . Also note that
means all points where both coordinates are less than or equal to the ones of .
The database uses the raster points only. Thus, based on the measured value we can
choose the closest raster point as
(30)
Here, the time dependence have been also added as , and
measures the absolute
distance. With the help of God (knowing
), we would get the perfect estimate
as
(31)
The first question is the following. What is the probability of making a wrong estimate?
(32)
Note that both (30) and (31) are non-linear operations, making it difficult to analyse the
problem. The following subsection is about evaluating this probability.
Fig. 25 shows the general geographical setup. As the raster net is self similar, we can put
it into the centre of the coordinate system. The area of is defined as
(33)

Figure 25: Raster net setup of the probability model
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Assuming that the real geographical position ( ) is equally probable at any position, the
probability of making a wrong estimate (
), equals the probability that the real
position is inside the grey area
(
), and the measured point is outside of
(
):
(34)
The probability of

falling into

can be computed as
(35)

Following equation (34), the Bayes' rule and our positioning error constraint, we get
(36)
Considering a GPS system for our GNSS measurements with a horizontal positioning error
of
(standard deviation), and taking into consideration that the length in one minute of
longitude depends on the latitude (which is ~47.5° N for Budapest), we get that the
appropriate raster net is larger or equal to
.

4.2. Network Mobility Support in the Host Identity Layer
In order to provide network mobility support in the Host Identity Layer, I have further
extended my µHIP framework (already introduced in Thesis I.3) and built a novel, HIP-based
NEMO protocol (called HIP-NEMO) upon it.
4.2.1 Overview of novel (not purely IPv6-based) NEMO architectures
Despite the fact that NEMO-BS answers the main questions of network mobility, it still has
open issues regarding [117], [118]:
−

−

−

−

−

Optimal routes: By reason of the subservient nation of the HA-MR (parent MR child MR) liaisons and the encapsulation/tunneling procedures, the routing path in
NEMO-BS is highly dependent on the level of nesting resulting suboptimal routes.
Security: In order to provide security services, NEMO-BS adopts IPSec as its main
security convention however it is highlighted that the incorporation of IPSec is
insufficient in several scenarios [119].
Fault-tolerant Home Agents: Since the active connections of a whole moving
network are maintained by a single HA entity, the survivability of HAs is one of the
critical issues of NEMO-BS.
Multihoming: A multihomed MNet can benefit the advantages of having redundant
links and connectivity gaining fault tolerance, seamless handovers and load sharing.
NEMO-BS doesn’t include specification for managing multihomed MNets,
furthermore the solution is not trivial, especially in more complex nested scenarios.
Header overhead: Encapsulating packets results in growing header overhead as the
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−

level of nesting increases because each packet must be encapsulated (by adding a
new IP header) several times.
Elimination of long delays due to the MR-HA (parent MR - child MR) bidirectional
tunnels: The suboptimal routes easily can cause big RTTs thus long packet delays
can be observed in several NEMO scenarios.

Many efforts have already been made to provide a more efficient and secure NEMO
protocol. Wide variety of different extensions, schemes and methods have been discussed at
the IETF NEMO Working Group and at various conferences as well. In this section I give a
short overview of the different approaches, in particular the ones which try to present an
integrated solution for all the matters and issues of managing moving networks by searching
novel, not purely IPv6-based paradigms.
Extensions for NEMO BS solve the problems of multihoming [29], optimal routes and
packet overhead [32], [120], and even several security problems [121], but today none of
them provides a complete, coherent, integrated framework to address all the issues of moving
networks. In order to do this, novel architectures differing from the MIPv6 based NEMO
schemes have also been published.
F. Teraoka et al. [122] developed a novel architecture for network mobility management
using Location Independent Networking for IPv6 (LIN6). LIN6-NEMO provides network
mobility transparency by bringing in a so called Mapping Agent (MA) that manages the
location of the MNNs and by performing a procedure in the root MR for overwriting the
network prefix of the destination address of packets destined to the MNNs inside a MNet.
Despite the fact that vLIN6 enhances the capabilities of the base LIN6-NEMO, several open
issues remain open regarding the MA’s functionality and the security.
H. Chung-Ming et al. [41] introduced a SIP-based network mobility protocol in order to
avoid the problems inherited from MIPv6. The alternative approach of SIP-NEMO extends
the SIP framework with three types of new entities called the SIP Home Server, SIP Network
Mobility Server and SIP Foreign Server. Based on this new SIP architecture NEMO support
can be achieved and even route optimization can be performed between SIP clients. However
the solution doesn't handle all the security issues of managing NEMO scenarios.
The first proposal addressing HIP-based NEMO was described in [123]. The authors
discuss the basics of a possible NEMO solution that handles HIP aware mobile networks.
While this paper is the first work touching mobility of HIP networks as a whole, it does not
get into describing the details of the solution.
S. Herborn et al. [124] also presented a HIP-based method for dual layered mobility
management controlled by a dynamic context driven heuristics that is responsible for
decisions regarding the scheme to be used. This proposal composes not a clean HIP
architecture but a hybrid system because the authors assume that mobility will be supported
via heterogeneous NEMO architectures created by mobile routers running MIPv6-based
NEMO protocols, MNNs with HIP support and CNs also running HIP stack.
In my work I introduced a complete network mobility framework called HIP-NEMO by
classifying the mechanisms, defining the algorithms and evaluating the performance of the
proposed NEMO solution designed to operate fully in the Host Identity Layer.
4.2.2 HIP-NEMO: Network mobility support in the Host Identity Layer
Although there were some proposals like [123], [124] before HIP-NEMO, my work can
be considered as the first complete and pure HIP-based NEMO solution followed by several
further extensions and optimizations. In this section introduce my approach enabling a new
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application of the Host Identity Protocol to provide efficient and secure network mobility
support for HIP-aware moving networks and its terminals even in multihomed and nested
scenarios.
Thesis III.3 [C6], [C17], [B5], [J2], [J14], [J17] I have proposed a Host Identity Protocol based
network mobility solution (HIP-NEMO) that introduces a new network entity called Mobile
Rendezvous Point (mRVS) in charge of providing NEMO services for HIP-aware MNNs. The
scheme eliminates suboptimal user-plane tunneling known in NEMO-BS and ensures efficient
communication of the mobile network. I have shown by extensive simulations built on complex
protocol models that my proposed HIP-NEMO scheme outperforms the standard NEMO-BS
network mobility management solution with an average throughput gain of 211% and
provides a significant functional extension to the basic HIP protocol without considerable
cost impacts.
My solution is based on a new network entity called the mobile RVS (mRVS), which
holds the role of Mobile Routers and provides certain HIP-based services for nodes in the
mobile network. Before I start the detailed description of HIP-NEMO we define some terms
that will be used. This is important since I use the NEMO BS terminology in a slightly
different meaning. It is necessary to make this differentiation since most of the NEMO related
terms were derived from definitions like home network, visited network or Home Agent,
which have no real sense to use in a HIP environment.
−

−

−
−
−

−

−

Binding is a HIP level IDENTIFIER – LOCATOR (i.e., HIT – IP address) couple as
opposed to NEMO BS, where binding links two LOCATORs (IP addresses). In my
term the Binding process is used by the Host Identity Layer to convert HITs to IP
addresses and vice versa.
Local Fixed Node (LFN) is a node in the mobile network with a permanent IP
address. The node is called local as it uses mRVS as its primary Rendezvous Service
(RS) provider. In NEMO BS LFN refers to a node, which is in the same home
network as the Mobile Router.
Local Mobile Node (LMN) uses mRVS to access the RS but its IP address may
change from time to time. In NEMO BS the term refers to a mobile node in the
mobile network, whose home network is the same as the one of the mobile router.
Visiting Mobile Node (VMN) uses discrepant RVS as the mRVS to access HIP RS (in
NEMO BS VMN is a mobile node in the mobile network, which is assigned to a
home link that does not belong to the mobile network).
Mobile Network Node (MNN) is used to refer to all kinds of nodes that may appear in
a mobile network (i.e., LFN, LMN, VMN). In NEMO BS terminology MNN means
nodes or routers that may appear in a mobile network. In this paper MNNs do not
refer to mRVSs.
Mobile RVS (mRVS) is a HIP enabled Mobile Router (MR). All the terms related to
MR defined in NEMO terminology are applicable in case of mRVS. Here I mean
terms like egress and ingress interfaces, nested mobility terms like root-mRVS (MR),
parent-mRVS (MR) and sub-mRVS (MR).
In NEMO terminology the abbreviation NEMO refers to either NEtwork MObility, as
a networking scenario, and also MObile NEtwork, as a networking entity. In this paper
I apply NEMO only for the networking scenario. I use MNet to refer to a mobile
network, as a networking entity.
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Introducing my approach first I highlight the main ideas behind the solution, after which I
take a walkthrough over a simple NEMO scenario and explain how HIP-NEMO works in this
case. Second, the handover framework of the solution is explained.
4.2.2.1 Protocol architecture of HIP-NEMO
My first consideration was to define the roles and responsibilities of the entity, which will
hold the function of mobile router. First, it obviously has to be a HIP-aware node since HIP
enabled nodes and Host Identity specific connections have to be managed. Second, since all
MNNs are reachable via this entity, it is a rendezvous point (RP) in a HIP aware context. Thus
it is a practical choice to have an RVS-like entity in the role of HIP-aware mobile router. I
defined a new network entity that meets these requirements, which I call mobile RVS (mRVS)
in the rest of the paper.
The mRVS is an RP for MNNs, but not exactly in the same way as standard RVSs. The
reason is that mRVS is mobile hence it can provide mobile rendezvous point services. This
indicates that an mRVS itself must have a normal RVS for employing standard HIP RS. This
can be considered as an abstraction of standard HIP RS because in HIP-NEMO I define a RP
to another (mobile) RP while in HIP a RP is linked to a concrete HIP node. The mRVS
provides the following functions:
−
−

−
−

Serves as the primary access point to HIP rendezvous service for LFNs and LMNs.
Every mRVS acts like a signaling proxy for LFNs and LMNs. The service is offered
to nodes directly connected to the particular mRVS, and not for nodes in a nested
NEMO. Secure signaling on behalf of other nodes is achieved by HIP-based signaling
right delegation [81].
The standard RVS used by an mRVS is the permanent RP for LFNs and LMNs of the
mRVS, which is responsible for registering these nodes at its RVS.
Finally it communicates with other mRVSs to efficiently handle all the complex
NEMO scenarios. On the one hand this communication is based on HIP service
discovery [85]. The mRVS frequently sends SAP packets on its ingress interfaces to
inform other mRVS about its presence. On the other hand it is possible to define a
special inter-mRVS registration mechanism for optimization of nested scenarios.

LFNs and LMNs can operate according to standard HIP in an mRVS-driven NEMO
except that they have to be able to delegate their signaling rights to the mRVS. However, this
shall be considered as a HIP-based service, rather than a modification of the base protocol.
4.2.2.2 Initialization and connection establishment
The basic HIP-NEMO scenario consists of a single mobile network with one mRVS and a
LFN as Fig. 26 shows. The figure also depicts the HIP layer binding of the entities with a
number indicating the concrete step of the process, which resulted the particular binding.
Since the LFN is permanently connected to the mRVS it is an obvious choice to enable the
mRVS to offer rendezvous service for the LFN. This can be a local policy setting (i.e., LFN
knows the HIT and IP address of the mRVS) or can be announced with HIP service discovery
mechanism (1). Either initiated by a local policy or by the reception of a SAP packet the LFN
initiates the rendezvous registration mechanism with the mRVS. During the process the LFN
also delegates its signaling rights to the mRVS. The main purpose of this registration is to get
the mRVS to open a new HIT-IP binding entry in its database. Unlike standard RVS entities,
which store single {HIT – IP address} mapping records, the mRVS links this information with
another IP address. This is a globally routable and topologically correct address, which is
allocated and assigned by mRVS to the particular LFN. The role of this address is to provide
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global locator for LFN. As Fig. 26 depicts, mRVS assigned IP.LFN.P0 for LFN, while its
actual IP address is IP.LFN.P1. One possible way to allocate a proper IP address for LFN is as
follows. At registration LFN communicates on IP.LFN.P1. The mRVS simply changes the
prefix (P1) of this address to P0, and leaves the remaining part of the address unchanged.
Consider IP.LFN.P0 and IP.LFN.P1 as global unicast addresses, introduced in [125]. These
addresses consist of two 64 bit long part, as Fig 27 shows.

Figure 26: Initialization of a single HIP-NEMO scenario

The address assigned by mRVS to LFN should differ from the real address of LFN in the
Global Routing Prefix (i.e.P1 and P0). The Subnet ID and the Interface ID remains the same.
As described above, LFN delegated its signaling rights to mRVS. The first advantage of
this process is that it enables mRVS to establish global reachability for the LFN. As Step 3
indicates, the mRVS registers the LFN at its standard RVS using the HIT of the LFN and the
IP address assigned it. Moreover, the stored information is indexed by the HIT of mRVS. The
role of this index is to enable mRVS to update bindings in RVS with sending only one
UPDATE packet. The details are discussed in the next subsection. Finally a DNS record has to
be stored that links HIT.LFN to IP.RVS. This is also done by the mRVS and enables
correspondent nodes to reach LFN (i.e. through the RVS).

Figure 27: The address allocated by mRVS at LFN registration

Fig. 28 presents the process, in which a CN initiates a HIP association with an LFN. As
[23] describes, if a HIP node wants to contact another one, it can initiate the connection in two
different ways. If CN is aware of the IP address of its peer, CN can send I1 (i.e., the first
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packet of the Base Exchange) directly to this address. In case of unknown peer address CN
should send the packet to the serving RVS of the peer.
Let’s assume that in the scenario shown in Fig. 28 the CN initiates the connection through
the RVS. As described above, the mRVS stored a {HIT.LFN – IP.RVS} record in the DNS
thus, after a DNS query, I1 is sent to RVS. The server has the actual HIT – IP binding
regarding LFN, according to which the RVS forwards I1 to the mobile network. As I1 reaches
the mRVS it changes the destination address prefix (P0) to the actual prefix (P1) of LFN.
Before forwarding I1 to LFN the mRVS learns the {HIT.CN – IP.CN} binding. This entry is
indexed with the HIT of the LFN, which is used by the mRVS to perform necessary signaling
functions (i.e., at sending updates). Finally LFN gets I1, learns the {HIT.CN – IP.CN} binding
and continues the Base Exchange by sending R1, which source address is changed from
IP.LFN.P1 to IP.LFN.P0 in the mRVS. The R1 packet is routed directly to CN and at reception
it obtains the {HIT.LFN – IP.LFN.P0} binding.

Figure 28: Connection establishment

Finally the Base Exchange is finished and data is ready to transmit. Note that all the
packets are routed between LFN and CN on the optimal path but all of them must be processed
by the prefix changing function in mRVS. This provides seamless network mobility support
for LFNs and ensures optimal routes. However, it has its prize, namely all HIT – IP address
binding created at communication partners and at the RVS has to be updated if the whole
mobile network changes its point of attachment. The mRVS is in charge to send these updates.
On the one hand mRVS has the right to do this (i.e., signaling delegation) and also ensures
mobile network handovers transparent to LFNs. On the other hand, if large networks with lots
of LFNs are in motion the mRVS might need considerable computational strength to fulfill all
update needs. Note that here we mean large but not nested NEMOs because an mRVS is only
responsible for nodes directly connected to it. For nodes in a nested subnet the mRVS of this
subnet is responsible.
Concluding the protocol description introduced until now I feel worth to highlight the
followings. There is a new network entity, mRVS, which is in charge to support seamless
NEMO service for LFNs. The mRVS assigns a unique globally routable and topologically
correct IP address different for each LFN This address appears in the source address field of
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the IP header of all packets traveling out of the mobile network. In the other direction a
reversed change of the destination address is accomplished. Finally, mRVS stores information
(HIT.CN – IP.CN) about LFNs’ communication peers to be able to send the updates on behalf
of the LFNs. This might be considered as a HIP level binding list entry.
For LMNs the same process is also applicable, and provides seamless NEMO
management for them as well. In case of VMNs my proposed solution cannot provide
transparency in terms that every VMN has to inform the network about its presence and vice
versa. Furthermore, VMNs have to delegate their signaling rights to the mRVS. A VMN might
have active HIP connections and is already registered at an RVS. When it enters in the NEMO
it receives SAP packets announcing the presence of the mRVS. In this case the VMN has to
make a special registration at the mRVS, which is used to delegate signaling rights and to let
mRVS to assign an IP address to the given VMN like it did in case of LFNs or LMNs. The
information on CNs of a VMN shall be derived from the UPDATE packets that VMN sends to
its CNs, when entering the NEMO. After this, VMNs can be handled in the same way as
LMNs. Note that mRVS offers rendezvous service for VMNs (i.e., SAP), but they won’t
accept it since these nodes have been registered at another RVS before entering the NEMO.
4.2.2.3 Handover framework
Consider a situation when a single mobile network with one mRVS and a LFN connected
to it moves away and connects to a new access point (Fig. 29). The egress interface of mRVS
gets a new IP address. This also indicates that the mRVS has to assign a new IP address to the
LFN. This is necessary since the IP address that the mRVS assigned to LFN needs to be
topologically correct unless communication partners won’t reach LFN.

Figure 29: Handover scenario in HIP-NEMO

As mRVS has right to signal on behalf of LFN, it can send HIP UPDATE packets to the
RVS and to all of the communication partners of LFN. The UPDATE packet sent to the RVS
contains a LOCATOR parameter, which holds only the new prefix (P0”) that mRVS uses on
its new location. On reception of the UPDATE packet, the RVS will update the binding of the
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mRVS. Furthermore, all other bindings are updated that are indexed by the HIT of the mRVS.
Note that only the prefix of the addresses in these bindings must be changed. This is applicable
since only the prefix field is changed in the new IP address assigned by mRVS to LFNs,
compared to the old address. The last 64 bits (assuming /64 networks) remains the same. Note
that the “real” IP address of LFN is not changed during the process and thus LFN is not
included in the signaling mechanism. The same process can be used in case of LMNs existing
in the mobile network.
4.2.2.4 Simulation environment and evaluation results
In order to evaluate my proposed HIP-NEMO scheme and compare its performance
against the standard and widespread NEMO-BS solution as reference, I have extended the
already introduced HIPSim++ framework [C17] with the novel protocol models and the
required special NEMO scenarios.
I have defined one mobile network with one MNN and one mRVS/MR for both the HIPNEMO/NEMO-BS scenarios, respectively (Fig. 30). This mobile network was able to
perform handovers between different access points in the home and foreign networks. In the
case of NEMO BS there was a Home Agent (HA) in the topology for the MR, and in the case
of HIP-NEMO there was an RVS defined. This RVS acts as the standard RVS for all HIP
nodes in the network including the mRVS and the HIP MNN as well. After the simulation
start, a CN initiated UDP or TCP connections with the MNN, and then started to send data
packets. By using a special node in the topology between the home network (containing the
HA and the RVS) and the foreign networks, additional delay was introduced into the test
setup.

Figure 30: Simulation scenarios for standard NEMO BS mobility and my HIP-NEMO scheme

During the simulation runs I have increased this additional delay from 0 to 300 ms
between the HA/RVS and the MR/mRVS respectively, and measured UDP packet loss of one
handover in function of the additional delay and different offered data rates (Fig. 32), and
TCP throughput for one minute communication in function of the additional delay and
different number of foreign-to-foreign network handovers (Fig. 31). The gathered and
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Figure 31: Simulation results for the TCP throughput measurement
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TCP results (Fig. 31) show that the frequency of handovers has tremendous impact on
both solutions. The TCP throughput during the movement decreases significantly with higher
handover frequency. However, as in case of NEMO BS all signalling and data traffic flows
through the HA, the rate of that decrease is higher than it is when HIP-NEMO is used. My
solution builds near-optimal routes between communicating entities and eliminates user-plane
tunnels from the communication path which also results in the fact that user-plane
performance will not be tainted by the increasing topological distance between the home and
foreign networks (i.e., between the RVS and the HIP supported mobile network). The
cumulated average throughput gain of HIP-NEMO is around 211%.

200-300

c) NEMO-BS

Figure 32: Simulation results for the UDP packet loss measurement

UDP results (Fig. 32) further strengthen the above statements. The effects of one
handover are independent from the added delay in case of HIP-NEMO, while NEMO-BS
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shows notable degradation when the mobile network is more far away from home. The
average performance gain of HIP-NEMO in terms of lost UDP packets for the high data rate
and high added delay cases is more than 19%.
During my evaluation I was focusing on the network mobility management efficiency of
HIP-NEMO, as it is its primary advantage by using direct routes between MNNs and their
CNs. Furthermore, my proposal scales well with large and complex mobile networks. The
main advantage of HIP-NEMO is that it presents network mobility management integration to
HIP by extending the usability of the base protocol. On the other hand HIP-NEMO benefits
from being derived from HIP. Namely the effective security and mobility-multihoming
framework of the base protocol is inherited and applied efficiently.
In the current Internet where hosts are identified according to their IP addresses, the true
advantage we get from HIP is a strong identification based on the cryptographical Host
Identities. HIP enabled hosts can prove their identity by owning the private key part of their
asymmetric Host Identity and signing data with it. With cryptographical identities, HIP enables
authentication between end-points. Initialization of a HIP association is designed to protect the
responder from Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Communication confidentiality with HIP is
established by encrypting the payload data.
Currently, the specified encryption format is ESP. Furthermore, HIP protects the integrity
and confidentiality of payload data as well as integrity of control packets. HIP control packets
can also be used to carry cryptographic certificates. Certificates can be used for authentication
or authorization purposes by the peer host or intermediate entities. The latter property is a key
issue, when considering secure signaling right delegation.
MNNs delegate their signaling rights to one (or more i.e., multihoming) mRVS in a secure
way by sending registration packets that hold the correspondent certificate. Basic HIP security
functions and secure delegation of signaling rights together provide secure location update.
Since signaling rights are delegated in a secure way and base HIP signaling messages are
signed by the sender, location update signaling is protected. Service discovery that is used by
mRVSs to advertise their presence and the rendezvous service they are offering for MNNs
shall be considered as the security bottleneck of the solution. When a HIP host or a mRVS of
a nested subnet receives a SAP packet from the network, either as a result of an active service
discovery, or passively, it cannot know if the service provider is trustworthy or not. The SDP
packet is unprotected, which makes it vulnerable. An attacker can modify the packet, or an
attacker can send the packet using someone else's IP address and HIT. However, there are
situations when nodes or moving networks have no other choice but to trust other nodes
because there are no other means for them to connect to the Internet. Note that MNNs
delegate their signaling rights to the mRVS directly. In a singlehomed environment this is the
only way for MNNs to connect to the public network. On the other hand, the decision of to
whom shall I delegate my right of signaling becomes a more complex problem in multihomed
environments.
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Chapter 5
5. Schemes for Distributed and Flat Mobility Management
Mobile Internet has recently started to become a reality for both users and operators thanks
to the success of novel, extremely practical smartphones, portable computers with easy-to-use
3G USB modems, and attractive business models. More and more people are willing to access
Internet related services while being on the move, requesting seamless, ubiquitous connection
anytime and anywhere. Based on the current trends in telecommunications, vendors
prognosticate that overall mobile data traffic is expected to grow nearly 11 fold between 2013
and 2018 [1]. It is also expected, that the increase of mobile Internet traffic will be higher
compared to the fixed Internet traffic in the forthcoming years, most dramatically due to new
entrant, data-hungry mobile entertainment services like mobile TV, video and music [2], and
new application types, such as M2M (machine-to-machine) communications including e-health
services, vehicle communications, remote control and monitoring services [4], and P2P file and
multimedia sharing. In order to accommodate the future Internet to the anticipated traffic
demands, technologies applied in the radio access and core networks must become scalable to
advanced future use-cases.
There are many existing solutions aiming to handle the capacity problems of current
mobile Internet architectures caused by the mobile traffic data evolution. Reserving additional
spectrum resources is the most straightforward approach for increasing the throughput of the
radio access, and also spectrum efficiency can be enhanced thanks to new wireless techniques
(e.g., High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) [126], and Long Term Evolution (LTE) [127]).
Heterogeneous systems providing densification and offload of the macro-cellular network
throughout pico, femtocells and relays [128] or WiFi/WiMAX [129] interfaces also extend the
radio range. However, the deployment of novel technologies providing higher radio
throughput (i.e., higher possible traffic rates) easily generates new usages and the traffic
increase may still accelerate. As because today’s mobile Internet architectures have been
originally created for voice services and later extended to support packet switched services
only in a very centralized manner, the management of this ever growing traffic demand is not
a simple task to deal with. The challenge is even harder if we consider fixed/mobile
convergent architectures managing mobile customers by balancing user traffic between the
widest scale of different access networks.
The growing number of mobile users, the increasing traffic volume, the complexity of
mobility scenarios, and the development of new and innovative IP-based applications require
network architectures able to deliver all kind of traffic demands seamlessly assuring high
quality of service. However, the strongly centralized nature of current and planned mobile
Internet standards (e.g., the ones maintained by the IETF or by the collaboration of 3GPP)
prevents cost effective system scaling for the novel traffic demands.
Motivated by the above reasoning, novel mobile architectures and accompanied protocols
started to emerge where bottlenecks from packet communication is removed by eliminating
user-plane anchors from the network and bringing pure IP routing close to the mobile
terminals in terms of physical location in the architecture [16]. Decentralized, robust, selfconfiguring and self-optimizing network structures are envisioned with reduced operation
expenditure (OPEX), improved system capacity and energy efficiency. A discussion of the
disadvantages of anchor-based and advantages of end-to-end mobility protocols regarding the
architecture together with the most important scalability problems can be found in [17], [43].
To enhance scalability of the core network in mobile Internet architectures, the Ultra Flat
architecture (UFA) has been introduced by Khadija Daoud et al. [17]. Their proposal reduces
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the number of network nodes to only one serving node called the UFA Gateway (UFA GW)
and traditional user and control plane functions are distributed in such UFA GWs deployed at
the edge of the architecture, close to the subscribers. The main characteristic of this proposal
is that the execution of handovers is managed by the network via the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) [44] operating within the frame of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [130],
[C20], [J5]. Even though SIP is a very powerful signalling solution for UFA, it is not
applicable for non-SIP (i.e., legacy Internet) applications and the published SIP-based UFA
scheme also does not comply with ITU-T's recommendation of requirements for ID/Loc
separation in future networks that allows the network layer to change locators or even
protocols without troubling upper layer communication sessions [18].
This motivated me to work on an alternative signalling scheme for the Ultra Flat
Architecture based on the promising ID/Loc separation method of the Host Identity Protocol.
My contribution to the developed HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture (UFA-HIP) lies in the
design of its novel, HIP mobility management, signalling delegation, context transfer and
cross-layer interworking based system framework (Thesis IV.1), in the development of a
proactive, distributed, 802.21 MIH / HIP-based handover preparation and execution protocol
(Thesis IV.2), and in the performance evaluation of the UFA-HIP mobility management
scheme by extensive simulations (Thesis IV.3).

5.1. HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture (UFA-HIP)
5.1.1 Traffic Evolution Characteristics and Scalability Problems of the Mobile Internet
The continuous growth of mobile broadband traffic volume is inevitable. Furthermore, the
evolving technologies applied in access networks, user terminals, and user applications will
seriously affect the traffic patterns as they are common today. These symptoms form our
motivation to analyze the driving forces behind the trends, and to present the scalability
problems of mobile Internet caused by them.
One of the most important reasons of the traffic volume increase in mobile
telecommunications is demographical. According to the current courses, world’s population is
growing at a rate of 1.2 % annually, and the total population is expected to be 7.6 billion in
year 2020. This trend also implies a net addition of 77 million new inhabitants per year [3].
Today, over 25% of the global population – this means about two billion people – are using the
Internet. Over 60% of the global population – now we are talking about five billion people –
are subscribers of some mobile communication service [2]. Additionally, the number of
wireless broadband subscriptions is about to exceed the total amount of fixed broadband
subscriptions and this development becomes even more significant considering that the volume
of fixed broadband subscriptions is gathering much slower.
The number of mobile handhelds in use with broadband subscriptions will increase
drastically in the near future, but due to the fixed Internet connection replacement still the
mobile broadband connected notebooks and laptops equipped with USB or integrated wireless
modems will realize the most significant part of the mobile data traffic. Wired Internet
applications and services are subjects of transition to wireless and mobile broadband networks
since Internet customers expect to have comparable user experience and level of comfort on
the move, as they were at home or in the office. This is a fundamental driver for mobile
broadband penetration and appearance of new device types.
The expansion of wireless broadband subscribers not only inflates the volume of mobile
traffic directly, but also facilitates the growth in broadband wireless enabled terminals.
However more and more devices enable mobile access to the Internet, only a part of users is
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attracted or open to pay for the wireless Internet services meaning that voice communication
will remain the dominant mobile application also in the future. Despite this and the assumption
of [3] implying that the increase in the number of people potentially using mobile Internet
services will likely saturate after 2015 in industrialized countries, the mobile Internet
subscription growth potential will be kept high globally by two main factors. On the one hand
the growth of subscribers continues unbrokenly in the developing markets: mobile broadband
access through basic handhelds will be the only access to the Internet for many people in
Asia/Pacific. On the other hand access device, application and service evolution is also
expected to sustain the capability of subscriber growth.
The most prominent effect of services and application evolution is the increase of video
traffic: it is foreseen that due to the development of data-hungry entertainment services like
television/radio broadcasting and VoD, 69.1% of mobile traffic will be video by 2017 [1]. A
significant amount of this data volume will be produced by mobile Web-browsing which is
expected to become the biggest source of mobile video traffic (e.g., YouTube). Cisco also
forecasts that the total volume of cloud applications and services such as Netflix, YouTube,
Pandora, and Spotify will reach almost 90 percent of all consumer traffic (fixed and mobile) by
the year 2018, producing a substantial increase of the overall mobile traffic 13-fold between
2012 and 2017 [131]. Video traffic is also anticipated to grow so drastically in the forthcoming
years that it could overstep Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic. Emerging web technologies (such as
HTML5), the increasing video quality requirements (HDTV, 3D, SHV) and special application
areas (virtual reality experience sharing and gaming) will further boost this process and set
new challenges to mobile networks. Since video and related entertainment services seems to
become dominant in terms bandwidth usage, special optimization mechanisms focusing on
content delivery will also appear in the near future. The supposed evolution of Content
Delivery Networking (CDN) and smart data caching technologies might have further impact
on the traffic characteristics and obviously on mobile architectures.
Another important segment of mobile application and service evolution is social
networking. As devices, networks and modes of communications evolve, users will choose
from a growing scale of services to communicate (e.g., e-mail, Instant Messaging, blogging,
micro-blogging, VoIP and video transmissions, etc.). These services are getting more and more
widespread and as they often use a mix of voice, video and text transmission, they generate
considerable traffic. In the future, social networking might evolve even further, like to cover
broader areas of personal communication in a more integrated way, or to put online gaming on
the next level deeply impregnated with social networking and virtual reality. Despite the fact
that social networking applications and services are envisioned to produce much more data
sessions compared to pure video services, they will not produce more traffic since they are not
so bandwidth-consumptive. The data traffic volume of mobile voice services will also become
less significant compared to other data-hungry communication modes but in terms of gross
profits, voice services and basic texting (e.g., SMS) will remain crucial for the operators.
Even though video seems to be a major force behind the current traffic growth of the
mobile Internet, there is another emerging form of communications called M2M (Machine-toMachine) which has the potential to become the leading traffic contributor in the future. M2M
sessions accommodate end-to-end communicating devices without human intervention for
remote controlling, monitoring and measuring, road safety, security/identity checking, video
surveillance, etc. Predictions state that there will be 152.2 million cellular M2M devices by
2016 with little traffic per node but resulting significant growth in total, mostly in uplink
direction [132]. The huge number of sessions with tiny packets creates a big challenge for the
operators. Central network functions may not be as scalable as needed by the increasing
number of sessions in the packet-switched domain.
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Figure 33: Mobile Traffic Forecast [J9]

As a summary I can state that the inevitable mobile traffic evolution is foreseen (Figure
33) thanks to the following main factors: growth of the mobile subscriptions, evolution of
mobile networks, devices, applications and services, and significant device increase potential
resulted by the tremendous number of novel subscriptions for Machine-to-Machine
communications.
However, existing wireless telecommunication infrastructures are not prepared to handle
this traffic increase, current mobile Internet was not designed with such requirements in mind:
mobile architectures under standardization (e.g., 3GPP, 3GPP2, WiMAX Forum) follow a
centralized approach which cannot scale well to the changing traffic conditions.
On the one hand user plane scalability issues are foreseen for anchor-based mobile Internet
architectures, where mechanisms of IP address allocation and tunnel establishment for end
devices are managed by high level network elements, called anchor points (GGSN in 3GPP
UMTS, PDN GW in SAE, and CSN for WiMAX networks). Each anchor point maintains
special units of information called contexts, containing binding identity, tunnel identifier,
required QoS, etc. on a per mobile node basis. These contexts are continuously updated and
used to filter and route user traffic by the anchor point(s) towards the end terminals and vice
versa. However, network elements (hence anchor points too) are limited in terms of
simultaneous active contexts. Therefore in case of traffic increase new equipments should be
installed or existing ones should be upgraded with more capacity.
On the other hand, scalability issues are also foreseen on the control plane. The well
established approach of separating service layer and access layer provides easy service
convergence in current mobile Internet architectures but introduces additional complexity
regarding session establishment procedures. Since service and access network levels are
decomposed, special schemes have been introduced (e.g., Policy and Charging Control
architecture by 3GPP) to achieve interaction between the two levels during session
establishment, modification and release routines. PCC and similar schemes ensure that the
bearer established on the access network uses the resources corresponding to the session
negotiated at the service level and allowed by the operator policy and user subscription. Due to
the number of standardized interfaces (e.g., towards IP Multimedia Subsystem for delivering
IP multimedia services), the interoperability between the service and the access layer can
easily cause scalability and QoS issues even in the control plane.
As a consequence, architectural changes are required for dealing with the ongoing traffic
evolution: future mobile networks must specify architecture optimized to maximize the enduser experience, minimize CAPEX/OPEX, energy efficiency, network performance, and to
ensure mobile networks sustainability.
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5.1.2 The UFA-HIP System Framework
As I introduced above, it is highly expected that due to their centralized (anchor based)
design, mobile architectures currently being under deployment or standardization would not
scale particularly well to efficiently handle all the challenges. It is also anticipated that
mobility management tasks of advanced scenarios cannot be tackled effectively if IP address
will continue to remain both locator (for packet routing) and identifier (for referring to a host
or session): the semantically overloaded nature of the Internet Protocol must be obviated by
identifier/locator (ID/Loc) separation [18], [80]. A novel mobile architecture should be
created focusing on two main goals. On the one hand scalability issues in packet
communication must be tackled by removing user-plane anchors. On the other hand service
establishment, security and mobility procedures must be optimized by distributing them from
centralized nodes and by introducing ID/Loc separation. However the above mentioned
reconstruction and optimization of current architectures seems to be inevitable, it cannot be
implemented without strict attention to the compatibility with legacy applications and
services, introducing a wide variety of new performance and functional constraints.
The basics of such a redesigned mobile architecture were firstly defined by Khadija
Daoud et al. in [17], [43], [133] under the name of Ultra Flat architecture (UFA). UFA
represents the ultimate step towards flattening IP-based core networks, e.g., the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) in 3GPP. The objective of the UFA design is to distribute core functions
into single nodes at the edge of the network, e.g., the base stations. Certain control functions
could remain in the core, e.g., to support 3GPP and IMS roaming or to centralize the
subscriber information base. The intelligent nodes at the edge of the network are called UFA
gateways. Daoud et al. focus on the handover procedure problems of UFA [17]. If the first IP
router is located in the access network, mobility introduces frequent IP level handovers,
especially in dense areas. The authors have developed a Session Initialization Protocol (SIP)
based handover procedure for UFA. It has been proven by analysis [17] and in a testbed [43]
that seamless handovers can be guaranteed for SIP-based applications. SIP Back-to-Back
User Agents (B2BUAs) in UFA GWs can prepare for fast handovers by communicating the
necessary contexts, e.g., the new IP address before physical handover. This scheme supports
both mobile node-(MN) and network-decided handovers.
The session establishment procedure and the integration of IMS and UFA have already
been investigated [133]. In 3GPP, IMS [130], [C20], [J5] facilitates service and network
convergence by separating the service level from the access layer. This introduces a two-level
session establishment procedure. First, the MN and the correspondent node (CN) negotiate the
session parameters on the service level, then Policy and Charging Control ensures that the
bearer established in the access layer uses the resources corresponding to the negotiated
session. The problem is that the service level is not directly notified about access layer
resource problems, and e.g., it is difficult to adapt different components of the same service to
the available resources in the access layer. In UFA, access layer resource information is
present in the close neighborhood of UFA GWs. UFA GWs (B2BUAs) can influence the
negotiated parameters during the SIP session establishment and update. Consequently, in
addition to enhancing scalability, purely SIP based UFA is entirely controlled by the operator,
and integrates Quality of Service (QoS) in its establishment and mobility procedures.
Interworking with Internet applications is a major requirement for mobile operators. In
converged networks that use SIP control, an important problem is that many applications
preferred by users apply other protocols for session establishment, e.g., Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP). I refer to those applications as non-SIP applications. Therefore, in this
section I propose an alternative system framework for the Ultra Flat Architecture based on the
promising ID/Loc separation method called Host Identity Protocol (HIP), driving by the idea
of realizing IP mobility management in a layer lower than the application layer.
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Thesis IV.1. [C21], [C22], [J6], [J9], [J12], [J13] I have proposed a Host Identity Protocol
based system framework for the Ultra Flat Architecture (called UFA-HIP), which completely
eliminates centralized IP anchors between Point of Access (PoA) nodes and correspondent
nodes, places network functions at the edge of the transit and access networks (close to PoAs)
in the UFA-HIP GWs, integrates 802.21 MIH and HIP features to provide efficient inter-GW
mobility management, and incorporates signalling delegation and context transfer to reduce
the number of HIP Base Exchanges (BEX) between the MN and the network and within the
network and also to remove overhead from wireless links by shifting significant part of
signalling overhead of MNs from the air interface to the wired UFA-HIP segments.
The proposed HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture (UFA-HIP) system framework defines
seven main building blocks (Fig. 34): 1) several access networks (both wired and wireless), 2)
an IP/MPLS transit network, 3) HIP capable UFA GWs (UFA-HIP GWs) controlling main
network functions, 4) an optimized terminal attachment scheme with cross-layer access
authorization, 5) a session establishment protocol, 6) a handover initiation, preparation,
decision and execution subsystem based on the IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover
(MIH) standard [134] and extended HIP functionalities, and 7) a HIP-based control network.
Heterogeneous access networks provide the air interface for MNs making them able to
connect to the core infrastructure (and to the Internet) anytime, anywhere. Besides to support
IEEE 802.21 mechanisms there are no other restrictions regarding the access technologies to
be used in this framework: any kind of access system can be applied in any kind of
heterogeneous setup. The IP/MPLS transit network is the operator’s backbone including
routers and core network elements (for service and configuration provision, 802.21 services
etc.), and natively connecting UFA to the global backbone (i.e., to the Internet).
In this system centralized IP anchors between PoAs and correspondent nodes are totally
removed, and network functions are placed at the edge of the transit and access networks
(close to the PoAs) in the UFA-HIP GWs. The solution applies HIP for IPsec security
association (SA) establishment between the MNs and UFA-HIP GWs, and between the UFAHIP GWs. IP-level handovers are prepared and executed using HIP delegation services [C21]
and CXTP-based context transfer [135]. The main tasks of UFA-HIP GWs:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Performing fast cross layer (L2 and HIP-level) access authorization.
Actively interacting with hosts through delegation-based HIP and IPsec association
management and context transfer for optimized message exchange in HIP-based
UFA mobility and multihoming operations. (Note that the proposed system
framework transports end-to-end flows between MNs and CNs in a hop-by-hop
manner. The middle-hops are the UFA-HIP GWs, i.e., the delegates of the end
peers).
Performing the actual mapping/routing between outer header IPsec tunnels based
on inner header identifiers.
Coordination of resource allocation, load balancing, and handover decisions with
the help of the UFA-HIP cross-layer module (MIHU in the MIH taxonomy).

I proposed the use of HITs in inner IP headers for the identification of flows in UFA-HIP
GWs, with the same purpose as the Control Plane Header (CPH) in [136]. Without delegation,
maintaining end-to-end security associations (SAs) between every communicating peers
would be required, as in the SPINAT-based frameworks [136]. Note, that there is a trade-off
between the delegation-based and SPINAT-based alternatives, i.e., my proposed solution
alternative introduces an extra-header in every packet, but reduces signaling at the MNs, the
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second requires SPINAT-based middleboxes (i.e., UFA-HIP GWs), and MN-initiated
signaling for the maintenance of a high number of HIP and IPsec associations.

Figure 34: UFA-HIP: The proposed HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture system framework

There are control functions which are not part of the UFA-HIP GWs and remain in the
core network. The optimal location of these functions is subject to further research. Such
functions are IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), the Home Subscriber Server (HSS), the
authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) servers, service and configuration
provision (DHCP), Media Independent Information Service (MIIS). Existing service
platforms and application servers remain centralized as well. All core functions and the UFAHIP GWs are connected with IP networks.
The IEEE 802.21 MIH management subsystem inside my proposed framework handles
handover preparation issues and relating signaling tasks in order to initiate proactive HIP
handover procedures in the UFA and to support network and mobile controlled handover
decision. UFA-HIP GWs are PoS, but often non-PoA entities. According to the MIH standard
[134], UFA-HIP GWs must communicate over Reference Point 5 (RP5) with PoAs and over
RP3 with MNs. In my system framework, network initiated 802.21 handover preparation
procedures are triggered by the serving UFA-HIP GWs (refer to Appendix C.2 in [134]). RP3
and RP5 messages are sent over L3 [137], and protected by HIP and IPsec.
The control network (HIP-based addressing and mobility support) contains a HIPcompatible Domain Name System [84] for resolving domain names to host identities and/or
locators depending on the actual situation. In addition there is the HIP Control Plane which
stores and distributes dynamic and presumably frequently changing binding information
between host identities and locators of all actively communicating (mobile) hosts in UFAHIP. This control plane might be a conventional RVS park or a complete distributed HIP
signalling architecture like Hi3 [138]. The records managed here are provided by the UFAHIP GWs using their own global locators as location information to be bounded with
identities of their actively interacting partners. The control of the above functions brings
cross-layer HIP modules in the UFA-HIP GWs, MNs and CNs.
HIP BEX and Update procedures deal with dynamic negotiation of IPsec security
associations between the MN and the UFA-HIP GW to protect user data and mutually
authenticate the MN and the network. The handover preparation and initiation subsystem
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handles handover preparation issues and relating signalling tasks in order to initiate proactive
HIP handover procedures in the UFA and to support both network and mobile controlled
handover decisions. The handover execution procedure is started by the source UFA GW (S
UFA GW). HIP and IPsec contexts are established between the target UFA GW (T UFA GW)
and the MN’s CNs, furthermore, between the target UFA GW and the MN, using the
mediation of the S UFA GW. This is possible due to the delegation of HIP signalling rights
from the MN and from the target UFA GW to the source UFA GW. Context Transfer Protocol
[135] is used to transfer the HIP and IPsec contexts from the source UFA GW to the target
UFA GW and the MN. As the contexts are in their place the MN is notified by the handover
preparation and initiation subsystem to attach to the new PoA.

5.2. Distributed Handover Management Protocol for UFA-HIP
5.2.1 Overview of Distributed Mobility Management
Flat mobile networks not only require novel architectural design paradigms, special
network nodes and proprietary elements with peculiar functions, but also require certain,
distinctive mobility management schemes sufficiently adapted to the flat way of operation by
being distributed in nature. In fact such distributed mobility management mechanisms and the
relating methods form the key routines of the future mobile Internet designs. The importance
of this research area is also emphasized by the creation of a new IETF non-working group
called Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) in August 2010, aiming to extend current IP
mobility solutions for flat network architectures.
However, current mobility management solutions rely on centralized architectures
employing anchor nodes for mobility signaling and user traffic forwarding. In 3G UMTS
architectures centralized mobility anchor is implemented by the GGSN nodes that handle
traffic forwarding tasks using the apparatus of GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP). The similar
centralization is noticeable in Mobile IPv6 [6] where the Home Agent –an anchor node for
both signaling and user plane traffic– administers mobile terminals’ location information
(i.e., the bindings between temporary and persistent IP addresses), and tunnels user traffic
towards the mobile’s current locations and vice versa. Several enhancements and extensions
such as Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIP) [111], Multiple Care-of Addresses
Registration [108], Network Mobility (NEMO) Basic Support [15], Dual-Stack Mobile IPv6
[139] were proposed to optimize the performance and broaden the capabilities of Mobile IP,
but all of them preserve the centralized and anchoring nature of the original scheme.
Micromobility and localized mobility solutions like Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 [9], Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (PMIP) [10] or ABMF (Section 2.1.2) try to tackle the problem, but cannot
completely overcome to architectural boundaries. There are also alternate schemes in the
literature aiming to integrate IP-based mobility protocols into cellular architectures and to
effectively manage heterogeneous networks with special mobility scenarios. Cellular IP [11]
introduces a gateway router dealing with local mobility management while also supporting a
number of handoff techniques and paging. A similar approach is the handoff-aware wireless
access Internet infrastructure (HAWAII) [48], which is a separate routing protocol to handle
micromobility. Terminal Independent Mobility for IP [140] combines some advantages from
Cellular IP and HAWAII, where terminals with legacy IP stacks have the same degree of
mobility as terminals with mobility-aware IP stacks. Authors of [141] present a framework
that integrates 802.21 Media Independent Handover [134] and Mobile IP for network driven
mobility. However, these proposals are also based on centralized functions and generally rely
on MIP or similar anchoring schemes.
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Some of the above solutions are already standardized [142]–[144] for 3G and beyond 3G
architectures where the architectural evolution is in progress: E-UTRAN (Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Network) or LTE (Long Term Evolution) base stations (eNodeBs)
became distributed in a flatter scheme allowing almost complete distribution of radio and
handover control mechanisms together with direct logical interfaces for inter-eNodeB
communications. Here, traffic forwarding between neighboring eNodeBs is temporarily
allowed during handover events; however, traffic anchoring operations remain centralized
thanks to e.g., S-GW, PDN-GW, Local Mobility Anchor and Home Agent, responsible for
maintaining and switching centralized, hierarchical and overlapping system of tunnels
towards mobile nodes. Also, offloading with Local IP Access (LIPA) and Selected IP Traffic
Offload (SIPTO) extensions [145] cannot completely solve this issue: mobility management
mechanisms in current wireless and mobile networks anchor the user traffic relatively far
from users’ location. This eventuates the implementation of packet encapsulations over the
whole network, needs centralized mobility anchors to keep mapping information up-to-date,
and results in centralized, unscalable data plane and control plane with non-optimal routes,
overhead and end-to-end packet delay even in case of motionless users, centralized context
maintenance, single point of failures, and in deployment issues of cache and content servers
for Content Delivery Networks (CDN). To solve these entire problems and questions novel,
distributed and dynamic mobility management approaches may be envisaged, applicable
either to intra-technology or to inter technology mobility cases.
The basic idea is that anchor nodes and mobility management functions of wireless and
mobile systems could be distributed to multiple locations in different network segments,
hence mobile nodes in any of these locations could be served by a close entity.
First, core-level distribution is achievable, meaning that mobility anchors are
topologically distributed covering specific geographical area but still remain in the core
network. A good example for this is the Global HA to HA protocol [146], which extends MIP
and NEMO in order to remove their link layer dependencies on the Home Link and distribute
the Home Agents in Layer 3, at the scale of the Internet. DIMA (Distributed IP Mobility
Approach) [147] can also be considered as a core-level scheme by allowing the distribution of
MIP Home Agent (the normally isolated central server) to many and less powerful
interworking servers called Mobility Agents (MA). These new nodes have the combined
functionality of a MIP Home Agent and HMIP/PMIP Mobility Anchor Points. The
administration of the system of distributed MAs is done via a distributed Home Agent overlay
table structure based on a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [149], which creates a virtual Home
Agent cluster with distributed binding cache that maps a mobile node’s permanent identifier
to its temporary identifier.
Second, mobility functions and anchors could be distributed in the access part of the
network. For example in case of pico- and femto cellular access schemes it could be very
effective to introduce Layer 3 capability in access nodes to handle IP mobility management in
that way and to provide higher level intervention and even cross-layer optimization
mechanisms. The concept of UMTS BSR [16] realizes such an access-level mobility
management distribution scheme where a special network element called BSR (Base Station
Router) is used to build flat cellular systems. BSR merges the GGSN, SGSN, RNC and
NodeB entities into a single element: while a common UMTS network is built from a plethora
of network nodes and is maintained in a hierarchical and centralized fashion, the BSR
integrates all radio access and core functions. Furthermore, the BSR can be considered a
special wireless edge router that bridges between mobile/wireless and IP communication. In
order to achieve this, mobility support in the BSR is handled at three layers: RF channel
mobility, Layer 2 anchor mobility, and Layer 3 IP mobility. The idea of Liu Yu et al. [150] is
quite similar to the BSR concept. Here a node called Access Gateway (AGW) is introduced to
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implement distributed mobility management functionalities in the access level. The whole flat
architecture consists of two kinds of elements, AGW on the access network side and terminals
on the user side. Core network nodes are mainly simple IP routers. The scheme applies DHT
and Loc/ID separation: each mobile node has a unique identifier (ID) keeping persistent, and
an IP address based locator (Loc) changed by every single mobility event. The (Loc,ID) pair
of each mobile is stored inside AGW nodes and organized in a DHT manner. When a mobile
node moves to a new network (i.e., under a new AGW) it changes its IP according to the new
network and updates the (Loc,ID) pair in the DHT to make sure that the mobile node owning
a particular ID can be reached by looking up the IP in the DHT of (Loc,ID) pairs.
Third (and last) type of DMM application scenarios is the so-called host-level or peer-topeer distributed mobility management where once the correspondent node is found,
communicating peers can directly exchange IP packets. In order to find the correspondent
node, a special information server is required in the network, which can also be centralized or
distributed. A good example for host-level schemes in the IP layer is MIPv6 which is able to
bypass the user plane anchor (i.e., Home Agent) based on route optimization mechanisms like
[151], such providing a host-to-host communication method. End-to-end mobility
management protocols working in higher layers of the TCP/IP stack such as TCP-Migrate
[152], Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [153], Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
[44] or Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [20] can also be efficiently employed in such schemes.
5.2.2 802.21 MIH and HIP-based handover initiation, preparation, execution and
completion
Today's mobility management protocols (e.g., Mobile IP, NEMO BS and Proxy Mobile
IP without route optimization) do not separate signaling and user planes which means that all
control and data packets traverse the centralized mobility anchor. As because the volume of
user plane traffic is much higher compared to the signaling traffic, the separation of signaling
and user planes together with the distribution of the user plane but without eliminating
signaling anchors can still result in effective and scalable mobility management. This is
exploited the proposed UFA-HIP framework where a relatively simple inter-UFA GW
protocol can be used thanks to the centralized HIP signaling plane, but the user plane is still
fully distributed. Mobile IP based DMM solutions also rely on the advantages of this partial
distribution concept when they implement route optimization and such separate control
packets from data messages after a short period of finishing the route optimization procedure.
In order to develop an appropriate mobility management protocol for UFA-HIP I
extended the base protocol to support UFA GW centric signaling delegation based handover
operation, and also to integrate IEEE 802.21 MIH with Host Identity Protocol. The IEEE
802.21 MIH [134] standard specifies a unified framework for proactive handover control in
heterogeneous architectures (i.e., 802.3, 802.11, 802.16, 3G networks). It supports event and
command service (ES, CS) mainly used for local and remote link-layer event monitoring, and
information service (IS) collecting static information on access networks. The previous
services enable network and MN-controlled handover decisions, i.e., target L2 Point of
Access (PoA) selection. The standard defines procedures for PoA resource availability
checks, resource reservation, and release. The handover execution protocols and decision
algorithms are outside the scope of the standard. Point of Services (PoS) are network elements
that communicate directly with the MN, and can assist in handover decision. In my proposed
solution, UFA GWs are PoS, but often non-PoA entities (i.e., no Layer 2 link is available
between the MN and the non-PoA UFA GW).
Thesis IV.2. [C21], [C22], [J6], [J9] I have designed a proactive, distributed, 802.21 MIH
and HIP-based handover initiation, preparation, execution and completion protocol for UFA-
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HIP. The proposed technology generally supports flat architectures, minimizes end-to-end
path length for user traffic, and keeps the mobility signalling load in the backhaul and core
segments.
The proposed distributed mobility management scheme anticipates live registration of
MN to the network (including live registration to the serving UFA-HIP GW’s signaling
delegation services), and live registration between target and source UFA-GWs. The handover
protocol starts with the handover initiation.
During the 802.21 MIH handover initiation phase (illustrated in Figure 35), the UFA
mobility management algorithm decides to initiate the handover process to one of the
candidate UFA GWs. Within this phase, the source UFA GW configures the serving access
interface of the multimode terminal with the set of QoS parameters required for the serving
access link, using MIH procedures. As a result, the serving access interface periodically
notifies the registered MIH user (i.e., the UFA-HIP cross-layer module in the source UFA
GW) about its QoS parameters. Based on this information, the special algorithm inside the
UFA-HIP module has sufficient information about the serving access network and, if
necessary, can trigger the handover preparation phase before connectivity is lost.

Figure 35: 802.21 MIH handover initiation phase for UFA-HIP

After receiving this trigger message starts the 802.21 MIH handover preparation phase
(Fig. 36) with the following sub-phases.
1.

2.
3.

Discovery: during this phase, the list of candidate UFA GWs is obtained through the
802.21 Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) [134], which collects
information about the candidate access networks, such as their identifiers, L2
addresses, accounting information, etc. UFA GWs may also maintain a local MIIS
database.
Query: in this phase, the mobility decision algorithm acquires all QoS metrics for all
available candidate UFA GWs.
Selection: the mobility decision algorithm running either on the network or in the
terminal side, decides for the target network (i.e., T UFA GW).
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Fig. 36 illustrates the 802.21 MIH handover preparation phase for a network initiated
handover. The S UFA GW queries the MIIS about the available neighbouring networks, then
asks the MN to narrow the list of candidate access networks, and finally checks the available
resources at each C UFA GW. Thereafter, it decides the selected T UFA GW for the handover
procedure.

Figure 36: 802.21 MIH handover preparation phase for UFA-HIP

After the selection of the target PoA and the T UFA GW starts the HIP-base handover
preparation. First, the necessary HIP and IPsec contexts are proactively established in the
network by the S UFA GW using Type 1 and Type 2 HIP delegation services [C21] (please
see the explanation of these services and their signaling in Table 1).

Figure 37: HIP-based handover preparation phase 1/2 for UFA-HIP
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The prerequisites of these procedures are that the T UFA GW must register to the Type 1
Delegation service of the S UFA GW, in order to delegate HIP and IPsec association
establishment. Furthermore, the S UFA GW (or the MN) must subscribe to the Type 2
Delegation service of the T UFA GW, to authorize the T UFA GW to update the MN’s
location at the MN’s active peers, i.e., its CNs or the UFA GWs of its CNs and the RVS.
As depicted in Figure 37, the S UFA GW initiates a Type 2 Mandated Action Request on
behalf of the MN for handing off MN’s sessions. It triggers a bulk Type 1 Delegation Action
Request sent back to the S UFA GW. With this request the T UFA GW authorizes the S UFA
GW for the establishment of HIP and IPsec connections with the MN‘s peers in the name of
the T UFA GW. Then the S UFA GW sends the security contexts to the T UFA GW using
CXTP protocol protected with IPsec. Hence, the number of HIP BEX procedures can be
reduced and replaced by HIP Updates. After the successful context transfer, the T UFA GW
updates the traffic forwarding policies for the MN at the CNs, RVS, and the MN, as illustrated
in Fig. 38.

Figure 38: HIP handover preparation phase 2/2 for UFA-HIP

Firstly, Type 2 Mandated Action Requests are sent by the T UFA GW to the CNs and the
RVS in the MN’s name. After updating the MN’s peers, the T UFA GW informs the S UFA
GW with a Type 2 Mandated Action Response to prepare for the redirection of the sessions.
The T UFA GW updates its HIT-based traffic forwarding table [J6] to receive traffic from
MN’s peers and send packets towards the S UFA GW. The S UFA GW also updates the
MN’s and its own local HIT-based traffic mapping table: the traffic coming from the MN,
related to the sessions that will be handed off soon, must be mapped to the IPsec tunnel that
has the T UFA GW on the other side. The MN delays the activation of forwarding its traffic to
the T UFA GW. Therefore, the traffic of the MN passes through the source and target UFA
GW until the physical handover completes.
Figure 39 illustrates the handover execution and completion phase for the proposed
scheme. After HIP handover preparation phase, L2 handover execution procedure is initiated
by the MIH_N2N_HO_Commit and MIH_Net_HO_Commit request messages of 802.21
MIH [134], towards the T UFA GW and the MN, respectively. Then, the MN attaches on L2
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to the target L2 PoA. This procedure could contain fast L2 re-authentication schemes, e.g.,
ERP [154]. The last phase is initiated by the MN when it physically attaches to the target L2
PoA and UFA GW. The MN signals to the T UFA GW that the handover was successfully
executed and S UFA GW and L2 PoA can release the resources maintained for the MN’s
handed off sessions.

Figure 39: Handover execution and completion phase for UFA-HIP

This last phase is executed by the 802.21 MIH protocol’s MIH_MN_HO_complete
procedure: after the reception of the MIH_MN_HO_complete request message the T UFA
GW requests the S UFA GW to release the resources maintained for the MN’s handed off
sessions by sending a MIH_N2N_HO_complete request. Finally, the traffic forwarding policy
must be updated for the MN in the source and target UFA GWs to exclude the S UFA GW
from the path.
Table 1: Explanation of the applied HIP-based Delegation Service messages [C21]
HIP Parameter
Delegation Establishment Request
Delegation Establishment Response

Delegation Action Request

Delegation Action Response

Mandated Action Request

Mandated Action Response
Context Transfer Data (CTD)
Context Transfer Data Reply (CTDR)

Description
The Delegator sends to the Delegate for itself or on behalf of another node in order to request
Type 1/2 delegation service using HIP REG REQ parameter. Authorization Certificate chain of
the acquiring node must be included in HIP NOTIFICATION parameter(s).
The Delegate sends to the Delegator in order to acknowledge or reject Type 1/2 delegation
service establishment using HIP REG RESP or REG FAILED parameter.
The Delegator sends to the Delegate for itself or on behalf of another node in order to request
HIP and/or IPsec association creation or update. In case of Type 1 Delegation Service the state
information will be transferred to the Delegator. For Type 2 Delegation Service, the states
resulted by the action will be created and further maintained by the Delegate.
The Delegate sends to the Delegator in order to report the Type 1/2 delegation action results in
HIP NOTIFICATION parameter(s).
The Delegate sends to 3rd party node(s). For Type 1 Delegation Service HIP and/or IPsec
associations will be created by the Delegate and transferred to the Delegator. In case of Type 2
Delegation Service, new HIP and/or IPsec states are created on behalf of the Delegator by the
Delegate and/or traffic mapping rules will be updated. HIP NOTIFICATION parameters are
used to transfer the required information such as supported IPsec SPI values of the Delegator,
global locator(s) of the Delegator, list of supported HIP and IPsec transforms, traffic mapping
rules, Delegator peer list, configuration and service registration parameters, etc.
3rd party node(s) send to the Delegate in order to report Type 1/2 mandated action results
in HIP NOTIFICATION parameter(s).
Sent by the Delegate to Delegator, and includes feature data (i.e., HIP and IPsec context data).
Sent by Delegator to Delegate, indicating success or failure of context transfer.
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5.2.3 Simulation Environment and Evaluation Results
The evaluation of the developed scheme was performed in the extended version of the
INET/OMNeT++ based open source HIPSim++ [C17] simulation environment already
introduced in Thesis I.3.
Thesis IV.3 [C17], [J14], [J17] I have shown that the proposed proactive UFA-HIP handover
preparation and execution protocol reduces the handover latency with an average 67% and
thus almost totally eliminates the effects of frequent inter-GW mobility events in distributed or
flat mobile networking architectures. I have also revealed the scale of the benefits exploited
from the scheme by UDP and TCP applications. The number of lost UDP packets is 55% less
in average, while the average TCP throughput gain of the distributed scheme is above 60%
compared to the legacy solutions.
I have used standard HIP and MIPv6 mobility management solutions as reference: the
mobile host (MN) changed its PoA by connecting to another Wi-Fi access point (AP) due to
its movement. As the APs were connected to different access routers advertising different
IPv6 prefixes, the IPv6 address of the MN was changed after reattachment. In the HIP case,
standard RFC 5206 mechanisms were applied to handle this mobility situation by running the
HIP UPDATE process [22]. In the MIPv6 case two sub-cases were implemented: MIPv6 with
and without routing optimization (RO ON and OFF, respectively), where return routeability
[6] is applied / not applied on the top of MIPv6 binding update procedure. During the
simulation built-in TCP and UDP application models were used to generate traffic between
the MN and its Correspondent Node (CN). I have introduced a special router node providing
an average RTT of 300 ms between the MN and the CN / HIP RVS / MIPv6 Home Agent to
simulate Internet-wide communication. A simple Domain Name Service model was applied
used to simulate DNS procedures, but they were initiated only before connection
establishment (i.e., HIP BEX).

Figure 40: Simulation scenarios for MIPv6/HIP (left) and UFA-HIP (right) schemes

For the UFA-HIP scenario the difference lies in the introduction of UFA-HIP GWs and
their advanced signaling delegation based functions: two HIP-capable UFA GW nodes
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replace the legacy access routers and control their PoAs (Wi-Fi AP 1 and 2). In this scenario
the MN uses active Signal-to-Noise Ratio measurements and a threshold value to trigger
handover preparation. HIP functions (signaling delegation and context transfer) were
implemented as extensions to HIPSim++, while the model of 802.21 MIH framework was
built on the Notification Board toolset of INET/OMNeT++ [87].
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Figure 41: Handover latency of the UFA-HIP scheme

In all the above scenarios the MN is able to migrate between the different APs with a
constant speed such provoking handovers situations. By inducing 100 independent handovers
during simulation runs I have measured three key performance indicators in three different
sub-scenarios. Sub-scenario A measures Handover Latency defined here as the time elapsed
between loosing the connection at the old AP and completing the handover execution on the
MN side while connected to the new AP. Fig. 41/a presents the Handover Latency as the
average of the 100 handover series for every RA interval within its 99% confidence interval.
Measurements show that UFA-HIP handover performance is independent of the subsidiary IP
layer mechanisms (i.e., delays of acquiring IP address, duplicate address detection, etc.) and
keeps service interruption delay slightly above 1 sec. It means that the handover latency is
caused only by the physical reattachment procedures in UFA-HIP (Wi-Fi AP re-association in
our simulations). Measurements show that the service interruption delay of UFA-HIP is
independent from the configuration delay in the target network (i.e., RA interval), and about
67% smaller than the reference protocols case in average, thanks to the advanced proactive
operation which basically reduces the handover disruption to the Layer 2 (re-)attachment
delay. Fig. 41/b presents the Handover Latency in function of the RA interval and the delay
between source and target UFA-HIP GWs. The graph depicts that the performance of my
proposed proactive handover solution is independent from the topological distance of the S
and T UFA GWs.
Fig. 42/a introduces results of sub-scenario B for every evaluated protocol, and shows
how much UDP packet was lost during a handover in a HIP, MIPv6 RO ON, MIPv6 RO OFF,
and UFA-HIP based system. The points on the graph represent the average UDP packet loss
of 100 handovers for every offered datarate value and depicted within a 99% confidence
interval. The differences and similarities of the examined protocols’ handover performance
are clearly observable in the UDP transport layer. The power of my proactive, context-transfer
based distributed solution designed for ultra flat architectures is highlighted by the fact that
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the number of lost UDP packets is 55% less in average for the UFA-HIP case compared to the
legacy HIP and MIPv6 aggregate performances.
Fig. 42/b depicts the TCP throughput proportion of the four protocols under analysis in a
one minute communication session between the MN and the CN experienced at different
handover frequencies from 0 to 9. The gain of my UFA-HIP solution is eye-catching
especially when the circumstances are deteriorating (i.e., the number of handovers is
increasing): in case of the highest handover frequency UFA-HIP shows more than 175% gain
in TCP throughput, but also the average gain of the advanced distributed scheme is above
60%.
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Figure 42: Performance of UDP and TCP applications in the UFA-HIP handover scheme

With the help of extensive simulations I proved that the handover latency and the number
of lost packets during handoffs can be significantly reduced while the TCP throughput can be
considerably increased in case of my UFA-HIP proposal, meaning that relevant improvements
in handover performance can be achieved besides the enhanced scalability when applying
intelligent distributed HIP gateways in the mobile network. It is an important result as
optimization of handover performance is one of the key problems for flat networks: unlike in
hierarchical and centralized architectures which usually provide efficient fast handover
mechanisms using Layer 2 methods, in flat architectures IP-based mobility management
protocol must be used. Since all the PoAs are connected directly to the IP core network,
hiding mobility events from the IP layer is much harder. Another aspect of this challenge is
that the most widespread IP mobility management solutions are mainly designed for
macromobility environments and induce relatively long handover latency. As disruptions
during mobility events is not acceptable for real-time applications like VoIP and live video
broadcast, high-performance IP mobility management with advanced micromobility-like
extension is required for flat IP networks.
In my UFA-HIP system framework high scalability is achieved because centralized
anchors – the main performance bottlenecks – are removed, and traffic is forwarded in a
distributed fashion. The flat nature also provides flexibility regarding the evolution of
broadband access, e.g., the range extension of RANs with unmanaged micro-, pico- and
femtocells, without concerns of capacity in centralized entities covering the actual area in a
hierarchical structure.
Failure tolerance/resistance, reliability and redundancy is also refined and strengthened as
no such single points of failure exist, and the impact of possible shortfalls of the distributed
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network elements (i.e., UFA GWs) can smoothly narrowed to a limited, local area. Also no
complex failure recovery operations are required: if a UFA GW in the flat network goes
down, it could quickly repair itself without intervention of central control nodes. Therefore
the system becomes more predictable because signaling mechanisms are way less dependent
on the backhaul infrastructure and other (anchor) entities.
Another important benefit of UFA-HIP is the potential to prevent suboptimal routing
situations and realize advanced resource efficiency. In a common hierarchical architecture, all
traffic passes through the centralized anchor nodes, which likely increases the routing path
and results in suboptimal traffic routing compared to the flat use-cases.
However, in order to exploit all the above benefits and advantages, some challenges that
flat architectures face must be concerned.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Research
Supporting localized or micromobility management, location privacy enhancement,
network mobility management and distributed mobility management are very important
scenarios for emerging application areas and use-cases in the all-IP world of modern
telecommunications. In my dissertation I have presented new schemes, protocols and
algorithms to support these scenarios, improve the performance of legacy solutions in these
use-cases and such increase the quality of mobile applications in general.
The proposed anycast based micromobility management method and the introduced
anycast domain planning scheme would easily represent a convenient hop-by-hop routing
based but still scalable technique for mobile operators to deploy transparent and built-in
micromobility management. However, my proposal requires the standardization and
widespread implementation of IPv6 anycast routing and group management protocols.
Supporting this standardization work is a possible future research direction, especially if
protocol parameters defining the speed of routing convergence comes into picture. Note, that
in case of ABMF routing convergence defines handover latency, therefore increasing
convergence time is an essential goal for ABMF supporting anyast routing solutions. Also
important to solve security and secure group management issues of IPv6 anycasting: without
such a technique, routing information injection into the routing system is a potential threat.
The introduced location privacy aware domain planning algorithms would provide an
opportunity for mobile operators to configure micromobility domains and define gateway
placement policies in distributed architectures in a way which guarantees a near optimum
tradeoff between the registration signaling load and the paging cost, while also maximizing
the domain’s location privacy capabilities based on different considerations. Domain planning
is an important issue in the design of future’s highly distributed or even flat mobile networks,
since IP address changes will occur much frequently in such architectures, therefore structure
of domains will show even more serious impacts on IP-dependent location privacy and also
on the total mobility management cost of mobile nodes. Of course operators will only apply
such techniques if the user awareness for location privacy protection will increase above a
certain level, such forcing the application of strong privacy enhancing technologies even
during the network planning phase. In order to provide a more general and complete domain
planning scheme, it is advisable to combine the features of the proposed algorithm variants
and integrate them in a complex and more adaptive design solution. The proposed concept of
location privacy aware network planning fits into the topic of personal paging area design and
could help to create novel set of services for power users wanting to pay more money for
advanced network services such network-aided enhanced IP location privacy. Optimization of
the proposed techniques for heterogeneous integrated Wi-Fi Femto (IFW) architectures is also
a promising future research direction.
My proposed, location information aided predictive mobility management framework and
handover scheme extends the standardized NEMO BS solution for network mobility, and
combines the benefits of MCoA with a new prediction-driven cross-layer management entity.
I have shown that with an appropriate setup the prediction engine will not suffer from the
errors of wrong positioning measurements, which makes my proposed system a solid,
trustworthy and practical extension of NEMO BS in multihomed configurations. The scheme
was successfully applied in the BOSS project [155] and served as the main mobility
management solution for the on board wireless secured video surveillance system designed by
the consortium for railways. A natural and practical enhancement of the proposal could be the
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integration of the solution with IEEE 802.21 MIH and/or ANDSF functions. Also an
interesting future research topic is to analyze the adaptation possibilities of the proposed
technique into ITS/C-ITS system architectures under standardization. The C-ITS concept of
Local Dynamic Map (LDM) could accommodate several modules of my proposal and could
provide a standardized and easy-to-use toolset to implement and further improve my MCoA
based, GNSS aided predictive handover management scheme.
The separation of locator and identifier information is probably one of the main evolution
trends of the future Internet. The Host Identity Protocol is a security control protocol
providing true, cryptographic ID/Loc separation, IP-mobility and multihoming. In HIPenabled nodes, applications use persistent host identities instead of IP addresses for
addressing. Any type of mobility is hidden from the application and transport layer. In current
3GPP networks, non-3GPP access is protected by IKEv2 and IPsec protocols. HIP could
replace IKEv2 currently defined for non-3GPP access as network access security protocol, if
it performs better in L3 re-authentication and IPsec security association establishment
procedures. Seamless inter-system handover between non-3GPP accesses is not covered by
current 3GPP standards, however HIP could also support seamless inter-system handover
between non-3GPP access networks. In distributed or flat architectures, containing multiple
distributed P-GWs, intra-3GPP mobility will lead to frequent inter-PGW handovers. That is
the reason why my proposed HIP based micromobiliy and UFA-HIP distributed mobility
could play an essential role in future mobile Internet architectures, and also this is the
motivation to provide NEMO support also in the host identity layer by my introduced HIPNEMO scheme. However, introduction of HIP technologies in current or evolving mobile
architectures is not an easy job: the structural modifications inside the common TCP/IP
protocol stack raises serious deployment concerns which should be tackled for widespread
application of HIP based networking solutions. In case of HIP delegation-based services,
support of non-HIP enabled peers can be solved by example using HIP proxies [156]. My
HIP-based schemes were successfully applied in project MEVICO [157] as the building
blocks of a possible green-field alternative to support mobile networks evolution towards a
more distributed architecture and enhanced individual communications experience. An
important future research direction in this topic is the analysis of cooperation opportunities
between HIP based advanced mobility solutions and Software Defined Mobile Networks
(SDMNs) where traffic driven dynamic reconfiguration and optimization of radio, transport
and core network resources are managed using centralized and automated controlling
capabilities and open interfaces. Secure SDMN signaling and support of complex mobility
scenarios are just two possible application areas of HIP techniques in software defined
networks. The proliferation of softwarized, virtualized and cloudified mobile Internet
infrastructures also require reconciliation of mobility solutions in general as the foreseen realtime traffic optimization in SDMNs creates a new paradigm with endless possibilities for
handover management.
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HIP
HIP RS
HIP SM
HISM
HIT
HM
HMIPv6
HSPA
HSS
HTTP
ID/Loc
IEEE
IETF
IKEv2
IMS
IP
IPv4
IPv6
ITU-T
L1/L2/L3
LA
LAFA
LFN
LIN6
LIPA
LMN
LP
LRVS
LSA
LSI
LTE/LTE-A
M2M
MA
MAC
MAP
MCoA
MEVICO
MIHF
MIHU
MIIS
MIPv4
MIPv6
MitM
MN
MNN
MOSPF
MPLS
MR
mRVS
ND
NEMO
NEMO BS
OPEX

GPRS Tunneling Protocol
Graphical User Interface
Home Agent
Handoff-aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure
High Definition Television
Host Identifier
Host Identity Indirection Infrastructure
Host Identity Protocol
HIP Rendezvous Service
HIP State Machine
Host Identity Specific Multicast
Host Identity Tag
Handover Manager
Hierarchical MIPv6
Hight Speed Packet Access
Home Subscriber Server
HyperText Transfer Protocol
Identifier/Locator
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet Key Exchange version 2
IP Multimedia Subsystem
Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol version 4
Internet Protocol version 6
International Telecommunication - Union Telecommunication Sector
Layer1/Layer2/Layer3 of TCP/IP
Location Area
Location Area Forming Algorithm
Local Fixed Node
Location Independent Networking for IPv6
Local IP Access
Local Mobile Node
Location Privacy
Local Rendezvous Server
Link State Advertisements
Local Scope Identifier
Long Term Evolution/Long Term Evolution-Advanced
Machine-to-Machine
Mapping Agent
Medium Access Control
Mobile Anchor Point
Multiple Care-of Addresses Registration
Mobile Networks Evolution for Individual Communications Experience
Media-Independent Handover Function
MIH User
Media Independent Information Service
Mobile IPv4
Mobile IPv6
Man-in-the-Middle
Mobile Node
Mobile Network Nodes
Multicast Anycast Open Shortest Path First
Multiprotocol Label Switching
Mobile Router
Mobile Rendezvous Point
Neighbor Discovery
Network Mobility
NEMO Basic Support
Operation Expenditure
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P2P
PAI
PAN
PA-SABLAF
PCC
PDA
PDN GW or PGW
PHY
PIA-SM
PIM-SM
PoA
PoS
PRD
PUA
QoE
QoS
RA
RegReg6
RFC
RFID
RIPng
RP
RP 3/5
RSSI
RTT
RVS
S UFA GW
SABAS
SABLAF
SAE
SAP
SHV
SIP
SIPTO
SMS
SNR
SPI
SPINAT
SSID
T UFA GW
TB-LAD
TCP
TCP/IP
UDP
UFA
UFA GW
UFA-HIP
ULP
UMTS
USB
VAG
VAN
VMN
VoD
VoIP
Wi-Fi
WiMAX
WLAN
WR
XML

Peer-to-Peer
Paging Area Identifier
Personal Area Network
Privacy Aware SABLAF
Policy and Charging Control
Personal Digital Assistant
Packet Data Network Gateway
Physical
Anycast Protocol Independent Anycast - Sparse Mode
Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode
Point of Access
Point of Service
Paging Registration Database
Peer Unicast Address
Quality of Experience
Quality of Service
Router Advertisement
Regional Registrations
Requests for Comments
Radio Frequency Identification
Routing Information Protocol Next Generation
Rendezvous Point
Reference Point 3/5
Receive Signal Strength Indicator
Round Trip Time
Rendezvous Server
Source UFA GW
Simulated Annealing Based Anycast Subnet forming
Simulated Annealing Based Location Area Forming Algorithm
System Architecture Evolution
Service Announcement Packet
Super Hi-Vision
Session Initiation Protocol
Selected IP Traffic Offload
Short Messaging Service
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Security Parameter Index
Security Parameter Index Network Address Translation
Service Set Identifider
Target UFA GW
Traffic-Based Static Location Area Design
Transmission Control Protocol
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
User Datagram Protocol
Ultra Flat Architecture
UFA Gateway
HIP-based Ultra Flat Architecture
User Location Privacy
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
Universal Serial Bus
Virtual Anycast Group
Vehicle Area Network
Visiting Mobile Node
Video on Demand
Voice over IP
Wireless Fidelity
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
Wireless Local Area Network
Weighted Rate
Extensible Markup Language
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